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1. ExEcuTvE SUMnARY axo GottcLuslox

1.1 This submission is made by News Corporation ('News Corp") in respect of the proposed

acquisition by News Corp of the eniire issued and to be issued share capital of British Sky

Broadcasting Group plc ('Sky'') that News Corp does not already own (the "Transaction")'

1.2 The Secretary of State is considering whetherto take appropriate measures to proiect

"legitimate interests" pursuant to Micle 21(3) EUMR and issued a European Intervention

Notice in relation to the Transaction on 4 November 2010. Ofcom issued an Invitation to

Comment on media public interest considerations in relation to the Transaction on 5
November 2010.

1.3 This submission addresses issues which are relevant to Ofcom's initial investigation of the

Transaction in relation to the public interest consideration specified in section 58(2CXa) of

the Enterprise Act.

1.4 This submission is structured as follows:

(a) Section 2: Background to the partles and the Transac'tion

(b) Section 3: Legal framework and relevant public interest consideration and

sufflciencY of PluralltY

(c) Section 4: The Transaction will not change the quality of editorial influence
over Sky News

(d) Section 5: No lmpaet on setting of the news agenda

(e) Section 6: Sufficient plurality post'Transaction

1.5 News Corp has engaged FTI Consulting and Perspective Consuliing to prepare reports

on media public interest considerations relevani to the Transaction. These reports are

provided in Annex I and Anner ll respecilvely'

1.6 A Glossary of abbreviations used in this submission is provided in Annex lll.

1.7 In summary:

(a) In the UK, News Corp is mainly a newspaper enierprise ior the purposes of the

Enterprise Act and Sky is a media enterprise serving mainly a TV audience. This

means thai the only audience for whom plurality could conceivably be reduced as

a result of the Transaciion is a cross-media audience'

(b) The Transaction involves News Corp acquiring full legal control of Sky over which

News Corp already has commercial influence and a degree of control, as

recognised bY the UK authorities'
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In relation to TV broadcasting, commercial influence does not equate with editorial
influence. This was found by the CC and confirmed by the CoA in the Sky/ ITV
Gase. lt cannot be assumed that the Transaction will bring about a significant
actualchange in the editorial independence of Sky News.

Furthermore, the regulatory framework and the deep culture of editorial
independence in UK TV broadcasting combine to protect lnternal plurality within
the media enterprise thatwill serve a cross-media audience post-Transaction.

ln any event, even if Ofcom wanted to assess the Transaction on the basis that
there will be no intemal plurality consfaint in relation to Sky News post-
Transaction, there would be a sufficient plurality of voices available to cross-media
audiences post-Transaction. The strength, number and range of cross-media
voices has increased since enactnent of the Communications Act and there is
€v€ry reason to believe that this cross-media diversity will continue post-
Transacton.

We also considered, following the Sky/ ITV precedent, whether there were
particular individuals within the UK population who cunently rely only on news
content from Sky News and News Intemational. This grouping was found to be of
a minimalsize (0.3% of the UK population).

This submission and its annexes contain confidential information which should not be
distiosed to ttrirO plrties witnout ttews Corp'r prior written consent.

(d)

(e)

(0

1.8
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2.1
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BAGKGROUND TO THE PARTIES AI{D ftE TRAIISACTION

The Partles

News: News Corp is a diversifred global media company with operations in eight industry

segments: filmed entertainment;television; cable network programming; direct broadcast

satettite television; integrated marketing services; newspapers and information services;

book publishlng; and other. News Corp had total assets as of 30 June 2010 of

approximatety US$S+ billion and total annual revenues of approximately US$33 billion for

the fiscal year ended 30 June 2010. l

The activities of News Gorp are conducted principally in the United States, Continental

Europe, the United Kingdom, Australia, Asia and Latin America'

News Corp is a Delaware corporation whose shares are llsted on the New York and

Australian Stock Exchanges. News Corp has a secondary listing on the London Stock

Exchange.

ln the UK, News Corp's main activities include (through News International Limited) the

provision of newspapers and information services and (through HarperCollins Publishers

Limited) book publishing.

News Corp owns 39.14% of theshares in Sky, and is entitled toexercise 37.19% of the

voting rights in Sky. According to fre UK CC, News Corp at present has a degree of

controlof Sky.1

Sky: Sky is a holding company for a number of subsidiaries, which are active in a variety

of economic sectors in the UK and lreland, including:

(a) the creation of "lineaf TV channels (i.e., channels offering a series of

programmes which are available to view at a scheduled time of broadcast)' Sky's

iin""t p"y TV channels are supplied on a wholesale basis to cable, DTT, and

. lpTV operators for them to retail to their subscribers in the UK and lreland. Sky

also broadcasts a number of its TV channels FTA (or free'to-view) via DTH

satellite and via DTT;

(b) the retail distribution of Sky's and third parties' linear pay TV channels via DTH'

IPTV, the lnternet (via Sky Player),2 and mobile technologies;

(c) the retail distribution of Sky's and third parties' "audiovisual programming"

(refening to all types of content that satisfies consumers' demand for audiovisual

services, regardless of how they are made available to consumers) via the

services known as Sky Anytime and Sky Playeri

(d) the provision of retail telephony and broadband services to Sk/s residential DTH

subscribers;

(e) the provision of conditional access, access control, and EPG services to

broadcasters and interactive service providers on sky's DTH platform;

(f) through Sky's advertising sales house, Sky Media, the sale of advertising and

sponsorship on Sky's and third parties' channels, and on other Sky services.

Sky is a public company whose shares are listed on the London Stock Exchange'

2.4

2.6

2.2

2.3

2.5

2.7

t Cc Report, paragraph 5.84.

" it V Aiyi is an intin" appllcation available over the Intemet via PCs, games consoles and other consumer el€clronic

dsvices,
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The Transac{lon structure

2.8 The Transaction contemplates the acquisition by News Corp of Sky's shares it does not
already own. After the implementation of the Transaction, News Corp would exercise

. soleconfoloverSky.

2.9 The Transaction is subfect to the City Gode on Takeovers and Mergers and would be
implemented by way of a public ofier or court approved scheme of anangement.

Timetable and regulatory review

2.10 On 15 June 2010, News Corp made an announcement pursuant to Rule 2.4 of the City
Code on Takeovers and Mergers of a possible offer to acquire the entire issued and to be
issued share capital of Sky that News Corp does not already own.

2.11 P-ursuant to a Cooperation.Agreement entered into by News €orp and Sky on 15 June
2010, Sky has agreed to co-operate with News Corp In seeking any nece$sary merger
clearances in relation to the Transaction from the relevant merger conFol authorities.

2.12 The Transaction is a concentation with a Union dimension and was notified to he
Commission on 3 November 2010. The Gommission's review of the Transaction at
Phase I is pending.

, Ratlonale of the Transaction

2.13 The acquisition of the entire share capitral of Sky constitutes an opportunity for News Corp
to achieve financial consolidation for a companywith which it has been closely associated
for a long time, and which is mainly active in a sector that constitutes a core business for
News Corp.3

2.14 The Transaction will allow News Corp to achieve, among others, tre followlng two maln
objectives: (1) it will allow News Gorp to diversify the geographic scope of its activities by
acquiring a significant presence in two tenitories, namely the UK and lreland, where, as of
today, News Corp's activities in the TV sector are rather limited; and (2) it will allow News
Corp to diversify its sources of earnings by consolidating a business, such as Sky's
business, whose eamings are less dependent on advertising than other News Corp
activlties in the Ul( lreland and elsewhere (and more linked to subscription fees paid by
TV viewers).

t Nene Corp has activities In th€ pay TV sector outsid€ the UK and lreland.
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LEGAL FUHEWOnT: RrtWANt PUBUC IinEREST GOxStOenmOil AND SurRqerCV Or

Pruu-rrv

lntroductlon

The Secretary of State ls considering whether to take appropriate measures to protect

'legitimate interests" pursuant to Articte 21(3) EUMR and issued a European Intervention

Notce in relation to the Transactlon on 4 November 2010. Pursuant to such European

Intervention Notice, the Secretary of State asked Ofcom to investigate and report to him in

relation to tre identified public interest consideration described is paragraphs 3.5 to 3.7

below. As Ofcom will be aware, News Corp has made detailed submissions to BIS

explaining why, in its view, fiere is no_substantive basis for intervention. In particular, the

Transaction does not give rise to "exceptional circumstances" as to justtfy intervention in

accofdance with the DTI Guidance, paragraphs 8.2 and 8.4, and we submit that this

background should Inform Of@m's advice to he Secretary of State to enable him to

determine conclusively the relevance of the identified public interest consideration.

As Ofcom is aware, the scope of its report and of the following determinations to be taken

by the Secretrary of State, is limited to plurality considerations. News Corp is aware that a

number of third parties have made submissions that thq Transaction will have detrimental

effects on competition (for example, it has been suggested that the merged group may

choose to bundle News Corp newspapers witr Sky subscriptions with anticompetitive

effects). Such theories are, in any event, unsubstrantiated and are based on hypothetical

assertions of what "maf or "might" occur following the Transaction, without evidence.

They speculate on commercial behaviour and its impact on competition and therefore fall

under the exclusive competence of the Commission.a

In light of the CC approach in ihe Sky/ ITV case, as endorsed by the CoA, an analysis of
plurality involves the following:

(a) a qualitatlve assessment of the range and variety of voices available to

audiences, taking into account both "extemal" and 'internal' plurality, rather than a

bare assessment of the number of controllersl

(b) in terms of content $pes, the focus of the analysis should be the provision of
news, bearing in mind that any activities of Sky or News Corp in relation to the

supply of raw news or content or other services to third parties which do not

confer contol over editorial policy are not relevant to the public interest

consideration;

(c) in terms of audlences, the Transaction can only conceivably affect a cross-media

audience, if at all; socio-economic groupings are not themselves relevant

audiences for statutory purposes, but only categorisations which may apply to

some members of an audience (or members of a readership).

After establishing what qualitatively changes post-Transaction, compared with pre-

Transaction in respect of the provision of news to a cross-media audience, it is then

necessary to assess whether or not that change would result in insufficient plurality in the

UK.

The relevant public Interest conslderatlon

a The BIS statement accompanlng th€ European Intervention Ncflce notes that, gfuen the size of the acquisition, the

Commission will Invesugate the proposed acquisltion on the grounds of comPetruon and it will announc€ lts ourn

declsion bY 8 December.

3.2

3.3

3.4
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3.5 The relevant public interest consideration, on which the Secretary of State has asked
Ofcoms to report, and we understand from our conespondence with BlS, is set out In
section 58(2C)(a) of the Enterprise Act:

"the need, in relation to every different audience in the lJnited Kngdom or in a
particular area or localtty of tha United Kingdom, tor there to be a sufficient
plurality of persons with control of the media enterprises seruing that audience."

3'6 The manner in which an assessment of the sufficiency of media plural'rty is to be
conducted was considered in detail by the CC in the Sky/ ITV case. The CC took into
consideiation views expressed by Ofcom, written and oral submissions from a number of
interested parties, contributions from academic and other experts, titerature conceming
plurality and the Parliamentary debates connected wlth the rolevant provisions, in coming
to its view as to what an assessment of plurallty required. The CC's approach was
accepted and followed by the.Secretary of State.

g.7 On the one important point on which the CC's approach was challenged in the CAT, the
CC's approach was uftimately endorsed by the CoA. The CoA concluded that, when
assessing the plurality of the aggregate number of relevant controllers of media
enterprises and considering the sufficiency of that plurality, the CC may, and should, take
into account the acfual extent of the control exercised and exercisable over a relevant
enterprise by another. tn light of this, it should not be necessary for Ofcom to re-open the
debate in areas irrhere the CC has already made clear findings.

Plurality requlres an assessment of the range and number of voices

3.8 In Sky/ lTV, the GG summarised its process as follows:

'We took the concept of pluratityof persons with control of media enterprises to
refer both to the range and number of persons with control of media enterprises.
We concluded that a pluraltty of contol within the media is a matter of public
interest because it may affect the nnge of information and views provided to
different audiences. We thought it impoftant to dnw a distinction between the
plurality of persons with control of media enterprises and the implications of that
plurality for the range of information and views made avaitable to audiences. We
also thought that it was apprcpriate to distingulsh between the nnge of
information, and views that are provided across separate independent media
groups (extemal plurality) and the range that are provided within individual media
g rou ps (i nte rn a I pt u rat ity).n

3.9 The CoA confirmed that an analysis of plurality involves more than a bare assessment of
the number of contollers and encompasses an assessment of the range and variety of
voices available to audiences, taking into account both "external" and nintemal" plurality.

'The word plurality can connote more than just a number exceeding one. ft may
carry an implication of range and variety as well Certalnly it has that meaning in
subsection (28). We consider that tt does so /n subsection (2C)(a) as well.n

3.10 The so-called "deeming provisionn in section 58A(4) and (5) of the Enterprise Act means
enterprises may be treated as ceasing to be distinct if there is a change, if at all, in the
quality of control (including from the lowest, material influence, to the highest, legal
control) but does not preclude additional qualitative analysis.

u ln this submlssion, ue refer to th€ assessm€nt conduded by the Secretary of Stat€ and on whlch the Secretary of
State has asked Ofcom to report

I CC Report, paragraph 30.
' CoAJudgment, paragraph 90.
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3.11 , lt is therefore necessary for tre Secretary of Strate to consider to what extent the

Transaction changes the sfafus quo ante (in which News Corp already has a degree of

control of sky), so as to create a sltuation of insufficient plurality.

Focus of analYsls should be news

3.12 The CC decided in Sky/ ITV trat, in terms of content, the best metric to assess the range

of information and views presented to the public (and to assess plurality) was the

provision of news:

,We concluded that a pturatity of control within the media is a matter of pubtic

rnteresf because it may affect the nnge of information and views provided to

d iffe re nt a ud iences."E

"The pafties overlap in a brcad mnge of content, bttt news and cunent affairs are

the genres mosf closely annected with the formation of public opinion about

issues of national significance thrcugh the communbation of a range of
information and views. Nationat news rls an important genre of prognmming for

both iTV and BSkyB. Considering al! antent genres, including current affairs,

documentaries and satire, viewers rank news ftrst in terms of 'societal

importance', with a majority of the public saying that news helps them feel part of
the democrafic process. We also believe that news provision is a reasonable

lndicator of, and befter defined than, a wider range of other content relevant to the

formation of public opinion abouf issues of national signiftcance. We therefore

focused on national news and refer to the nnge of information and views

communicated to audiences through the news as the'pturatity of news'a

3.13 Consideration of other types of content provision, as raised in Ofcom's consultation

document, does not assist in assesslng plurali$ and, particularly, in light of the CC's clear

finding in Sky/ ITV other content types should be should be regarded as inelevant to a
plurality analysis. lndeed, to date this seems to have been accepted even by third parties

publicly expressing views about the merger who have focused their interest on news.

Supply of news content to broadcasters (ln particular Ghannel 5) ls not wlthin the

scoPe of the legal conslderatlon of sufflclency of plurality

g.14 The Secretary of State is required to consider only the plurality of persons with confol of

media enferPnbas.

3.1S For the purposes of section 58 of the Enterprise Act, an enterprise is a media enterprise if

it "consists in or involves broadcasting".lo A "media enterprise'is therefore not one which

consists in or involves the provision of news content or services to broadcasters.

3.16 That the supply of news content or services is not itself the focus of the plurality

assessment required by section 58 of the Enterprise Act is logical and consistent with the

overall regulatory framework, where the focus is not on the provider of content or ancillary

services but on the owner of channels and programming and editorial conhol. For

example, the entity that is licensed and regulated to provide a broadcasting service under

the Communications Act is "the person with general control over which programmes and

, other services and facitities are comprised in the service (whether or not he has control

t Cc Report, paragraPh 5.10.t Cc Repott, paragraPh 5.32.t0 Section 58A(2), Enterprise Act.
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of the content of individual programmes or of the broadcasting or dlstrlbutlon of the
servlce) " (our emphasis).l I

317 This has important implications for assessment of sufficiency of plurality in relation to he
Transaction. Any activities of Sky or News Gorp in relation to the supply of raw news or
content or other services to third parties which do not confer control over editodal policy
are not within the scope of the pubtic interest consideration.l2 In particular:

(a) although Sky provides raw news data and content to Five, Channel Five is the
relevant broadcasting licensee and controls the editorial policy of its channel;

(b) although Sky has won the contract to supply n€ws content to lRN, it does not
controlthe editorial policy of the radio news service or the individual radio stations.

3.18 The regulatory framework thus draws a fundamental distinction between transactions and
interests vr/hich confer influence'over editorial potiey and-thos6-wtiich do not. Only tre
former are within the scope of a plurality assessment. The plurality assessment must
focus on whether there is a sufffclent plurality of persons exercising editoriat control over
medla enterprises.

Goncept of a relevant audlence

3.19 The concept of an "audience" for a particular media outlet must be based on those people
who'are exposed to the views and opinions of that media outlet and who could therefore
conceivably be impacted by any alteration in ib presentation of the news. For a
newspaper the assessment must relate to the voices available to the UK readership. For
a television broadcaster the assessment must relate to the voices available to the
audience which watches TV broadcasts in the UK. For a merger between a newspaper
enterprise and a TV broadcaster he relevant audience is necessarily a cross-media
attdience. lt is in thls context that any possible reduction of plurality and its impaot on
"sufficienc/ needs to be assessed.

3.20 For stratutory purposes, socio-economic groupings or regions or "nations'of the UK are
not the starting point of the analysis and are not themselves audiences. These groupings
are not an 'audience served by an enterprise", they are categorisations which may apply
to some members of an audience (or members of a readership).

3.21 In Sky/ lTV, when considering the audiences reached by News International and Sky, tre
GC concluded that there were no fundamental differences between socieeconomic
groupings or between regions, or "nations" of the UK.

We investigated the extent of such differcnces fufther using data from TGI and
Touchpoints. Ihe resu/ts of this analysis ara sef out in Appendix L Our view is
that, whilst viewing shares and readership vary somewhat by socio-economic
group, there are no fundamentaldifferences in the significance of lTV, BSkyB and
News lntemational to particular secfions of the UK population. Nor did we frnd
any fundamental differences ln the significance of lTV, BSWB and News
tntemational between nations within the UK.a3

3.22 As explained in the report by FTI at Annex l, there are no fundamental differences in the
significance of Sky News and News Corp to particular sections of the UK population or

tt Sedionfi2(2),CommunicadonsAci.12 lt is noled that th€ CC di<l rrct aggregate €ith€r Five Ne$F or radio seMces receMng n€urs cont€nt from Sky Into Sky
News' audlence shar€ ryhq| tt rwlqived the Sky/ ITV transaction.

" CC Report, paragraph 5,50,
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3.25

3.26

3.27
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nations within the UK. The Transaction will not result in there being insufiicient plurality in

any sections of the UK population or nations within the UK.la

The Transac{lon can only concelvably affect a cross{iedla audlence, if at all

ln the UK, News Corp is mainly a newspaper enterprlse for the purposes of fie Enterprise

Act15 and Sky is a media enterprise serving mainly a TV audience.'o Thib means that the

only audience for whom plurality could conceivably be reduced as a result of the

Transaction is a cross-media audience:

(a) the number of controllers of television news broadcasters would not reduce as a

result (Sky would remain under entirely separate contol from the other main

television news broadcasters: BBC, ITV and Channel4)"; and

(b) the number of controllers of newspaper enterprises would not reduce as a result

(News Intemational would remain in entirely separate ownership from the other

main UK newspaper groups: the Daily Mail and General Trust, Trinity Minor,

Northern & shell, the Telegraph Media Group, the Guardian Media Group,

Independent News and Media and the Pearson Plc)'

The only context in which the number of controllers of news sourc€s for any audience

would conceivably have reduced would be examining an audience's consumption of news

across multipte media, taking into account at the very least exposure to both television

news and newspaPers.

.sufficlency' of plurallty for relevant audlence prc and post-Transaction

Once the Secretary of State has established what qualitatively changes post-Transaction

compared with pre-Transaction, and for which audience, he must then assess whether or

not that change will result in there being insufiicient plurality in the UK.

The meaning of "sufficient pluralitf is not developed in the Enterprise Act. The

Explanatory Notes to the Communications Act state in relation to section 58(2C)(a) that

"[tjne firstiim1 of fhis subsecfion is concemed primarily with ensuring that ownership of

media enterpises is nof overly concentrated in the hands of a limited number of
persons".18

There is no indication that Parliament considered pturality to be insufiicient at the time of

enactment of the Communications Act which represents a relaxation of controls on media

ownership and, particularly, cross-media ownership. In these circumstiances, it would be

legitimate to assume that intervention on plurality grounds is wananted only when it

reiu"e" plurality to a level which is materially below that subsisting at the time of

enactment of the relevant legislation. ln such a rich and diverse media environment,

which is even more true today than in 2002, itcannot be established that the Transaction

gives rise to serious public interest concerns.

The CC described its process as follows in Sky/ ITV:3.28

fi See, further, FTI Report' Paragraphs 6.'19 to 6'23'
tu A "newspaper enterprise" means an enlerpris€ consisting in or invofulng the supply of newspapers.
16 News Corp has other interesb in the UK that are not relevant for present purpos€s, including the supply of eontent

that is avallabl€ on the Fox channels.tt Ofcom has also r€quest€d data as to the audienc€ share of Fox News In the UK. While it is true that N€ws CorF does

already control the Fox News Channel and that it could therefore be atleged that bringing Fox Neua and Sky under

common control rlould reduce the number of controllers of news broadcasters, lhis lrould fail to take Into account th€

exoedlngly marginal position of Fox News in the UK. Fox News' share of news viewing is 0.08% (BARB' January to

Octob€r 2010).18 Explanatory Note 802.
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'We have considered sufficiency by reference to the cunent levels of pturality,
having regard to any change in pluraltty fhaf anses as a resu/t of the acquisition.
Moreover, in considering the sufficiency of persons with control of media
enterprises, we have regard to the implications of the level of control exercised for
the range of information and views available. We considered this in retation to
both intemal and ertemal plurality."le

3.29 In Sky/ lTV, the CC (and the Secretary of State) treated Sky and News Corp as a single
enterprise by virtue of News Corp's degree of control over he competitive policy of Sky.
It found that, as a result of the transaction it was examining in that case, Sky had acquired
material influence over lTV, an important UK broadcast news provider. Even in those
circumstances the CC concluded that sufficient plurality remained for each major
audience in the UK, both for a TV audience and a cross-media audience (taking into
account the readership of News lnternational's newspapers). As Ofcom witl be well
aware, Sky was required to divest its shareholding in ITV to below,7.5o/o, lor reasons
connected with competltlon and not media plurality.

3.30 ln fact, a UK cross-media audience has actual or potential2o access to a wide range of
sources, including:

(a) allTV news broadcast in the UK;

(b) all nationaland local radio services available in the UK;

(c) all national, daily and Sunday newspapers circulating in the UK;

(d) all news magazines circutating in the UK; and

(e) all news available online, including but not limited to news available on dedicated
news websites, blogs and via aggregators.

Concluslon

3.31 Given the conclusions reached by the CC and the Secretary of State in the Sky/ ITV case,
it is extremely difficult to see how a transaction which does not involve ITV (with its
relatively greater broadcast news audience share), and the onty impact of which is a
change in the quality of control between two enterprises which were deemed, in any
event, to form a single enterprise in the Sky/ ITV case, could have any adverse impact on
the sufficiency of plurality for any audience within the UK. ln any event, the remainder of
this submission will show that this Transaction cannot jeopardise the editorial
independence of Sky News, has no impact on setting the news agenda and does not
result in there being insufficient plurality of voices for any relevant audience.

]l CC Report, paragraph 5.15.
'" Seclion 58A(7Xb), Enterpris€ Act states that lhe crlt€ria for determining who can be treated as comprlsed in an

audi€nce 'may allovv for p€rsons to be lreated as cornprlsed In an audience if they are only potentially memb€rs of lf.
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Txe TmnsacnoN WILL NoT cHAilGE THE QUALITY OF EDITORIAL INFLUENCE OVER SKY NEWS

lntroduc'tlon

When anallping the possibitity of the Transaction having an impact on plurality, it is
important to distinguish between, on the one hand, the degree of News Corp's control

over Sky's commercial and competitive policy and, on the other hand, whether such

confolwould resuh in influence over the editorial policy of Sky News. Whilst the former is

retevant for jurisdictional purposes, it is only the latter that is relevant to a plurality

assessment. The two concepts are not aligned and this has been accepted by the CC

and, ultimately, the CoA in the Sky/ ITV case.

News Corp already has a degree of commerciat influence over Sky which results in
icontrol" for Enterprise Act purpos€s, as recognised by a number of UK authorities.

However, despite this degree of control over Sky, Naws Corp does not cunently exert

such controlto influence editorial decisions of Sky News.

The key question is, therefore, whether the degree of News Corp's influence over Sky

News'iditorial agenda would change as a result of the Transaction, and whether plurality

would be compromised as a result. The answer is clear. Atthough the Transaction would

result in an acquisition of full legal control over Sky, it will not change the fact that Sky

News enjoys and will continue to enjoy editorial independence. The same factors that

have preserved editorial independence to date, as recognised by the GC, will ensure

editorial independence going fonryard. Therefore, plurality cannot be compromised by the

Transaction regardless of any change in the level of News Corp's control over Sky'

News Corp already has a degree of control over Sky

News Corp already-has a degree of commercial influence over Sky which results in

"controln for Enterprise Act purposes. This has been recognised by a number of UK

authorities and is also evidenced by a number of factors trat highlight the relationship

between News CorP and SkY.

The UK authorities have found that News Corp cunently has a degree of 'control" over

sky:

(a) The OFT stated that "[BSkyB's] Iargest shareholder is Nevvs Corporation (News

Corp) with a 39.02 per cent stake, along with several directorships, which is

sufficient to confer controt over BSlryB.el

(b) The CC assumed that, for the purposes of 'rts analysis of the impact of the ITV

acquisition on plurality of news, "News Corporation had material influence over

BSWB."22 On that basis, it assessed the impact of the acquisition on plurality of

news including the links with News Corp and concluded that plurality was not

affected. This cdnclusion was endorsed by the UK Government.

(c) Ofcom took into account the links between News Corp and Sky in its plurality

assessment on the basis that it treated "all media enferpnlses under the same

ownership or the same control as being controlled by one person."23 lt conducted

an in-depth review of the Sky/ ITV transaction on the basis that it established an

ownership link between ITV and News Corp whereby News Corp and Sky were

deemed to be part of the same enterprise.

4.2

4.3

4.4

4.5

21 oFr Report, ParagraPh 25'
P cc Repo( paragraPh 5.64.

" Ofcom R€port, ParagraPhs 4.44.7
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(d) The CAT Judgment recites that Ofcom, in its initial report, "assumed that Sky is or
may be controlled by News Corporation (39JVo shareholding held through a
number of News Corporation subsidiaries)."24

4.6 The factors which contibuted to trese findings remain relevant, in particular those
conceming News Corp's shareholding in, and representation on, the Board of Sky.

(a) Shareholding

4.7 News Corp was a founding shareholder of Sky and has remained its major shareholder
since it was listed in 1994. Cunently, News Corp holds 39.14%25 of the lssued equity
capital of Sky and is the largest shareholder in Sky. As at 28 July 2010, there were only
two other shareholders with more than 3% of the equtty capital of Sky, such
shareholdings being 3.1Oo/o and 5.020/o.26

(b) News Gorp's representatlon on the Board of Sky

4.8 Since the public listing in 1994, at any given time there have been between four and five
directors on the Board of Sky that were (and are) affitiated wlth News Corp at the same
time as holding their office. The position of Chairman has been occupied by Mr. Rupert
Murdoch (1999 - 2007) and Mr. James Murdoch (2007 - present). Currently, there are
14 members of Sky's Board of Directors comprising 12 non-executive directors and two
executive directors. The four non-executive directors which cunently hold executive
positions at News Corp are as follows:

(i) Mr. James Murdoch (non-executive director and Chairman of Sky) was
the CEO of Sky with effect from 4 November 2003. On 7 December 2007,
he was appointed non-executive Chairman of Sky, having relinquished the
role of CEO. Mr. Murdoch ls Chairman and Ghief Executive, Europe and
Asia, at News Corp and is a member of News Corp's Board of Directors.
Between May 2000 and November 2003, he was Chairman and CEO of
the Star group (a News Corp wholly owned subsidiary).

(ai) Mr. Davld F. DeVoe (non-executive director of Sky) is an executive
director at News Corp and holds the position of both the Chief Financial
Officer and Senior Executive Vice President of News Corp. Mr DeVoe has
been a Director of News Corp and its CFO since October 1990. Mr.
DeVoe has served as Senior Executive Vice President of News Corp since
January 1996. Mr. DeVoe has been a director of NDS Group plc since
October 1996.

(iii) Mr. Thomas ltlockridge (non-executive director of Sky) is the CEO of Sky
Italia and the Chief Executive, European Television of News Corp where
he oversees News Corp's television operations in Europe (outside the
UK). Prior to joining Sky ltalia, Mr. Mockridge held various roles at Star
Group Limited and was previously CEO of Foxtel, News Corp's pay TV
ioint venture with Telstra.

(iv) Mr. Arthur Slsklnd (non-executive director of Sky) is an executive director
of News Corp and the Senior Advisor to the Chairman of News Corp. He
was appointed as a director of Sky on 19 November 1991. Mr. Siskind
has been the Senior Advisor to the Chairman of News Corp since January
2005. Mr. Siskind has been an Executive Director of News Corp since

]] Cnr.ludgmen! pangraph247.
- 37.15% votiBg intercet26 

Sky 2010 Annual Report
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1g91 and was Group G_eneral Counsel of News Corp from March 1991

until December 20O4.

(c) Rolss and responslblllties of the non-exqcutive Chalrman of Sky, Mr. James

Murdoch

4.9 From November 2003 until late 2007, Mr. James Murdoch was the CEO of Sky.27 During

that time, Mr. James Murdoch appointed and led the current senior management team of

Sky. Mr. James Murdoch played a key role in devising and delivering Sky's key

operational and strategic targets.

4.10 When Mr. James Murdoch announced that he wished to step down from Sky in 2007 and

rejoin News Corp as its Chairman and Chief Executive of its European and Asian

businesses, the Sky Board requested that he carry on in the capacity of non-executive

Chairman.

4.11 IREDACTEDI.28

commerclal inftuence does not equate wlth editorlal Influence

4.12 As stated above, the scenario which the Secretary of State must address in the cunent

case is not a change from no control to full control over Sky. Instead, the Secretary of

State must considei whether a change from News Corp's current degree of control over

Sky to News Corp gaining full legal control of Sky would result in insufficient plurality for

any relevant audience in the UK.

4.1g Despite its degree of control over Sky, News Corp does not currently exert editorial

influence over SkY News.

4.'14 In this context, it is important to refer to the CoA Judgment in Sky/ ITV:

,when it cornes fo assessing the ptuntity of the aggregate number of relevant

contrcllers and to considering the sufficiency of that pluraltty, the Commission

may, and should, take into account the actual ertent of the antrol exercised and

exercisable over a relevant enterprise by another, whether it is a case of deemed

control resutting from material influence under section 26 or rather one of actual

common ownershiP or control'Ps

4j5 The implication of this judgment is that one cannot assume that commercial influence

necessarily translates into editorial influence. Equally, increasing the level of control to

full legal control does not translate into the loss of Sky News' editorial independence.

4.16 In Sky/ lTV, the CC has recognised the editorial independence of Sky News:

,BSkyB and the BBC, which both provide news in-house, emphasized the role of

their editoriat staff in determining tha day-to'day content of their programming.

BSkyB totd us that att editoriatdecisions regarding the content of BSkyB's various

news seruices were taken by the Sl<y News editorial staff. BSkyB board's role

was to consider the competitive strategy and funding of BSkyB's news content at

a high tevel; it had no role in the day-to-day editoial control of Sky News content

on television or online. We received no evidence from third parties to suggest

27 prior to 2003, Mr. James Murdoch was an executive of Ne\,us Corp, as were all prior CEOs of Sky.

4 lnroncrEDrcoNTAlNsBuslNEsssEcRETsl.a CoA Judgm€nt, ParagraPh't21.
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that senlor executlves at BSIryB or tE parant companl* exerted lnfluence
on the Sky Alews agenda".so

4.17 For the reasons set out below, it is clear that a stepping up in tre level of News Corp's
degree of control over Sky to full legal control will not translate into a conesponding
exercise of influence over Sky's editorial policy.

Sky News'editorlal Independence virlll be malntalned

4.18 Editorial decisions are not subject to alteration as a result of the change of a
shareholders' level of commercial influence. The CC report in the Sky/ ITV case conftrms
that editorial decisions in W news broadcasting are not taken at board level:

We note that both BSIVB and ITY have said that the editorial content of ITV news
would be unlikely to be a matter of strategic importance. We received no
evidence fo suggesf that it features as a key polhy objective for either company.
We note, for example, that ITV's strategy update on 12 Septemher 2007 made no
mention of particular strategic objectlves for news (with the exception of
sfalemenfs about a reduction in regional news). Our view that BSkyB's influence
over ITV is likely to relate to matters of strategic importance suggesfs that BSkyB
is unlikely to have the ability to exeft material influence over ITV in relation to the
editorial content of news.

In dddftion, ttiti eifdChce'that w-E recCliCd sugddied-to us -tflai there was a
strong commitment to edltorlal Independence across televlslon news
broadcastlng whlch would lead to edltors reslstlng any dlrect board
Interuentlon or Inbruentlon from shareholders to sef tfte news agenda. Both
ITV and ITN demonstrated a sfrong commltment to editorial independence. ITV
said that 'it is not conceivable that a shareholder in ITV could successfully
influence the editorial decisions of fts news prognmming'. ITN had in the past
brcadcast news sfones that were unfavourable either to the channel on which the
news was provided (eg in relation to phone-in quizzes on Channel 4) or to other
commercial inferesfs (eg advertisers). We saw no reason why this should not
contin ue" (our emphasis).31

4.19 The acquisition by News Corp of full legal control over Sky would not jeopardise the
editorial independence of Sky News for the following reasons:

(a) Sky's editorial policy is not a matter for Board determination. In fact, to date,
editorial policy has not been a debated issue at Board level.

(b) As recognised by the CC, despite its commercial influence over Sky, News Corp
has not sought to influence the editorial policy of Sky News.

(c) The Sky News editorial directors are experienced individuals, each with expertise
to manage and direct the editorial policy of Sky News.

(d) There is no evidence that independent directors have had to "defend" the editorial
policy of Sky News against influence by News Gorp executives.

(e) News Corp has no special arrangements with Sky News which would confer on it
control over editorial policy.

s CC Report, paragraph 5.57.

" CC Report, paragraphs 5.67 and 5.68.
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4.2O In addition, the regulatory landscape makes a significant contribution to safeguard a plural

media environment. In relation to TV broadcasting, he Broadcasting Code requires that

teievision news ls presented impartially. This was recognised as an important factor by

the CC:

'ln television news, existing regutatory mechanism*including quality controls

(eg in the Broadcasting Code), requirements for impartiality and quotas for

tetevision news and cunent affairc prcgramming - reduce the scope for lnfluence

over editoriat decisions by owners of television channels uihtch broadcasf news"'32

4.21 Furthermore, the CC considered that the regulatory landscape applicable to news

broadcasters which protects editorial independence, can be contrasted with the position

vis-d-vis newsPaPers:

.There are fewer regulatory restnbfons on newspapers than on television news

and, in pqrticular, newspapers are abte and expected to take an explicit editorial

position in relation to topical rlssues. Alt respondents to our questionnaires fold us

that day-to-day editoriat decisions for newspapers and allied websites were made

by editors ahd joumalisfg and not by board directors or shareholders. However,

boards usuatly play some rote in the appointment of editors, and may also

determine the overall politicat sfance in tine with the target audience for a

Parti c ul ar n ews1a1e r titl e.'33

4.22 Therefore, in order for Sky News to remain a news broadcaster it must remain impartial in

the presentation of news. ln particular, Sky News could not take one par$ line without

risking losing its licence. Finally, Sky's editorial agenda is the outcome of a complex

interplay of multiple factors, described in more detail in seotion 5 below'

Gonclusion

4.23 News Corp's ability and incentive to influence the Sky News editorial agenda will not be

affected by the Transaction. There is every reason to believe that the cunent situation will

continue. Sky's editorial policy is shaped by a complex interplay of muttiple factors

described in more detail in section 5 below, against a regulatory framework which

safeguards over-representation of one viewpoint. lt is clear ttrat the editorial

independence of Sky News would not be jeopardised following the Transaction, and there

is no evidence to support the assertion that it would be'

12 Cc Report, ParagraPh 5.54.* CC Report, Paragraph 5.58.
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No mplcTon SETflNG oFTHE NEws AGENDA

Overulew

The pfurafity analpis also invotves the assessment of the ability to "influence opinions
and control the agenda" (our emphasis).s

For the Transaction to influence or control the wider news agenda, two necessary
conditions would need to hold, neither of which are likely

(a) Condition 1: News Corp would need to be able and have an incentive to actually
exert control over the Sky News agenda; and

(b) Condition 2: any control exercised by News Corp over Sky News' agenda would
need to lead in a significant change in the wider news agenda.

5.3 As explained in the report by Perspective Consulting at Annex ll, neither of these
conditions would be satisfied, since it is not the case that News Corp could 'control the
agenda" - within sky News or more widely - as a result of the Transaction.

5'4 Plurality has increased since the Communications Act was enacted and there is every
Jreason to believe that it will continue to increase with or without the Transaction. This
situation raises the bar for intervention on grounds that the Transaction will lead to
insufiicient plurality.

No change In the Sky News agenda

5'5 Section 4 explained that News Corp does not currently exercise influence over Sky News'
editorial agenda (despite the degree of control it atready has over Sky). This would not be
changed by the Transaction.

5.6 ln addition to the reasons set out in paragraphs 5.1 to 5.5 above, there are a number of
features of the provision and consumption of TV news which safeguard the independence
of the Sky News agenda from shareholder influence.

(a) Audiences have very particular expectations of TV news, which is a powerful force
for similarity between ouilets.

(b) Much of the TV news agenda is driven by events of the day and access to shared
news gathering resources.

(c) lmpartiality requirements in the regulatory framework, as mentioned in section 4,
are important constaints, since they influence story choice as well as how stories
are treated.

(d) For areas where plurality is most important (for instrance, election coverage), it is
inconceivable that a broadcaster would choose not to provide coverage of a key
story of the day, and once covering a story, impartiality rules apply.

(e) TV news rooms have their own particular ethos, and imposing a newspaper
approach will be difficult (and past transfers of senior newspaper staff to Sky have
generally been unsuccessful).

No change In the wlder news agenda

u 
DTf Guidance, paagrarylh7.7.
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Even if there were to be a change in Sky News' agenda following the Transaction, this

would be highly unlikely to lead to a situation where Nevs Corp could have a significant

influence on tne wider news agenda leading to insufficiency of plurality for any relevant

audience.

(a) There are numerous fierce competitors of News Corp and Sky. The BBC, in

particular, is a powerfut independent voice; with secure funding, a substantial

audience lead in each of TV, radio and online news; and a very high reputation

with consumers. lt is most unlikely to become a follower of a News Corp/ Sky

News agenda.

(b) perspective estimates that Sky News cunently has a 6.30/o share of TV news

consumption, suggesting a limited- ability to influence third parties.s

(c) News Corp/ Sky News ouflets do not represent a particularly important source of

stories for othei outets. As set out in the Perspective Report at Annex ll, analysis

of news sources quoted by news providers demonstrates that newspapers are by

no means the sole source of the stories they represent. Looking specifically at UK

sources, an analysis of sources^cited by Reuters demonstrates the importance of

the BBC as the leading source.oo

(d) Consumers are increasingly consuming news from specialist and international

outlets that are all the less likely to be influenced by a change in news agenda at

one generalist, UK outlet.

(e) The internet in particular has led to far more diverse consumption.sT Online

@nsumers benefit from news from news sources unavailable to them offline.

Such consumers consume from a wider range of sources, exposing them to a far

wider range of views. Moreover, the active mode of consumption online (for

example, involving searching for a particular topic) makes users far less subject to

the agenda choices of one or more traditional news outlets'

Increased and Increaslng plurality

There has been a dramatic increase in plurality since the Communications Act was

enacted.

(a) There has been an ihcrease in the range of choice of TV news, and due to the rise

of digital TV, many more households have access to that wider range.

(b) The internet has had a transformative effect. Many more people are online, and

the news consumption of those online is up significantly compared to 2003'

Moreover, online consumers are using a range of news sources dramatically

greater tran that used by a typical news consumer in 2003'

(c) While TV remains the most important source of news for consumers, it is

predicted that the internet will shortly overtake newspapers'

While there are a variety of possible scenarios for the development of the UK media

market in the future38, there is consensus amongst commentators on a number of points:

Convergence will continue, with what were once entirely distinct media sectors

(TV, radio, newspapers and so on) increasingly being consulgl via a single

5.8

5.9

(a)

s See, further, Porsp€ctfue R€port' Figure 8.
* See, further, Perspec0ve Report' Figure4.
37 See, furlher, pragraph 6.6(c) below.
38 See, further, Perspective Report, seclion 6'
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platform, the intemet. As high speed broadband rolls out, the migration of TV
online will accelerate. This will bdng increased competitive intensity and plurality.

(b) Consumers will be ever more active botr in customising their own personal
agenda (via news search, alerb and so on) and in influencing the wider news
agenda (via Twifter, YouTube, blogs and so on). This marks a shift from less
plural media to more plural medla (since most @nsumers only take one
newspaper, if any), and a shift away from areas where News Corp and Sky are
stronger to areas where they are relatively weak.

(c) We are at the beginning of a surge of consumption via mobile devices, which wltl
bring the dynamics of plural, on-line consumption to areas (particularly out-of-
home) that were previously the domain of paper based formab.

5.10 One consequence of these developments, as noted by Perspective3e is that there will be
a iahQ6bf dVol'iing apfrroCchbii to news capture and 

-prbduction.

(a) lf newspaper organisations move lnto television, the very different editorial and
technlcal demands of broadcast news, coupled with highly specific regulatory
requirements, are likely to m€an that TV and print newsrooms remain separate for
the foreseeable future.

(b) Where broadcasters move into new media, they will tend to place a central focus
on high quality audio and video news, with text and graphics in a support role. For
these ventures, the cuhure of the TV newsroom is likely to remain central, with
audiovisual content tailored to meet the high technical and editorialspecifications
demanded by broadcasting use.

Goncluslon

5.1 1 News Corp already has a degree of confol over Sky. This does not translate into editorial
influence over Sky News. Post-Transaction, News Corp would not have any materially
increased influence over the Sky News editorial agenda than it does today. The
Perspective Report shows that there is a range of constraints that will continue to make it
impractical and unlikely for News Corp to influence Sky News' editorial agenda and the
wider news agenda. Uhimately, a wide range of approaches will evolve to news capture
and production in the future post-Transaction; and those which appeal best to consumors
will be most successful.

3e See, furttrer, PerspectfuE Report, pages 42 - 43.
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SUFFIcTENT pLURALITY Posr-TMNsAcrloN

Overulew

As mentioned in section 3, he only audience for which the combination of a broadcaster

and a newspaper publisher could conceivably reduce plurality is a cross-media audience.

Even lf Ofcom assumes that there witl be a 'head count" reduction in the number of
voices for a cross-media audience, it must go on to consider whether that reduction will
result in insufficient plurality for any relevant audience.

In order to carry out the analysis, Ofcom must consider: (i) how to measure the variety of
voices available to each audience; and (ii) what the Transaction changes (if anything).

The GC anallrced the sufiiciency of plurality for television audiences and cross-media

audiences in 20OT and had no concems in relation to the Sky/ ITV case which focused

not only a cross-media audience but also a single medium TV audience. Since 2007, the

UK media landscape has evolved in ways which signal ever increasing plurality in news
provision.

Therefore, the only reasonable conclusion is that the Transaction does not lead to
insufficient plurality for any audience in the UK. We also considered, following the Sky/

ITV precedent, whether there were particular individuals within the UK population who

currently rely only on news contentfrom Sky News and News Intemational. This grouping

was found to be of a minimal size (0.3% of the UK population).4o

Media landscape

As it is shown in the FTI Report attached at Annex l, the level of plurality in the provision

of news to UK audiences across different media platforms is increasing, in terms of both

the number of voices and the range of voices. Considering the media landscape
generally:

(a) There is increased penetration of digital television meaning a greater proportion of
the population has acoess to a wider variety of channels. Gonsumer survey
results for the second quarter of 2010 show that take-up of digital television in UK

households stood at 92.7o/o, up by 2'9 percentage points year on year,al one of
the highest in Europe.

(b) The number of TV channels available in the UK significantly exceed any other
country, as shown in Flgure 1 below.

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

FTI Report, paragraphs 6.24 - 6,4'
Ofcom Digitat Television UPdate' 2010 Q2'
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Flgure 1: Number sf channels by country

Source.' E u ro pe an A u d iov i s u al Obseruatory/ M AV I S E
Note: lncludes regional variations; not on a consistent basls with Ofcom's figures

(c) An increasing percentage of the UK population (cunently standing at around 71%)
have home broadband a@ess.42

News provislon

Looking specifically at the implications for news provision, these changes increase the
availability of a wide range of voices:

(a) There is a significant increase in availability of TV news options to the UK
audience over and above the traditional PSBs. The BBC maintains a significant
lead in market share (31 .4o/o ol multichannel homes) and a wide variety of
different dedicated digital news channels are now accessible to many UK
consumers.o3 Furthermore, the BBC commands in aggregate around 75Yo of TV
news consumption as shown in Flgure 2 below.

(b) The number of voices in newspapers and magazines has not materially increased
but nor has it materially decreased. However the circulation of printed media is
steadily declining and so is the importance of this medium on a cross-media basis
as a source of news for UK consum€rs.

(c) On the other hand, the internet has had a transformative effect on news plurality
as a means of accessing multiple news sources.

(i) There has been an explosion in the number of online news sourees.
cornScore tracks 675 news websites in the UK of which more than 120
have over 100.000 UK visitors.a

6.6

nt Ofcrm Communlcations Ma*et Reports.* S"", further, FTI Report, Figure 4.2.* See, fur$rer, FTI Report, Figura 4.8.
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(ii) The internet is a converging medium, with offline news sources also

tending to be the most impbrtant online news sourcos.as These bends are

anallced in detrail in sections 4 and 5 of the FTI Report. The internet also

increased pluralig in news reporting adding to conventional/offline news

sources/providers. For example, news provision over the internet is
characterised by news aggregators in addition to traditional news
providers. News aggregators play a key role in online news provision. As

the Wortd Association of Newspapers has observed:

'Today, the advent of intemet and mobile news has only exacerbated the

prominence of news agencies and has possibly caused more problems for

newspapers. lnstead of having to distribute thelr content through

ffi"Ji;#';"* ?:::",:-:' ".","* " 
; "#::,::many they would otherwise likely never come across..- In the year to

August zdto, ux visits to Google News- were up 30%.47 ln the year to
Ociober 2010, 1,79e different sourcesot have appeared on the Google

News homepage (and additional sources have appeared on individual

story pages). Also, as a result of the creation of blogs, politicalwebsite

and user generated-content root stories are generated by a great variety

of sources. The Perspective Report analyses a number of instances that
show the importance of this phenomenon in terms of plurality.ae

News conaumPtlon

6.7 These developments in news provision are accentuated if looked at in the context of the

trends in news consumPtion:

(a) Crucially it is becoming easier and easier for UK consumers to access multiple

sources of news. Most UK consumers use 3-4 different media platforms for news

and follow 4-5 news sources daily's

(b) As stated in the FTI Report, research shows that TV is the most popular medium

for accessing n"*, 
"nd 

BBC and ITV remain the most watched channels.sl Sky

News, by contrast, accounts for approximately 6% of TV news consumption as

shown in Figure 2 below.

Flgure 2: Share of TV news consumptlon; 2010 year to date

45

46

a7

at

{9

50

51

See, further, paragraphs 5.7(e) and 5.8(b) above.

World Association of Newspapers, 2006.

Niels€n Onlln€/tRP.
Newsknlfe (subscription requlred) htQ://www.newsknife.com/members/front-relevanlnet\rsol.html

See, further, Perspecflve R€port, pages 16 - 22.

See, further, FTI Report, paragraph 5.54.

See, further, FTI Report, paragraphs 5.51 - 5.53.
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Additional channels (unrated by BARB or with
smaller share) include BBC Parliamenl, CNN, Fox
News, Al Jazeera, RT, CNBC, Bloomberg, CCTV,

Star News, France 24, Press TV and NKXH

Eo sC"s 
,"-- -.a ""o 

q€ 
"o *to,.C +o

Source.' BARB, PerspectiveO""o",,"*""r"ly"o
Alofes.' Channels include viewing of their +1 where appropriaie

Volume of Viewing ealculated based on DurMin and 000s

(c) As noted above, circulation in printed media is in long term decline and so is its
importance as a source of news for consumers. The circulation of paid-for
newspapers declined by 3.5% between 2003 and 2010.s2

(d) The proportion of population accessing radio is up, while total time spent listening
is down. BBC radio listening has remained more constant.

(e) The inlernet is currently, according a recent Mintel report, the second most
important source of news with around 46% of UK population using it regularly.s3

(0 Time spent watching TV news and consuming news on the internet are about the
around same.s

6.8 Online news consumers have a tendency to be much more promiscuous in terms of their
content consumption than those who rely primarily on more traditional media. The
average of outlets used on the internet is about 3.5, much higher than TV and
newspapers.ss The internet makes it much easier to immediately access multiple views
on a topic of interest, without having to wait for specific broadcast times, or purchase
multiple copies oi print newspapers (for example). Therefore, as the internet becomes an
increasingly imporiant source of news, it is to be expected that an increasing proportion of
the population to be regularly exposed to a wide variety of ovoices".

6.9 Against this background, there is a high degree of variety and range of voices available to
a cross media audience which comfortably meets the criteria of sufiiciency of pluralig.

Sufficient plurality post-Transactaon

6.10 This Transaction does nothing to alter this conclusion. In particular:

52 
See, further, FTI Report, Figure 4.8.53 Mintel, Consumer Porceptlons of News M€dia, Ssptemb€r 20'10. Int€met figure rebased to allow for suwey oerng
onlln€.s Resp€ctfuely 0.36 and 0.29 hours, Touchpoints.tu Se", furth€r, FTI R€port, Table 5,1.
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(a) The importance of online as a sour@ of news will continue to grow and so will the

plurality of voices that is inherent in this medium' .-!

(b) As Perspective show, time spent on online news sites has grown by 214% since

2007, with 1,710 Individual news and information sites tracked by comScore in the

UK (excluding news content on bocial networks, blogs and emails) in July 2010.56

Set against this growing and increasingly fragmented online landscape, Sky and

News Corp will continue to have a diminutive share of voice.

(c) The number of TV news voices remains unaltered as a result of this Transaction

and will continue to be led by BBC and lTV, with a wide range of additional

broadcast news voices accessible to most UK consumers.

(d) The number of radio news voices is entirely unafiected, with again the BBC as the

leading PlaYer.

(e) The number of newspaper enterprises is not afiected by the Transaction and, in

any event, the relative importance of print newspapers as a source of news for UK

audienccs is in long term decline.

6.11 Furthermore, as set out in more detail in the FTI ReportsT FTlconsidered, following the

Sky/ ITV precedent, whether there were particular individuals within the UK population

who currently rely only on news content from Sky News and News Intemational:

(a) only 6% of UK adults actively watch Sky News or visit SkyNews.com and actively

read News lnternational newspapers or actively visit News Intemational websites

(the'SkY/ Nl OverlaP GrouP');

(b) approximately 96% of the Sky/ Nl Overlap Group rely on other news sources, in

addition to Sky and News Intemational sources;

(c) only 0.37o of the Sky/ Nl Overlap Group rely on only Sky and News International

news souroes.

6.12 These resulb are similar in magnitude to the findings of the CC in the Sky/ ITV case. The

CC concluded that no more than 1 per cent of the UK population, and quite possibly less

than this, received news from only ITV and/ or News lnternational/ Sky. ln the case of the

Transaction, FTI found that only 0.3% of the population receive news only from Sky and

News lnternational.

6.13 FTI also found that no socio-economic grouping or nation in the UK was

d isproportionatelY affected.5s

6.14 ln any event, consumers within the group of consumers cunently relying primarily on Sky

New6 and News International could easily switch to different news providers or expand

their choices for the consumption of news if they chose to do so. The potential availability

of sources of news for this audience would be no different from the wide range and

number of different voices available to the UK population as a whole.

7. Gorcluston

There is no basis to conclude that the Transaction would operate, or be expected to

operate, against the public interest by way of any reduction in the plurality of enterprises

serving any relevant audience in the UK.

s See, further, Perspective RePort, page27.
57 m Reporl, paragrsphs 6.24 - 6.44.so Ffl Report, paragraphs 6.19 - 6.23.
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First, Sky News has always been editorially independent, regardtess of the degree of
control News Corp has enjoyed or exercised over Sky's commercial policy over the years.
Secondly, he change to full controlwill not change this, as editorial independence for UK
TV broadcasters is deeply routed in the regulatory and cultural grain of the industry.
Thirdly, in any event, any effect of the Transaction on cross-media audiences (if any) is
likely to be mlnimal. Fourthty, the strength and number of cross-media voices has
increased since enactnent of the Communications Act and will continue to increase.
There is clearly a sufficient plurality of voices available to cross-media audiences
following the Transaction.

Hogan Lovells Intematlonal LLP Allen & Overy LLP

23 November2OlO
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Annex I

Measurlng plurallty ln news

A report by FTI Consultlng
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Annex ll

Past and ftiture trcnds In plurallty and ihe settlng of the news agenda

A report by Percpectlve Consuftlng
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Annex lll

Glossary

The following main definitions are used in thls submission:

8lS Departnent for Business' Innovation and Skills

Broadcasfing Code Ofcom Broadcasting Code, the most recent version of which

took effect on 1 SePtember 2010
CAT ComPetition APPealTribunal

CAT Judgment British Sky Broadcasting v Competition Commission and

Secretary of Stafe and Virgin Media lnc v Competition
Commission and Secretary of Sfafe ([2008] CAT 25)' 29

September 2008

CC ComPetition Commission
GG Report Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group Plc of 17.9% of

the shares in ITV Plc, Report sent to Secretary of Strate (BERR)'

14 December 2007

CEO Chief Executive Officer

CFO Chief Financial Officer

CoA CourtofAPPeal
GoA Judgment BSWB v Competition Commission [2010] E\A/CA Civ 2 - Case

Nos C12008/3053 and 3066
Commission EuroPean Commission

Communlcatlons Act Communications Act 2003
COO Chief OPerating Officer

DTH Digitaldirect-to-home
DTI Department of Trade and Industry

DTI Guldance DTI 'Guidance on the operation of the public interest merger
provisions relating to newspaper and other media mergers", May

2004
DTT Digital terrestrial television

Enterprlse Act Enterprise Act 2002

EPG Electronic Programming guide

EUMR EU Merger Regulation (Council Regulation (EC) No. 139/ 2004)

European Intervention An intervention notice pursuant to section 67, Enterprise Act

Notlce
Explanatory Notes Explanatory notes to the communications Act
FTA Free-to-air
FTI Report The report prepared by FTI Consulting at Annex I to this

submission
IPTV Internet Protocoltelevision
News Gorp News CorPoration
Ofcom Office of Communications
Ofcom Report Ofcom Report for the Secretary of State pursuant to Section 44A

of the Enterprise Act 2OO2 of British Sky Broadcasting plc's

acquisition of a 17 .9Vo shareholding in ITV plc, 27 April2OO7

OFT Office of Fair Trading

OFT Report Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of a 17.9 per

cent stake in ITV plc, OFT Report to the Secretary of State for
Trade and lndustry'', 27 APril2007

perspective Report The report prepared by Perspective Consulting at Annex ll to

this submission
PSB Public Service Broadcaster

LtB0ZRABS/2609420 Hogan Lo/ells



Secretary of State
skv
Sky/ Nl Overlap Group
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Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skllls
British Sky Broadcasting Group plc
UK adufts who actively watch Sky News or visit SM.lews.com
and actively read News lnternational newspap€rs or actively visit
News Intemational websites
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lmportant notlce

This repori has been prepared by FTI UK Holdings Limited ("FTl) for News
Corporation in connection with measuring plurality in news under the terms of the
engagemeni letter between Hogan Lovells (on behalf of News Corporation) and FTI
dated 12 November 2010.

This report has been prepared solely for the benefit of News Corporation in
connection with measuring pluraliiy in news and no other party is eniitled io rely on it
for any purpose whaisoever.

FTI accepts no liability or duty of care to any person (except to News Corporation
under the relevant terms ol the agreement) for the content of the report. Accordingly,
FTI disclaims all responsibility for the consequences of any person (other than News
Ccrporation on the abovo basis) acting or refraining to act in reliance on the report or
for any decisions made or not made which are based upon such report.

The report contains information obtained or derived from a variety of sources. FTI has
not soughi io esiablish the reliability of those sources or verified the information so
provided. Accordingly no representation or warranty of any kind (whether express or
implied) is given by FTI to any person (except to Hogan Lovells on behalf of News
Corporation under the relevani terms of the Engagement) as to the accuracy or
compleieness of ihe repori.

The report is based on information available to FTI at the time of writing of the report
and does noi take inio accounl any new information which becomes known to us after
the date of the repon. We accept no responsibility for updating the report or informing
any recipient of the report of any such new information.

All copyright and other proprieiary rights in the repoft remain the property of FTI and
all rights are reserved.

UK Copyright Notice
@ 2010 FTI UK Hoidings Limited. All rights reserved.
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lntroduction

Purpose
This report has been prepared by FTI uK Holdings Limited ("FTl") for News

Corporation under the terms of the engagement letter beiween Hogan

Lovells (on behalf of News Corporation) and FTldated 12 November 2010.

The purpose of this report is to present the findings of FTI's research in

relation to any changes in media plurality arising as a resull of the proposed

merger (the Transaction") between News Corporation ("News Corporation")

and British Sky Broadcasting Group plc ("Sky'').

FTI researched the iollowing areas:

trends in news provision by provider by medium/platform;

trends in news consumption by audiences by medium/platform; and

differences pre- and post-transaction.

Preparation and use oi this rePort

The information presented in this report has not been subjeci to independeni

audit or veriiication by FTl. We reserve the right to reconsider any opinions

in this repori in lighi of additional information ihat may be made available to

us in ihe future.

We undersiand that this report may be made available to Ofcom. lt has been

prepared solely for use in this matter. ln all other respects, this report is

confideniial. lt should not be used, reproduced or circulated for any other

purpose, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent. FTI accepts no

responsibility to third parties for breaches of this obligation nor for any

opinions expressed or iniormation included within this report'

Background
On 3 November 2010 News Corporation nctified the European Commission

of its intentions to acquire the entire issued and to be issued share capital of

Sky that it does not alreadY own.

Measuring pluralitY in news | 4
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The Secretary of State issued a European intervention notice in relation to

the Transaction on 4 November 2010 and CIcom issued an Invitation io

Gomment on 5 November 2010. Ofcom is to report on the efiects of the

proposed acquisition on media plurality by 3'l December 2010.

Olcom has indicated that it willspecifically consider:

o Gontent types;

. Audiences;

r Media platforms;

o Control of media enterprises; and

. Future cieveiopments in the media landscape.

Olcom is also seeking views about the potential future impact of the

proposed acquisition on the sufficient plurality ol persons with control of the

media enterprise and on potential remedies or mitigations to any public

inierest concerns identified by interested parties.

The test which Ofcom has to apply is sel oul irr seL:tiorr 58(2C)(a) of the

Enterprise Act:

"the need, in relation to every different audience of the United

Kingdom or in a particular area or locality of the United Kingdom, for

there to be a sufficient plurality of persons with control of the media

enterprises serui ng that audience. "

In relation to the scope of Ofcom's consideraiions, we disagree that "content

types" are relevani. The only genre of relevance is news.

Scope of the study
The scope of the siudy covers the provision and consumption of news in the

UK. In respect of consumption such consumers are defined as an "audience

served by an enterprise". Socio-economic groupings or regions or nations of

the UK are members of an audience. While such groupings are therefore

not an audience per se we also examined whether there are any key

differences between the nations and demographic groupings.

Measuring plurality in news | 5
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In respeci of news provision, we examined news provision on TV, radio, the

internet and the press. We did not examine news provision in magazines in

detail as these represent a minor source of news cOnsumption and are nOt

deemed of sutficient importance to be subject to sector-specific regulations

in respect of ownership or content.

A number of areas in relation to the proposed Transaction are beyond the

scope of this study. These include matiers of control and editorial

independence, how the news agenda is set and commercial matters. We

understand that Perspective Associates has prepared an experi report on

these matters.

Our approach, obiective and key assumptions

Our approach to the study comprised desk research, data collection and

analysis. we gathered data from a wide range oi sources (see below).

we use ihe communications Act 2003 (ihe "Act") as a basis for our

assessment.

The objective of the study is to analyse relevant daia to demonstrate the

impact (if any) of the Transaction on media plurality with a focus on cross-

media audiences in the UK. The only audience for whom plurality could be

reduced as a result of the Transaciion is a cross-media audience as Sky is a

media enterprise serving mainly a TV audience and News Corporation iS

mainly a newspaper organisation.

In order to build up the picture of cross-media plurality, we have to consider

plurality both wiihin media and across media and usage within media and

across media.

We compare pre-and post lransaction:

. news provision; and

r news consumPtion.

For the lafier we examine from the consumer'S perspective the differences

based on the combined entity's positioning in the cross-media environment
1.20

Measuring pluralitY in news | 6
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taking into accouni the presence of other players and their strength together

with the shift in consumption patterns in cross-media.

As a linal step, we also formed an estimate of the population that takes its

news excluslvely from News International and Sky. Given the assumption

we make in respect of headcount reduction, this group experiences a loss of

one voice. We note however that this group in any case has access to the

large number and wide range of news sources availabb today.

Sources of information
A list oi the documenis that we relied upon in preparing this report is set out

below and in more detail in Appendix 2.

Notable documents include :

. Communications Market Report 2010, Ofcom, 19 Augusi 2010;

o Gonsumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010;

. Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom, 31 July 2009;

o New News, Future News: the challenges for television news after

Digital Switch-over, Ofcom, 26 June 2007;

o Media Monitor Repod, FD;and

. Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 percent of

the shares in ITV plc, Competition Commission, 14 December 2007.

Csntent of this report
This report is structured as follows:

In Section 2 we provide a summary of conclusions;

Section 3 sets out the framework for our assessment. We consider

the features of plurality, how cross-media plurality may be measured

and relevant issues including sufficiency. Our starting point is the

Communications Act 2003. We then discuss the framework oi our

approach for assessing the potential impact of the Transaction on the

sufficiency of cross-media plurality;

Measuring plurality in news | 7
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r ln section 4 we examine news provision by medium and by owner,

including trends in provision and access. We assess the sufficiency in

provision and access;

. section 5 provides an assessment of recent trends in news

consumption in terms of time spent, number of sources used and

perceptions of the relative importance of the various sources' we

consider cross-media trends and assess the sutficiency ol plurality

irom the consumption perspective; and

. ln section 6 we examine the sufficiency of plurality pre- and post-

transaction. we examine this in terms of provision, access and

consumPtion.

Supporting appendices are as follows:

Appendix 1 - principal data sources;

Appendix 2 - consumer perceptions of news brands; and

Appendix 3 - supporiing data analyses'

Measuring pluralitY in news | 8
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2.2

Summary ol conclusions

Introduction
In this section, we set out our overallconclusions. We conducted significant

research into trends in news provision and news consumption. lt is clear

that the number of platforms and sources from which people take their news

has increased during the past 3-5 years. Digital TV penetration now stands

at more than 92% and will reach 98.57" by the end oi 2012 once digital

switchover is complete.

Around 75o/o of the population uses the internet and this too is expected to

increase as the government (and private sector) addresses broadband "not-

spots"'and "Networked Briiain" aims to gei all people oi working age online

by 2015. Meanwhile, radio listening (until recently when there was a re-

bound) and newspaper circulation have been on a consistently downwards

trend.

The iniernei is a cross-media environment and distinctions between

traditional media blur. All kinds of rich, vast and varied news content (from

the UK and globally) and services are available. The iniernet typifies

plurality in media.

Sufficiency of plurality
We demonstrate that there has been a significant increase in plurality of

sources in news provision because of increased digital TV penetration

combined with new news channel launches and the explosion of sources

online. Access to these platforms has increased and we therefore conclude

thai the availability of this increased provision has also increased. Access

is expected to continue to increase.

There have been no major changes in the provision of news on radio or in
the press. We note that there has been some consolidation in radio but that

' One of Ofcom's priorities for 201 0/ l 1 is lo make progress on broadband and mobile phone not-spots.

Measuring plurality in news I I
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in press the number of voices has remained the same over time. There iS

however a sufficient number of voices in both radio and press'

Given that our benchmark is 2003, on the basis that since then there has

been significant increase in the number and range of voices in news

provision then, il is axiomatic that we conclude that currently there is

sutficiency in pluraliiy in news provision on a cross-media basis'

Gross-media consumpiion has increased in terms of (i) number of platforms

accessed, (ii) number of sources used.

Our asSessment of the current siatUs and recent trends in cross-media news

consumption demonstrates that there is a sufficiency of plurality in cross-

media consumption. The range and number of voices in the cross'media

landscape have increased, offering the consumer considerably more choice

in platforms and sources. We found:

. The plurality of cross-media consumption oi news has increased in

line with iis increased Provision;

I Press and radio are reducing in importance in the cross-media share

of voice as both usage and user perceptions of their importance as

news media has fallen;

. The internet is expected to continue to grow in importance in ierms of

time sPent and usage;

. Overall there is a shift in cross-media news consumption patterns

towards online which is even more plural than traditional media;

r These trends are expected to continue as internet penetration

increases:and

. In the media in which it has a presence, the BBC remains the leading

player by a significant margin'

lmportantly, the balance of usage (reach, number of outlets and time spent)

and ascribed importance by consumers amongst the various media has

been changing. There is a clear trend of reducing radio and press

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9
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consumption together with a steady consumption of TV and an increase in

online usage.

The share of voice of each medium within the cross-rnedia consumption mix

is changing. The weight remains iowards the TV voice, with online voices

increasing and radio and press voices in decline.

On the basis oi a similar assessment to the GC in its analysis of the Sky/lTV

we identified no fundamental ditferences between the significance of Sky

and News Iniernationalio nations and socio-economic groups.

Cornparison o{ pre-and post transaction
We assume, for the purposes of the analysis, that there is a reduction of one

voice at the cross-media level. Within the total universe of media enterprises

available, the loss of one voice cannoi be considered to be substantial given

ihe range and number of such enterprises, particularly as we demonstrate

that the number and range of voices have increased since 2003. Within each

of TV, radio and press, there is no change.

The only change, given the assumption of the loss of headcount, is within

the cross-media environment,

In the off-line cross-media environment, even if the number of players is

reduced by one, this cannot be regarded as malerial, particularly as these

are sectors with many players and no concerns regarding the sutiiciency of

the number of voices. Print is in long term decline. Radio is unatfected.

The BBC is the leading player in TV, followed by lTV. Sky has a relatively

weak position in TV broadcast news so we do not consider that this

reduction in headcount could have a material impact.

Online has hundreds (and potentially millions) of nerss voices (and media,

formats, and services). Moreover, there are several other players in this

space, primarily the BBC, that enjoy a much stronger market position than

Sky and News Corporation.

Sky's position in the overall cross-media environment is weak. lt has a

negligible share in online and, given the position of the BBC and lTV, it has a

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15

2.16

2.17
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relatively low share in TV news. lt has less than half of the share ol lTV. lt

is difficult to see how this share will increase substantially in fuiure as digital

TV penetration already stands at around 92%. The remaining TV

households to be switched over to digiial are late adopters, satisfied with the

current terrestrial channels and therefore likely to have weaker preferences

for digiial TV channels than current digital TV households.

News International also has a weak position in the online environment.

While it has a strong position in press, this is a medium in decline and one

that has a decreasing share of the cross-media voices lrom a consumption

perspeciive. lts importance in the cross-media mix has declined and is

expected to continue io do so.

The assumed reduction in headcouni leads to a single entity that does not

enjoy a sirong position in the most impofiant news media from the consumer

perspective i.e. TV. In press, while its position is strong, the medium is in

long ierm decline. In online iis share is around 6% and subject to

competition from strong players such as ihe BBC, Mail Online, and

potentially numerous others. The Stated market share relates to news

websites only. There is additionally competition irom portals such as Google

and Yahoo.

Online is ihe most plural environment with thousands of voices so it is

difficult to envisage how the combined organisation could increase

significanily its share of voice from its present base.

News Corporaiion's position in the press is sirong but, as we show, this

medium is declining in importance in the cross-media mix as consumers

increasingly take their news online.

Based on this assessment together with the evidence presented in this

reporl, we conclude that this Transaction does not materially reduce the

range and number of voices in the cross-media environment; therefore that it

would not have a material impact on the sufliciency of plurality.

As a final step we identiiied whether there were particular individuals within

the UK who currently take news from Sky and News International and no
2.23
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other source (as the CC did in paragraph 5.50 of its Sky/lTV report). We

found that the proportion ol the population that takes news from Sky and

News lnternational is 4% excluding online and 6o/o including online. We

found that the proportion ol ihese groups that takes news from no other

source is negligible - 0.3% - (and lower than the proportion affected in the

Sky/lTV case).

Privileged and confidenlial: at request of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38
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Framework for assessment

lntroduction
ln this section we set out the key assumptions thai underpin our approach

and discuss the data sources we used. We describe the framework that we

adopted to assess the impacl of the Transaction on the sutficiency of media

plurality in the UK.

Media PluralitY

The objective of media plurality is to ensure that there is a range ol

competing voices available to citizens so they might form their own opinions.

However, there are many diiferenl facets to consider regarding range. There

is the range of opinions and information provided across platforms, the

range of competing voices ol the owners oi media enterprises and the range

of opinions within media enterprises.

These are difficult concepts to grasp and measure. However, an informed

analysis of news provision and consumption and the underlying trends

based on appropriaie metrics enables the development of informed

judgment on what constitutes sufficiency and what constitutes maierial

change.

Assumptions
For the purposes of our analysis we made the following assumptions.

Relevant benchmarks to compare and assess the .current sufficiency o{

media plurality include 2003 (year of the Aci) and 2007 (CC investigation oi

Sky/lTV2).

The genre to be assessed is news in line with the approach taken by the

Compeiition Commission in its investigation of Sky/ ITV'

2 Th" CC raised no concerns in relation to the suificiency ol plurality in this case.

Measuring pluralitY in news | 14
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"We concluded that a plurality of control within the media is a matter of

public interest because it may affect the range of information and views

provided to different audiences" (paragraph 5.1 0) ; and

"The parties overlap in a broad range of content, but news and current

affairs are the genres most closely connected with the formation of public

opinion about issues of national signfficance through the communication of a

range of information and views" {paragraph 5.32).

As we are concerned with media plurality this assumpiion is endorsed and

followed.

The audience is the UK population.

Key indicators of news plurality include:

" Provision: trends in the number of providers; market shares of the

providers;

. Consumption: trends in reach of each media; the number of platforms

and sources used boih within media and cross-media;time spent; and

consumers' perceptions of the importance of platforms for obtaining

their news.

Trends in access io specific platforms are important as these indicate the

extent to which the news provision is etfective. For example, if there were,

say, 30 digital TV news channel providers, this would not be an etfective

plural source of news if only 5% of the population had access to digitat TV.

We do not consider matters in relation to editorial independence or

broadcasting codes. These are being dealt with in a separate expert report

prepared by Perspective Associates. In conducting our assessment for the

3.7

3.8

3.9

3.10

3.11
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3.12

3.13

differences pre- and post-Transaction, we assume that the media enterprise

headcount reduces by one iollowing completion of ihe Transaction3.

We examine the impact ol the reduction in headcount from a cross-media

perspective in respect of news provision anclconsumption'a

Framework for our assessment

The framework we developed lor assessing the possible impact on the

sutficiency of media plurality is thus as iollows:

ldentify the audience;

Assess any changes in the provision of news (first ai the level of

single media to inform the assessment oi cross-media) since 2003

and form a view on the sufficiency of plurality in provision;

Assess any changes in access lo news since 2003 since in

combination with provision is a building block of the determination of

sufficiency today;

Assess any changes in news consumption (first at the level of single

media to inform the assessment of cross-media) at the cross-media

level. This assessmeni enables us to understand the trends and thus

sufficiency in the plurality oi consurnption today;

Assess the impact of the Transaction on the provision and

consumption of news. For the former, as discussed we make ihe

assumption that there is a loss in headcount. For access, we take into

account relevant exogenous trends. For the latter, consumption, we

examine from the consumer's perspeciive the differences based on

the combined entity's positioning in the cross-media environment

taking into account the presence ol other players and their strength

together with the shift in consumption patterns in cross-media; and

As discussed this is an ariiticial construct because in practice the voices oi Sky News (broadcast and

online) and News Corporation (off-line and online tiiles) urould not be losl post-Transaction. However

for the purposes of our analysis we disregard these lactors'

From a single media perspective there is no change. The headcount in press does not change and the

headcounl in TV does not change.

Privileged and confidential: at request of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38
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r As a final step, we also formed an estimate of the population that

takes its news from Sky and News International and no other source.

We note however that this population in any case has access to the

large number and wide range of news sources available today.

Data sources
We used a number of publicly available data sources and surveys in

compiling the information to assess consumption trends. These are

referenced throughout the text and summarised in Appendix 2. For the

assessment ol the nations and socio-economic groups and the overlap

group described above, we commissioned some bespoke data runs to
replicate the exercise that the GG undertook in the Sky/lTV case as far as

are relevant to this transaction-

3.14
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News provision

fntroduction
In this section we provide an overview of uK news provision by medium.
we ouiline the key changes in provision since 2003 based on both changes
in access (e'9. more peopre onrine) and arso in respect of the suppry side.

ln Figure 4.1 we provide a summary of the chain of main news derivery in
the uK, sourced from ofcom's 2009 Media ownership Rures Reviews.
ofcom notes that the consumer interface is the point of infruence and hence
the importance of assessing news consumption trends in addition to the
provision of news when assessing media pluratity.

Figure 4.'l Simplified news delivery suppty chain
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4.5

We provide a discussion of the principal news providers by medium. We

note that TV and radio broadcast licensees are held responsible for the

news they broadcast as per the conditions of their licences. Thus

responsibility for the news broadcast lies with the broadcaster rather than

the service supplier.

Principal news providers
TV

The principal TV broadcasters of TV news in the UK are the BBC, lTV,

Channel 4, Five6 and Sky News. TV news is produced by the BBC, ITN and

Sky News.

ITN supplies news to ITV and lo Channei 4. GMTV maintains its own news

operation although it is broadcast on lTVl and shares facilities with lTN. ln

addition to Sky's News, Sky News provides news for Channel 5's news

service.

In addition to the broadcasting of news by the principal broadcasters (BBC,

lTV, Five, Channel 4 and Sky News), there are approximately a furiher 8-9

news channels available on cable, satellite and the IPTV platforms. These

include CNN International, Al Jazeera English, Euronews, CNBC,

Bfoomberg, Fox News, and France 24. there are also several foreign

language news services.

ln Figure 4.2 we display the recent trends in the principal broadcaster shares

in multichannel homes since 2004. These demonstrate that the BBC and ITV

still manage to atiract more than half of the available audience.

6 
Northern and Shell purchased Five from FITL in July 2010.

4.4

4.6

4.7
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Figure 4.2 Broadcaster portfolio shares in multichannel hornes
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source: communietions Market Report, ofcom, 19 August 2010: pl67.

4.8 ln Figure 4.3 we provide the broadcasting share data for news channels'

This demonstrates that news on BBC1 takes a large share of the TV news

broadcasting market (more than 58%)' lTVl is the next, achieving around

16.6T" share. seven channels register more than 2% of the news viewing

and include as we would expect, the PSB channels and sky News' The

BBC in total (i.e. including all its channels) achieves a 78oh share. The

broadcast TV news sector is plural comprising a range of voices including

the leading PSBs - BBC, lTV, Channel 4 and Five and a number of digital

only channels such as sky Nsws, Al Jazeera, Euronews, and France 24.

mo7

tFrc
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Figure 4.3 Shares o{ broadcast TV news

PrMleged and confidential: at reguest of external counsel
23 November201017:38
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Source: Perspective analysis of BARB data

Radio

4.9 The main radio broadcasters are the BBC, Global Radio, Bauer, Guardian

Media Group, UTV, Absolute Radio and Orion. On radio, news is produced

by the BBC (BBC stations) and Sky Radio News supplies the commercial

radio stations. In Figure 4.4 we indicate the share of listening achieved by

the principal radio broadcasters. We note that data on radio listening by
genre are not available.

4.10 Although Ofcom, as we discuss below, noted that there had been recent

consolidation in the sector, the sector as shown has a range of voices

providing the services.
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Figure 4.4 Share of atl radio listening hours, Q2 2010

Source: Communications Market Report, Ofcom, 19 August 2010: p204'

4.11 This demonstrates that BBC network radio has a46.2'/" share ol total. The

Independent National Radio stations Talksport (owned by UTV), Absolute

(owned by the Times of India Limited) and classic FM (owned by Global

radio) achieved a share of 2.7t", 1.1"/" and 4% respectively'

4.12 The two largest commercial radio groups are Bauer (owns more than 40

local commercial radio stations) and Global (owns around 60). A relaxation

of localness requirements has enabled both companies to change the format

of localstations and roll out naiional brands.

Press

4.13 The principalpublishers of national newspapers are:

News International - The Sun, News of the World, The Times and The

Sunday Times;

Daily Mail and General Trust - Daily Mail, Mail on Sunday and the

Metro:
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Trinity Mirror - Daily Mirror, Daily Record, People, Sunday Mirror and

the Sunday Mail;

Pearson - The Financial Times;

Independent Print Ltd - The Independent and the lndependent on

SundayT;

o Northern and Shell - Daily Express, Sunday Express, Daily Star and

the Daily Star Sunday;

. Telegraph Group - Daily Telegraph and Sunday Telegraph; and

. Guardian Media Group - The Guardian and Observer.

4.14 The maket shares of the daily newspaper owners in 2010 are displayed in

Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5 Ownership ol daily national newspapers in the UK

. News Intemational ffhe Sun,
The Times)

. Trinify Minor plc (Daily Minor,
Daily Record)

. Northern & Shell (Daily Star,
Daily Express)

. Daily Mail and General Trust
(Daily Mail)

. Telegraph Group (Daily
Telegraph)

. Guardian Media Group (The
Guardian)

Pearson plc (Financial Times)

Independent Print Ltd.
(lndependenl)

Source: Guardian,

August 2010,

10 September 2010, based on ABCs: national daily newspaper circulation

The Independent titles were sold to the owner of the Evening Standard, Alexander Lebedev, in May
201 0.

a

a
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4.15 The market shares of the regional press publishers are displayed in Figure

4.6

Figure 4.5 Ownership o{ regional newspapers in the UK

r Trinity Mirror plc

r Johnston Press plc

r Newsquest Media Group

r Northclitfe Media Ltd

r Associated Newspapers Ltd

r Evening Standard Ltd

r Archant

" The Midland News
Association Ltd

D.C. Thomson & Co Ltd

Tindle Newspapers Ltd

Others

Source: Newspaper Society lntelligence unit, 1 July 2010; ABC/VFD/lndependently audited

figures.

4.16 In both the national and regional press as can be seen above, there is a

4.17

range of voices in Provision.

The internet

News is ubiquitous on the internets. As Ofcom reports, "The web offers the

potential for almost limitless diversity in news, discussion and debate...ln

future there will be ever more outlets for audiovisual news including through

the internet with its almost limitless capacity for information, analysis and

8 Ne, News, Future News: the challenges {or television news after Digilal Swilch-over, Ofcom, 26 June

2007: o33.

Privileged and confidential: at requesl of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38
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opinion...The unprecedented availability of such a huge range of traditional

and new sources of news opens up possibilities for real diversity of opinion

to be heard ... in future, this new environment may expose limitations in the

traditional notion of plurality on PSB television news, which was originally

based around a simple BBC/ITV duopoly.e"

Online news sites may be broadly grouped into news organisation sites

(broadcasters and newspap€r publishers), news agency sites and

aggregator sites. Online portals/search engines providing news include

AOL, MSN, Yahoo and Google.

The content available ranges vastly and includes text, audio and audiovisual

and may be delivered personally to fixed and mobile devices. Services

include podcasts, RSS feeds, and blogs.

ln Figure 4.7 we present the share of page views to the top 20 news sites in

September 2010, noting that the top 20 are a fraction of the total universe.

New News, Future News: the challenges tor television news after Digital Switch-over, Olcom, 26 June
2OO7:.p2.
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Figrlvs !-7 Share of page views, top 2O news sites, July 2010
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Source: Monthty total unduplicated unigue visitors accessing news/information, Comscore, as

accessed on 11 November 2010.
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This demonstrates that the BBC is the leading news site with more than

double the share of the next, Mail Online. In terms of UVs, there were 19'3

million visitors to the BBC news site and 9.7 million to the MailOnline.

Further, we note that lrom October 2009 to October 2010 the number of

page views on News International websites has decreased at a CAGR of -

3.5% and page views on SkyNews.com has decreased at a CAGR of -

O.9o/o10. The decline in traffic to News International websites could be caused

in parl by the Times Online moving behind a pay wall.

As demonstrated, the internet is the most plural media environment. As we

discuss below, there are hundreds and potentially millions of voices

10 Monthly total unduplicated unique visitors accessing news/iniormation, Comscore, as accessed on 11

November 2010.
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available including media owners, news agencies, portals, aggregators and

individuals.

Magazines

Additionally, there are several news magazines available including The

Economist, Private Eye, Newsweek, The Week and the Spectator. The

Week sold 176,680 weekly copies in the first half of 2010, representing a

6.7o/o laN on year growth. Sales of The Spectator fell by 6.37" year on year

to 70,366 for the same period whereas The Economist sales grew 4.2h

during the same period to '195,244 per week.

News magazines however tend to have relatively low circulation and hence

reach. Moreover, relative to TV, the internet, radio and press, consumers do

not consider that they are important sources of news (tor example there was

an insignificant proportion of the population to register in the Ofcom Media

Tracker Surveytt;. In FD's Media Monitor surveyt', magazines are one of the

lowest scorers in respect of influencing consumers. Moreover, also in the

most recent FD survey, they emerged as the least popular medium for news

(below social networks and smart phones). We do not consider magazines

further.

Changes in news provision since 2003

In Figure 4.8 we provide a summary of the principal relevant changes in the

provision of news since 2003. We also consider the principal changes in

access.

4.24

4.25

4.26

t t Otcom media tracker survey, 7 April 201012 Media Monitor Report, FD,2010.
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Figure 4.8 Main changes in provisisn o#access lo news since 2003 by
rnedium

Medlum Changes In provlsion ol news Access to news

New digital channels (e.9. Al Jazeera,
France 24, Press TV)

Several digital channels available on
Freeview

Increased digital penetration (48%
in 2003 lo 92.7"/o bY Q2 2010)

Newspapers Independent launched'l' newspaper
in October 2010

Reduced average daily circulation
(-3.5% CAGR)

Increased freesheets

Some regional closures

Radio Fewer regulations on localness Increased DAB penetration (2% in
2003 to 35% by Q1 2010).

Reduced radio listening (CAGR -

1.5o/.)

lnternet lncreased number of news sites Increased online penetration (64%

(Comscore in 201 0 tracks UK visitors in 2003 lo 73/. by 201 0)

to more than 675 news websites) Increased broadband penetration

lncreased range of news sites (range (52Y"in 2003 to 71%by Q1 2010)

of owners - press agencies, other off- lncreased reach of online services
line media, specialist sites,
aggregators, including regional,
national and global Providers)

Increased blogs

lncreased apPs

(broadband 1 1"/o in 20Q3 to 7 1% bY

201 0)

lncreased access to radio, online

other devices (mobile phones
(23/o) and tablets (2% of

Increased broadcaster live and catch- news websites and broadcaster
up services (e.9. ITV Player launched catch-up serylces
2008) available on the internet 

lncreased access to broadband by

lncreased personalisation households by Q1 2010))

sirvey data, as accessed 12 November 2010; Digital
progress Repoft: Digitat TV, Q2 2010, Ofcom, 7 October 20t0; Communications Market Report'

Otiom, 1g August 2bl0; Monthly total unduplicated unique visitors accessing news/information,

Comscore, as accessed on 11 November2010.

4.ZT As can be seen, there has been negligible change in traditional media

provision, although as discussed, there is already sufficiency of plurality in

these sectors. Paid for newspaper circulation has fallen, and there has been

a rise in access to freesheets. Radio listening has fallen'

4.28 Most of the changes that have occurrecl are either in access and orlin the

newer media. There has been an increase in the range and number of

voices in both TV and online.

Digital TV penetration has increased, enabling increased aecess to more

news channels (e.g. BBC 24, Sky News, Al Jazeera, and France 24),

4.29
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4.30 Most of the change that has occurred is in relation to online news - both

access and provision. There has been an explosion in online news sources.

Gomscore tracks 675 news websites that UK consumers visit, of which more

than 120 sites registered more than 100,000 UK visitors in September

201013,

On the provision side, online news content includes text, audio and

audiovisual and services include TV broadcaster live and catch-up services,

podcasts, blogs, various 'apps', and RSS feeds. There are also

personalisation services.

The online environment is convergent and distinctions between the media

become blurred. Online is thus a truly cross-media environrnent.

We also reviewed Ofcom's perspectives in its 2009 Media Ownership Rules

Reviewla to assess the extent to which there had been recent changes in

media ownership that may impact the number of voices in the provision of

news. As we discussed, Ofcom notes that media ownership patterns had

not changed substantially (since 2006) except in radio where there had boen

consolidation with tlauer and Global radio emerging as the largest groups.

CIcom also noted ihat while not a change in ownership, Sky News took over

the Independent Radio News contract from lTV. Thus the service agreement

for news supply to commercial radio that ITV had enjoyed for many years

changed hands. However, as stated, broadcasters are responsible for the

news they broadcast; not the service supplier.

Cross'media news provision
In Figure 4.9 we summarise the current voices in UK news provision by

medium and cross-media.

4.31

4.32

4.33

4.34

4.35

Monthly tolal unduplicated unique visitors accessing news/information, Comscore, as accessed on 1'l
November 2010.

Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom, 31 July 2009.
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Figure 4.9 Summary ol UK nerus provision by medium and cross-rnedia

soure: bbdia atmership Rules Review, ofcem, 3l July 2009; FTI analysis.

4.37

Sufficiency ol plurality in news provision

Based on the above discussion we conclude that since 2003, ihere has been

a significant increase in the plurality of news provision on two of the

important!5 news platforms: TV and online.

Access to these platforms has increased and so we conclude that the

availability ol this increased provision has also increased. There have bEen

no major changes in the provision of news on radio or in the press. We note

that there has been some consolidation in radio but thal in press the number

ls 
See Section 5 for a discuseion on consurner perceptions ol the importancE ol lhe various patforms as

gources of neuc'

'.. \
,, Northern&
I Shell

NewYorkTimes

Virgin Media

Television
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of voices has remained the same over time. There is a sufficient number of

voices in both radio and press.

Given that our benchmark is 2003, on the basis that since then there has

been significant increase in the number and range of voices in news

provision then, it is axiomatic that we conclude that currenily there is

sufficiency in plurality in news provision on a cross-media basis.
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Consumption of news

Introduction
ln this section we examine the trends in news consumption by the UK

audience. We consider such consumption by medium and by time spent.

We assess the extent to which consumers use news across the various

media (cross-media consumption). We also briefly review consumer

perceptions in respect of trust, impartiality and reliability of the various news

sources available.

Each of the above is an important building block to determine qualiiatively

and, where possible, quantitatively, the extent to which the sulficiency of

media plurality for cross-media audiences has changed in the UK and

whether it may be impacted by the Transaction.

We also summarise some of the recent trends in media consumption as they

relate to the consumption of news. We examine trends during the past 5

years subject to data availability. We provide a high level summary based

on a number of relevant trends largely based on Ofcom's Communications

Market Report 2010.

Specific data on news consumption are compiled from a variety of sources.

There is no one source that continually monitors time Spent on each medium

and the variety of sources used. In compiling this section we have relied on

a number of sources, including surveys.

To gain an understanding of cross-media news consumption, it is necessary

first to understand the trends in news consumption by individual medium.

Consumption by medium

Table 5.1 summarises the current weekly reach of the various media,

together with ihe time spent on each and the average number of properties

per medium used.

5.5
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Table 5.'i Weekly reach" iime spent and number of ngws sources by nredium

Medium Average number ot
ehannels/statlons/
titlesArebsltes used

TV (news) 0.36 hrs 1.1

Radio (total) 89% 2.1 hrs 2.2

Nationalnewspapers(lotal) 59% 0.57 hrs 1.4 (of those that take)

lnternet (news) 0.29 hrs 3.5
Source: TouchPoints Super Hub 2010 suruey data, as a@essed 12 November 2010;Ofcom,
Newspaper Marketing Agency; TGI suruey data, suNey conducted between April 2009 and
March 2010, as accessed 12 November 2010.

5.7 For news, according to Ofcomr6, while television is the main platform used

for news for around two-thirds of adults, individuals used an average of 3.8

news platlorms in 2006. TV is also the most trusted platform for news, with

around three times as many adults considering its output impartial as

compared to newspapers and magazines and around two times as many

adults considering its output impartial compared to the internei. Table 5.2

shows the perceived impartiality of media by platform in 2009.

Tabie 5.2 Perceirred impartialitv of media piaiforms,2009

Medium All adults (7o saying lmpartlal)

Radio

lnternet

Press

Magazines

Source: Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom,3l July 2009: p26.

5.8 TV is the source of news cited as the most important by consumers and

increased in importance during the period 2007 to 2009, as shown in Figure

5.1. Press continued to decline during the period 2004 to 2009, as did radio.

The internet on the other hand has increased in importance

New News, Future News: the challenges for television news after Digital Switch-over, Ofcom, 26 June
2007.

Weekly Time spent
Reach perday

98%

42

21

tl

14
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Figure 5.1 Main source of UK news
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Source: Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom, 31 July 2009: p25; afcom media tracker, 7

April2010.

5.9 According to research conducted by MintelrT, TV is the most popular medium

for accessing news as more than 75o/" of adults claim to use it regularly. The

internet is cited as the second most popular source, with around two-thirds

using it to access news. According to the survey, less than 50% claim to

use nalional newsPaPers.

5.10 Another Survey, by McKinsey, has tracked interest in the various news

media by age.18

17 Consumer Percegtions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010.
18 

A glimmer of hope lor newspapers, McKinsey Quarterly, April 2010.
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Figure 5.2 lnleresi in news source by age group
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Source: A glimmer of hope for newspapers, McKnsey Quarterly, April 2010.

5.11 According to the survey findings, the younger age groups prefer to get their

news from the internet and as a result in 2009, the internet was the third

most popular news source, jusi behind newspapers.

The above findings accord with other survey results whereby TV remains the

most popular source of news but that the internet continues to gain in
popularity.

In respect of news consumption by medium, we make the following

observations.

Television

TV remains the most important medium for accessing news. TV viewing has

increased slightly over time and in multichannel homes, the BBG and ITV

are the most watched channels. The BBC has the most favourable

perceptions amongst consumers according to, inter alia, Ofcom and Mintel.

Take up of digitaltelevision has risen markedly since its introduction in 2003,

reaching more than 92 per cent in Q2 in 20101e and considerably expanding

5.12

5.13

1s 
Digital Progress Report: Digital TV, e2 2olo, Otcom, 7 October 2010.

5.14
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5.15

5.16

5.17

5.18

5.19

5.20

20

21

22
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alternative access to news. On digital, there have been new entranis to the

uK TV news market - Al-Jazeera and France 24 are prime examples -

expanding consumer choice,

However, despite the proliieration of television channels and concomitant

access to news, the traditional Public SeMce Broadcast (PSB) channels of

BBC1, BBC2, lTV, Channel 4, and Five cOntinue to dOminate viewing; lheir

combined viewing share in all homes was 57.8% in 2009.20

Enterlainment channels (ot which there are more than any other genre)

consistently account for by far the highest proportion of audience share and

news channels account tor roughly 21" of audience share'

Caich-up television services account for a small, but growing proportion of

all television viewing, with 31% of adults with the internet having watched

catch-up TV in Ql 20'10, up trom 23/o a year earlier. Time-shifted television

viewing (viewing through a recording device) is also increasing,

YouView (previously Project Canvas) (and others such as Google TV) will

enable the seamless integration of TV and internet services on the TV

screen. YouView is scheduled to launch in the UK during the first half of

2011.

Radio

Radio's reach, which declined gradually beiween 2004 and 2009, recently

rebounded, reaching 90.6% (46.8 million adults) in Q2 20'10, the highest

weekly reach recorded since the current research methodology was

introduced in 1999.21

However, although more people are listening to the radio, the time spent

fistening has fallen over the past five years, down 5.3% in 2009 from 2004.22

Communications Market Report, Oicom, 19 August 2010: p164.

Cornmunications Markel Report, Otcom, 19 August 2010: p189.

Communications Market Report, Ofcom, | 9 August 201 0: p189.
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5.21 However, despite declining reach, BBC still accounts for a higher proportion

of radio reach than comrnercial radio, at 64.9% in 2009, compared with

61.2o/" listening to commercial radio.

Digital radio uptake has increased, from circa 5% ol households owning a

DAB digital radio in 2004, to 33% by 2009, and in Q2 2010, digital radio

accounted tor 24.6% of the total radio audience, up by 3.5% from ihe
previous year.t'

The BBC broadcasts the lour most lislened-to radio stations in Q2 20'10 with

BBC Radio 2 achieving a weekly reach of 14.8 million, Radio 1 reaching

13.7 million, 10.9 million listening to Radio 4, and 7.2 million to Radio Five

Live.

New technologies are also changing the way in which people listen to the

radio. By June 2010, 13% of adults at some time used their mobile handsei

to listen to radio, more than double those who did so in 2AO5,24 with 13% of

adults at some time using their mobile handset to listen to radio, by June

2010.

Press

According to research conducted by Mintel2s, less than 50% of people claim

to use national newspapers. Print media are more relevant among older

demographics, accounting for 10% of the media use of the 55+ age group.

Newspaper circulation has been consistently falling during recenl years, wiih

the number of sales in August 2010 down on the same month in 2009 lor

every major daily and Sunday publication.

Freesheets represent a recent and serious challenge to national print media:

approximately 1 in 5 people across the UK follow them daily. When asked

about their views on freesheets, a significant proportion stated that they dc

5.22

5.23

5.24

5.25

5.26

5.27

23 
Communications Market Report, Ofcom, 19 August 201 0: p 1 90.24 Communications Market Repori, Ofcom, 19 August 2010: p191.25 
Consumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010. The survey is based on 2,000 internet
u sers aged 1 6+. See : http://orygen.mintel.com/sinatra/oxygen/displ ay lid=547 288.
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not in fact like the quality or content although they continue to read the

format every day. This demonstrates that allure and popularity may not be

linked to influence and quality.

The traditional broadsheet newspapers have panicularly suffered over the

past 5 years. Daily Telegraph sales fell by more than 17 percent during that

period, with The Times and The Guardian falling by over 12o/o aach- Of the

traditional broadsheets, The Daily Telegraph has the highest circulation,

selling over 67,000 copies in Augurst 2010.26

i;':ternel

f nternet take-up has continued to grow in the UK, reaching 75o/" in 2Q10,

with total broadband take-up reaching 71"/o.27 Government policy aims to

address broadband "noi-spots"28 and "Networked Britain" aims to get all

people of working age online by 2015, so internet peneiration is expecied to

continue io rise.

ln addition to the increased internet usage, the percentage of people using

their mobile phones to access web content has risen significantly in recent

years, with an annuat rise of 37" lo 23Y" in 2010.2e

Brands based on search engines such as Google and Bing rank the highest

amongst online brands in terms of reach, but the time per person Spent on

each site is significantly lower than entertainment sites such as Facebook

and AOL Media.

Within total visiis to news and information sites, the BBC enjoys the largest

number of unique visitors (UVs)'

There has been a large relative increase in the proportion of total internet

time spent accessing news, oi 84/" (during the period April 2007 to April

201o)30.

5.28

5.29

5.30

trel

5.32

5.33

26 ABCs: national daily newspaper circulation August 2010, Guardian, 10 September 2010
27 Touchpoints super Hub 20.10 survey dala, as accessed 12 November 2010,
28 One of O{com,s priorities tor 2010111is to make progress on broadband and mobile phone nolspots
2e Communications Market Report, O{com, 19 August 2010: p235'
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Around 481" of 25-34 year olds use the internet to keep up to date with

news. This function is significantly more prevalent amongst men than

women, with 47o/" of men using the internet for news, compared to 32% of

women. Around 50% of the AB socio-economic group uses the internet to

access news, whereas 25ok oi the DE group use it for the same purpose.

The most popular online newspaper website in the UK is the Daily Mail

online, with nearly 18 million readers a month and, globally, is second only to

the New York Times3l.

Howev€r, the global nature of the internet means that, via platfornrs such as

Google News, readers are accessing a previously unimaginably diverse

range of international news sources.

Trends in cross-media news consumption
Overview

In this section we provide an overview of key developments in cross-media

news consumption based on a number of surveys and data sources as

referenced. We note that sources are not eouivalent to voices.

According to the FD survey of news consumption, the UK consumer in 2010

consumes around 5 different news media each working day (the various

adull averages range between 4.7 and 5.4)"'. The breadth of news

consumption has grown in line with digital penetration. lncreased availability

of relatively inexpensive fast broadband has driven the online boom and

digital TV penetration has also been a significant driver of the increased

breadth of take-up.

Digital media have not replaced traditional media, they have been adopted

as additional media sources and as a result. consumers have continued to

5.34

5.35

toa

5.37

5.38

qeo

30

31
Communications Market Bepori, Oicom, 19 August 2010.
Monlhly total unduplicated unique visitors accessing news/information, Comscore, as accessed on 1 1

Norrember 2010.

Media Monitor Report, FD, 2010.
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get their news from more sources. During the past 7 years, the breadth of

weekday consumption has risen by around 30%.

As the range of media used for news has increased, loyalty to specific

titles/channels has fallen, although some, particularly the BBC, do retain

significant loyalty.

ln respect of which news media ara the most important, TV scored top,

closely lollowed by ihe internei. A Sepiember 2010 Mintel Survey3s also

accords with the FD survey and finds that the internet is the next most

important news medium after TV.

Number ol news scurces

Mosi people tend to get their news from more than one source' According to

FD's latest Media Monitofa, as discussed ihe average number of sources

used per day was around 5 by September 2010. When the survey was

launched in 2003 more than half of the sample stated that they used two or

fewer media. The Mintel Survey reierenced above also finds that the average

number of sources is around 535 (see below).

f nierest in the news tends io be broad based, with more lhan 4Aoh saying

that they follow more than 6 types of news and more than half of those say

thal they ofien check more than one source to confirm news stories they

have read36.

Moreover, consumers iend io use on a regular basis around 5 types of

media to access news (see Table 5.3).

Consumer Perceptions ot News Media, Mintel, September 2010. Note that the sample comprises

2,000 internet users aged 16+.

Media Monitor Report, FD,2010.
See Table 5.3.

Consumer Perceptions oi News Media, Mintel, September 2010.

I'T

5.40

5.41

5.42

5.43

5.44

34

J5

36
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Table 5,3 Number of media accessed reqularlv lor news

Average
nurnber

Daily internet
usage up to 1

hour

ABCl

C2DE

Source: Consumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010; FTt analysis.

5.45
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As shown, even those who are the lightest users of the internet (in the

survey) use almost 5 media for news on a regular basis. We acknowledge

that the Miniel survey sample comprises people that use the internet. lf we

make the assumption that the proportion of the populalion thai are not

iniernet users (25%, according to the most recent Touchpoints survefT) only

use 1 medium, then the average number of ditferent types of media regularly

used remains in excess of 4.

Miniel also provides analysis of media usage across media by type,

concluding that TV and the internet tend to be the dominant sources among

those who use a smaller number of media types. Newspapers are the next

used among those who use four types of media. National radio enters once

five media are assessed. We reproduce the data in Table 5.4.

1-3 types 4 typ6s 5 typss 6 tgpes
o/o oh o/o Yo

5.'l59151510

141415

5.11614

131513

5.46

-' TouchPoints Super Hub 201 0 survey data, as accessed 1 2 November 201 0.
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Table 5.4 Number
type used

Privileged and confidential: at request of exiernal counsel
23 November 20'10 17:38

and types of media accessed regularly for news by media

types
o/o

54 lypes
o/o

1-3 tlrpes
oh

All
oh

99

Internet 937895

National newspapers 8625

Local/regional newsPapers 8924

National radio 8341lo

Local/regional radio EI3112

Source: Consumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010.

5.47

Tlme spenl

The amount of time Spent consuming news varies by medium. Not all of the

data sources for consumpiion oi media (BARB for TV, RAJAR for radio, etc.)

report on time spent by genre, so we have lo rely on a number of alternative

sources to {orm estimates (RAJAR for example does not report lisiening by

genre).

Based on data from the laiest Touchpoints survey, people spent almost as

long consuming news online (0.29 hours) as they did on TV (0.36 hours).

According to daia published by Ofcom38, during the period April 2007 to April

2010, online news consumption had increased by 84% (in terms of

proportion of time spent on the internet).

Another data source indicates that the time speni consuming news media

has increased since 2006. According to research conducted by McKinsey3e,

the amount of time spent by consumers consuming news in ihe UK

increased by 20% from 60 minutes per day in 2006 to 72 minutes per day in

2009.

5.48

5.49

Communications Market Report, Ofcom, '19 August 2010'

A glimmer ol hope lor newspapers, McKinsey Quarterly, April 2010.

38
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Figure 5.3 Ner,,rs consumption in totaland by age group
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Source: A glimmer of hope for newspapers, McKinsey Quarterly, April 2010.

Summary of cross-media news consumption
5.50 TV remains the main source of news and is perceived as the most impartial

of the news media. That said, the internet is gaining in importance and now

appears to be-the second most important source of news (according to a
range of sources including Ofcom, Financial Dynamics, Perspective

Associates). Conversely, press and radio are declining (relatively) in

importance as news sources.

5.51 The time spent watching TV news and consuming news on the internet are

around the same according to the IPA Touchpoints survey in 20'10.

5.52 Most people tend to use 3 to 4 platforms for news and follow around 4-5

news sources per day. The mosi popular brand for news is the BBC on TV,

on radio and onlineao.

5.53 ln Table 5.5 we provide a summary of the current status and recent trends in

cross-media news consumption. This demonstrates that:

I
!:-F,1

40 
Consumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010
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e The plurality of cross-media consumption of news has increased in

line with its increased Provision;

r Press and radio are reducing in importance in the cross-media share

ol voice as both usage and user perceptions of their importance as

news media has fallen;

e The internet is expected to grow in importance in terms of time spent

and usage as it continues to increase in importance to consumers;

r Overall there is a shift in cross-media news consumption patterns

towards online which is a highly plural environment;

o These trends are expected to continue aS internel penetration

increases;and

. lt is striking thal the media in which it has a presence, the BBC is the

leading player by a significant margin.
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Summary of cross-media
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news consumption

NEWSPIpenS RADrO CROsS.ltElttAHffiffiEffii
SufftJ€nt Hbh

Table 5.5

PLATFORX

tzv"l

lrt ,.'

Steady
4.,
Inoreadng

(rs%)

3rd
Decreasing

:'.- '
17%

Steady

59?q

Deoreasing

0.35 0.29 < 0.57.

Steady lncreaetng. D,scr€aslrE

t.l : 3.5 1,4

Steady Incr€asirE St€ady

1!to 21% 
'

E'tedy : Sr€ady

9a*- 1 '," 7fl"i
lrcreasing Inc-roaslng

_S.le_aOy , kgaskg
': ' ':',; '. '

ffiffiffiwffiwsffisffiffi
PTAYERS

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
- iodry 9rtf'rcient Suffident Olgh) Suffbi€nt

BBC(24%), BBCattacbhemoct l,lowsCorporsilori
lTV (1796), Sky Wc but hete are no (94%1, Daily Mail &
r,bws (696), dornlnantCaFB and G€n€rdTruEt (21%),
Chann€|4 av€rylalenumb€r Trinitylffro:r(15%)and
(4%) ild Fil/g otdayeF Northem and Sh€ll

ooltsuilP-TroN
fnportanca ot
tourtc

'. todai
- trcnd

hrp€f{alty '

- todey
- b6nd

Rach
-l11t!y .l

- trand

ttngc (lrCdry)
- todsy
.tslFd

Sorlt..t'
,1g4iy
- trcnd

cRo$i*aElirA
ShAheldFVcxc€
- todry

Source: Perspective analysis of BARB data; Communications Maket Report, Ofcom, 19 August
2010: p204; ABCs: national daily newspaper circulation August 2010, Guardian, lO September
2010; TouchPoints Super Hub 2010 suruey data, as accessed 12 November2lll; Newspaper
Marketing Agency; Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofam, 3l July 2009: p26;TGl suruey
data, suruey conducted between April 2009 and March ZfiA, as aeessed 12 November 2010;
A glimmer of hope for newspapers, Mc4nsey Quarterly, April 2010; Media Monitor Report, FD,
2010; Monthly total unduplicated unique visitors accessing news/information, Comsare, as
accessed on 11 November 2010; FTI analysis.
- this figure conesponds to time spent reading any newspaper which overestimates the time
spent reading the news
** we note that the number of platforms used is 3 to 4 and this may increase in line with internet
penetration
*'* this figure corresponds to total number ol radio channeE listened to rather than just the
number of news radio channels

BBC (55%), A dgnlficantrumberol
Global (1n6) volc€s avallable exdudrg
ard Bauer odlne; llterally thosards(11%) lf onllne is lnduded

4h
Dccrcacing Inbmlt inclaasing pari oi

th€ c|ass{n€da mix

'''
35%

Suady

8996

DeaeaCrg Infem€tanddigita, TV
p€n€failon exp€ctod to
incrsas€

l'lotavailaHs 12
Daoeadng trrcrear$ng

22',:: 5.. : ,. ,

Steady lncr€asing

Croos-tn€dia consumption
mix has chang€d.
Consumption hes Ehift€d
auray frqn precs ard rado
towade TV and onlin€.
Plurallty continuG to
increas€ In TV and onliner
online has thousan& ol
voicea

DecreqCng:.,i" . .

- : .l - ''
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5.56

5.55

5.57

lmportantly, the balance of usage (reach, number of outlets and time spent)

and ascribed importance by consumers amongst the various media has

been changing. There is a clear trend of reducing radio and press

consumption together with a steady consumption of TV and an increase in

online usage. The share of voice of each medium within the cross-media

consumption mix is changing. The weight remains towards the TV voice,

with online voices increasing and radio and press voices in decline.

Sufficiency of plurality based on cross-media consumption

It is clear from our conclusion in Section 4 that plurality in news provision

and access has increased significantly owing to the increases in digiial TV

news services and the explosion in online news services. While there have

been limited or no changes in the plurality of the traditional media (radio and

press), the impact of changes overall have led to an increase in plurality in

cross-media.

These changes in provision have also led to changes in consumption

patterns within each medium and across media including:

an increase in consumption of news on the internet;

a decrease in the imporlance of radio and newspapers; and

an increase in the number of sources and platforms the UK population

uses to consume news.

These trends along with those demonstrated in Table 5.5 imply there is a

sufficiency of plurality in cross-media consumption. The range and number

of voices in the cross-media landscape have increased, ofiering the

consumer more choice in platforms and sources.
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6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4
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Pre- and post-Transaction

Introduction
In this section we provide our assessment of the differences in the

sufficiency of plurality post-Transaction. We consider the assessment in

terms of provision and consumption.

As discussed in Section 3 we were requested to evaluate the sutficiency of

plurality pre- and post-transaction. ln so doing, we make the assumption

that the media enterprise 'headcount" reduces by one following completion

of the Transaction. This reduction is considered from a cross-media

perspective in respeci of provision and consumption.

Provision
As we also discussed in Section 3, as a result of ihe transaction on the basis

of our assumption that there is a reduction in headcount, at the level of

mono-media there is no change in the number of voices in TV, radio or

press. On the internet, there would be a loss of one voice. Al the cross-

media level there is also therelore the loss of one media enterprise.

We provide a schematic (see Figure 6.1) to summarise the change to the

number of media enterprises pre- and post-transaction. We note that the

loss in the number of enterprises (i,e. one) does not imply a loss in the

number of media properties (i.e. TV channels, newspaper titles, online

propefties etc.).
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Figure 6.1 Number of media enterprises pre- and post-transaction

Source:

6.5

Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom, 3l Juty 200d1 : p34; FTt.

As indicated in the chart, within the total universe ol media enterprises

available, the loss of one voice cannot be considered to be substantialgiven

the range and number of such enterprises, particularly as we demonstrated

that the number and range of voices has increased since 2003. Within each

of TV, radio and press, there is no change.

The only change given the assumption of the loss of headcount is within the

cross-media environment.

ln the otf-line cross-media environment, while the number of players is fewer

(by one), this cannot be regarded as substantial. As we have shown these

are sectors (i.e. TV and press) with many players and no concerns regarding

the sufficiency of the number ol voices considering developments since

2003.

The BBC is the leading player in TV, followed by lTV. In that sub-sector

there are many Others and as we demonstrate in the next section when we

aSSeSS the impact on consumption, Sky has a relatively weak position in TV

Privileged and confidential: at request of externalcounsel
23 November 2010 17:38

6.6

6.7

6.8

41 We note that Ofcom did not distinguish Sky and News lntemational in its assessment ot changes in

media ownership; it treated them as one entity (News Inlernational)'
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6.9

6.10

6.11

6.12

6.13

6.14
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broadcast news so we do not consider that this reduction in headcount can

have a material irnpact.

Radio is unaffected.

In the online cross-media environment, as we discussed in Section 5,

Comscore tracks UK visitors to more than 675 online news sites. of which

more than 120 have more than 100,000 UVs.

We also highlighted that in the online environment, owing to the plethora of

diverse media types and sources, distinclions between the various media in

any case blur.

We cannot conclude that this hypothetical 'bss of one voice' in the online

environment has a material effect on the sufficiency of cross-media pluraliiy.

Online has hundreds (and potentially millions) of news voices (and media,

formats, and services). Moreover, there are several other players in this

space, primarily the BBC, that enjoy a much stronger maket position than

Sky and News Corporation. We demonstrate this in the next section.

Consumption
In Section 5 we provided a summary of the news consumption trends in the

cross-media environment. We now consider the impact of the Transaction

from the consumption perspective.

In Table 6.1 we examine the position of the two separate entities and the two

merged together, building on Table 5.5.
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6.15

6.16

6.17

We replicate from Table 5.5 our assessment of how the weight of share of

voice amongst various media is changing in the cross-media environment.

We consider first the position of the two entiiies separately and then

combined:

. Sky - its position in the cross media environment is weak. lt has a

negligible share in online and given the position of the BBC and lTV, it

has a relatively low share in TV news. lt has less than half of the

share of lTV. lt is difficult to see how this share will increase

substantially in future as digiial TV peneiration stands ai around 927o.

The remaining TV households to be switched over to digital are late

adopters, satisfied wiih the current terrestrial channels and iherefore

likely io have weaker preferences for digital TV channels than current

digitalTV households.

r News International - also has a weak position in the online

environment. While it has a strong posiiion in press, this is a medium

in decline and one that has a decreasing share of the cross-media

voices from a consumption pcrspcctivc. lts importance in ihe cross-

media mix has declined and is expected io continue to do so.

r News Corporation - the combineci entity has a weak position in TV,

around a 6% share of the online news secioraz and a strong position in

press, the medium that is declining in usage in the cross-media mix.

The assumed reduction in headcount leads to a combined entity that does

not enjoy a strong position in the most important news media from the

consumer perspective i.e. TV. In press, while its position is strong, the

medium is in long term decline. ln online, its share is around 6T" and subject

to competition from strong players such as the BBC, Mail Online, and

potentially numerous others. The stated market shares however are for

We note that tlom October 2009 to October 2010 the combined page views oi News International
websites and SkyNews.com has decreased at a CAGR of -3.0% (Source: Monthly total unduplicated
unique visitors accessing news/information, Comscore, as accessed on 1l November 2010).

Privileged and confidential: at request of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38
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6.19

6.20

6.21
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news websites only. There is additionally competition from portals such as

Google and Yahoo.

Based on this assessment, and the evidence presented in this report, we

conclude that this Transaction does not materially reduce the range and

number of voices in the cross-media environment; therefore thal it would not

have a material impact on the sufficiency ol plurality.

News consumption by socio'economic group and nation

Following the approach of the cc in the ITV/Sky case, we use TGI data to

examine news consumption by socio-economic group and nation'

While news consumption behaviours today are broadly similar to behaviours

examined by the CC in the ITV/Sky case, we note some diiferences below:

the proportion of uK adulis who aciively use the internet as a source

of news has increased from approximately 21"/" in 2006 to more than

35% today;€

the number of difierent platforms ihrough which uK adults actively

consume news has increased. According to TGI daia, the proportion

ol uK adults who use 3 or more media platforms has increased from

approximately 35o/" in 2006 to more than 50% today;a

the proportion of people who actively watch any BBC news program

has increased slightly since the CC's report in the ITV/Sky case; and

the proportion of UK adults who read The Sun and the Metro has

increased slightlY.

Further, we have ideniified the following statistically significant differences

between news consumption across socio-economic group and nation:

Acquisition by Briiish Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per ceni oi the shares in ITV plc, Competition

Commission, 14 December 2007: Appendix l, Figure 4; TGI survey data, survey conducted between

April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed 12 November20l0

Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent of the shares in ITV plc, Competition

Commission, 14 December 2007; Appendix l, Figure 5; TGI survey data, survey conducted between

April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed 12 November 2010.
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the ABG1 socio-economic group tends actively to consume more

news, while the C2DE socio-economic group tends actively to

consume less news, both by media platform and by number of media

pfatlorms used. See Figure A3.1 and Figure A3.2 for more

information;

the ABGI socio-economic group tends actively to watch more of the

BBC, Channel 4 and Sky News and less news on ITV whereas the

C2DE socio-economic group actively watches more news on ITV and

less news on the BBC, Channel 4 and Sky News. See Figure A3.4 for

more information;and

the C2DE socio-economic group and Scotland tend to actively read at

least one News lnternational newspaper in a higher proportion than

UK adults as a whole. See Figure A3.7 and Figure A3.8 ior reference.

This may be due to a disproportionately high number of active readers

of The Sun in both groups as can be seen in Figure A3.5 and Figure

A3.6.

In the ITV/Sky case, ihe CC concluded that "whilsi viewing shares and

readership vary somewhat by socio-economic group, there are no

fundamental differences in the significance of lTV, Sky and News

lnternationalto particular sections of the UK population. Nor did we find any

fundamental differences in the significance of lTV, Sky and News

International between nations within the UK."6

We have identified no fundamental differences in news consumption among

socio-economic groups or nations since the CC report in the ITV/Sky case.

Therefore, we uphold their conclusion. That is, we conclude that there are no

fundamental differences in the significance of Sky and News Corporation to
particular sections of the UK population or nations within the UK.

Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent ot the shares in ITV plc, Competition
Gommission, 14 December 2007: paragraph 5.50.

6.23
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A {inal step in our assessment
As a final step we examined the proportion ol the population that would be

directly affected by the Transaction. Namely, the proportion oi the UK

population who take news from both Sky News and News International. In

doing this, we follow the approach iaken by the GC in their invesiigation into

the effect on media plurality in ihe ITV/Sky case.

The connection between the Transaction and the lTViSky
case
In order to assist their investigaiion into the etfect on media plurality in the

ITV/Sky case, the CC examined the news consumption behaviour of the

proportion of the population that would be directly atfected by the acquisition.

Namely, the proporiion of the population who actively watch ITV news and

aciively watch Sky news and/or actively read News International

newspapers. The CC names this group the "lTV/Sky News-Nl overlap

group."

The CC determined that 16/" of UK adults fall into the ITV/Sky-Nl overlap

group. Further, the CC states "over two-ihirds of this group read a

newspaper from another media group. Over 70 per cent watch news on ihe

BBC. Just under one-fifth watch Channel 4 news and just over one-fifth visit

news websites. Around 95 per cent of the ITV/Sky News-Nl overlap group

also actively consume news from ai least one oiher source. Less than 1 per

cent of the total population aciively take news from ITV and Sky/Nl but no

other source."a6

We depict the CC's results diagrammatically in Figure 6.2.

Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent ol the shares in ITV plc, Competition
Commission, 14 December 2007: appendix I, p12-13.

6.24
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Figure 6.2 Results ol the CG's investigation in the ITV/Sky case
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lh€Lffi lrcm Nl ard ITV
dd Sky onv

O*#+ffi<r%
Source: FTI analysis based on CC's report in the ITV/Sky case

6.29

While the entire population of interest in this Transaction is not a subset of

the affected population in the lTViSky case, the results in the ITV/Sky case

can be a useful benchmad< in the analysis ol this Transaction.

Building on this approach, we are concerned in this Transaction wiih only the

lower section of the above chart. We present in Figure 6.2 the relevant

population of interest.

6.28
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Figure 6.3 Possible impact on cross-media plurality of lhe Transaction
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6.30 We present a siylised example of possible news consumption combinaiions

in the overlap area in Table 6.1. This deimonstrates how consumers may be

afiected given the assumption (for the purposes of our analysis) that there is

a reduction in the number of voices as a result of the Transaction.

Table 6.2 Overlap or cross-over between Sky News and News International

Privileged and confidential: at request of extemalcoUnsel
23 November 2010 17:38

The
Times
online

The The The
Sun Sun Times

online

Sky News Sky News
online

SkyNews NA

Sky News online NA NA

One 9na NA
voice volce

The Sun

One One No NA
voi,ce voice change

No NA
change

One No
voice change

The Sun online

No No NA
change change

One One
voice voice

The Times

No
change

The Times online One
voice
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6.31 In Table 6.1 above, the blue shaded areas represent replication, overlaps

that are not applicable, or where there is no change in media plurality. The

areas shaded mauve and while areas represent overlap where post-

Transaction there is now one enterprise supplying these properties rather

than two (as per our assumption for the purpose of the analysis) i"e. there is

a reduction in the number of voices.

For the mauve overlap areas, there should be minimal concerns in respect

of the assumed reduction in voices irom two to one as these include online.

As discussed thus far, there is a plethora of voices and news properties

available on the internet.

The white cells indicate possible combinations o{ broadcast and print media

only (i.e. no online) where there has been a reduction from two voices io one

voice (as per our assumption for the purpose ol the analysis).

We made an estimate of the size of the population that takes its news from

News Internaiional and Sky, including and excluding online, which we

discuss below.

Results

To analyse the population atfected by the Transaction we use survey data

provided by TGl. We note that this is the same source used by the CG in

their investigation in the Sky/lTV case. For more information regarding the

data see Appendix 3.

We calculate approximately 4% of UK adulis actively watch Sky News and

activefy read News International newspapers.ot Further, approximaiely O.2/o

of UK adults actively watches Sky News and actively read News

International newspapers and does not take news from any other source.

6.32

6.33

To confirm our approach we recalculated the proportion of the population who actively watch news on
ITV and either actively read News International newspapers or actively watch Sky News. We
calculated that approximately 15% of UK adults lell into this group whereas the CC calculated 16o/o.

This small ditference is consistent with developments since the ITV/Sky case (i.e. an increase in the
number of news sources/platforms being used). Thereiore, we are confident our approach is consistent
with the CC's approach in the ITV/Sky case.

6.35

6.36
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6.38

6.39

We calculate 6/" ol UK adults actively watch Sky News or actively visit

SkyNews.com and actively read News International newspapers or actively

visit News International websites (the "Sky/Nl Overlap Group").

Approximately 96o/. of the Sky/Nl Overlap Group relies on other news

sources in addition to the Sky and News lnternational news sources.

Therefore, 0.3% of UK adults actively watch Sky News or actively visit

SkyNews.com and actively read News International newspapers or actively

visit News International websites and do not take news from any other

source.

We note these results are similar in magnitude to the findings of the CC in

the Sky/lTV case. That is, in the Sky/lTV case the CG concluded that no

more than 1 per ceni of the population, and quite possibly less than this

received news from only ITV and Sky and/or News International. Whereas,

we find that 0.3% oJ the population receive news from only Sky and News

lnternational.

Figure 6.3 below summarises the proportion of UK adults who would be

affected by the Transaction.

Watch Sky News Watch Sky News
and read News and read News
International International
newspaper newspaper and rely

on no other source

Figure 6.4 Proportion of UK aduits affectecj by the Transaction

7Ao r

- rI'_-*
Watch Sky News or Watch Sky News or
visit SkyNews.ccm visitSkyNews.com

and read News and read News
International International

newspaper or visit newspaper or visit
News lnternation News Internation

website website and rely on
no other source

Source: TGI survey data, survey conducted betvveen April 2a09 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

3"/"

21"

1V"

(u

o
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We note that a disproportionately high proportion of adults in Scotland

actively watch Sky News and actively read News International newspapers.

However, the proportion of Scottish adults who actively watch Sky News and

actively read News lnternational newspapers and rely on no other source is

nof statistically different from the proportion of UK adults who iall into the

same group.

o.4t I Fufther, we note that the proportion of Scottish adults who fall into the

Sky/Nl Overlap Group and rely on no other news source is statistically

significantly lower lhan the proportion of UK adults who fall into the same

category. See Figure 6.4.

Figure 5.5 Propo:'lion of UK adults and adults in Scoilani aftected b)", th+
Transaciion

8%

7V"

6-/o

C-/o

4o/"

3%

2T"

1o/o

Oo/"

Watch Sky News
and read News

lnternational
newspaper

6,40

o
o-
(l)

o

Y

Watch Sky News
and read News

lnternational
newspaper and rely
on no other source

Watch Sky News ot
visit SkyNews.com

and read News
International

newspaper or visit
News Internation

website

Watch Sky News or
visit SkyNews.com

and read News
lnternational

newspaper or visii
News Internation

website and rely on
no other source

r Whole population Scotland

Source: TGI suruey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

6.42 Therefore, we conclude that no socio-economic group or nation would be

significantly disproportionately atfected by the Transaction.

Figure 6.5 shows the news consumpiion behaviour of the Sky/Nl Overlap

Group.

6.43
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Figure 6.6 News consumption behaviour of the sky/Nl overlap Group
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Source: TGI survey data, suruey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

6.44 Figure 6.5 shows that nearly 70"/" ot the Sky/Nl Overlap Group aciively read

a non-News Internaiional newspaper, nearly 60% actively watch BBC News,

approximately 40% actively watch ITV News and nearly 50% actively visii a

non-News International website.

Privileged and confidential: at request of external counsel
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Read a non-NewsWatch BBC News Watch ITV News Visit a non-News
lnternational

website
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Appendix 1 Sources of information

Description

Report for the Secretary of State pursuant to Section 44A of the
Enterprise Act2OO2 of British Sky Broadcasting plc's acquisition
ot'17.9o/o shareholding in ITV plc, Ofcom, 27 April2OOT

Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per
cent of the shares in ITV plc, Competition Commission, 14
December 2007

Final decisions by the Secretary of State for Business, Enterprise
& Regulatory Reform on British Sky Broadcasting Group's
acquisition ot a 17.9o/" shareholding in ITV pic dated 29 January
ZUUU

Judgment of the Court of Appeal regarding British Sky
Broadcasting Group plc, Virgin Media inc., the Competition
Commission and the Secretary of Siate for Business Enterprise
and Regulatory Reform, 21 January 2010
Communications Market Report, Ofcom, 19 August 2010
Conqumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 20'10

ABCs: national daily newspaper circulation August 2010,
Guardian, 10 Sepiember 20'10

TouchPoints Super Hub 2010 suruey data, as accessed 12
November 2010

Media Ownership Rules Review, Ofcom, 31 July 2009
New News, Fuiure News: the challenges for television news after
Digital Switch-over, Ofcom, 26 June 2OO7

Monthly total unduplicated unique visiiors accessing
news/information, Cornscore, as accessed on 11 November
2010
Ofcom media tracker survey, 7 April 2010
Media Moniior Report, FD, 2010

A glimmer of hope for newspapers, McKinsey Quarlerly, April
201 0
Media's most trusted brands, Marketing, 4 Ociober 2010
TGI survey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and
March 2010, as accessed 12 November 20'10

Quarterly listening figures, RAJAR, as accessed on 28 October
201 0

Daily circulation figures, MediaTel (audited by ABC), as
accessed on 10 November 2010

Digital Progress Report: Digital TV, Q2 2010, Ofcom, 7 October
201 0

Newspaper Society Intelligence unit , 1 July 2010
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42.1

M.2

42.3

42.4

M.5

M.6

Appendix 2 Consumer perceptions of news sources

A survey conducted by You Gov for the Press Gazelte in 2005 found that the BBC

was by far the most trusted news brand with almost 41'h of those surveyed naming its

brand. The nexttranche of mosttrusted brands (at around 7"/oeach) were Sky News,

The Daily Mail, The Guardian, The Daily Telegraph and The Times' The survey does

not appear to have been updated, however and so we consider more recent data from

other sources.

In TV news, according to MintelaE, the BBC is perceived to be authoritative, reliable,

traditional, accurate and responsible. Sky is associated with atiributes such as up-to-

the-minute and innovative.

Consumers also have positive perceptions about the BBC in radio news. ln contrast,

perceptions of the news coverage of commercial radio siaiions are relatively poor.

While consumers consider the news coverage as entertaining, consumers consider

them'lightweight' and overly commercial.

ln online news provision, consumers perceive the BBC to have similar attributes as its

TV and radio services. Online news sites of the major newspapers are also rated

highly by consumers.

ln press, the Times has the most positive perceptions among consumers; ii is seen as

authoritative, traditional, reliable and responsible. ln contrast, the Sun, while seen to

be entertaining, is viewed as sensationalist, biased and lightweight.

The survey also provides consumer perspectives by demographic groups- Examples

include:

. 'the biggest fans of Sky's online news tend to be 45-54 year olds and

higher earners";

. '"the most hostile to the Sun's online presence are over 45s, ABs and

higher earners";

4E 
Consumer Perceptions ol News Media, Mintel, September 2010,
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For the Sun newspaper, "those from the older 45+ age group are most

likely to view its coverage as sensationalist, lightweight and biased",

The news content of the Times is seen as authoritative, traditional,

reliable, accurate and responsible, altributes most likely associated with

the brand, "by older (45+) people and those from the AB socioeconomic

group, reflecting the core of its readershi/; and

42.7

o "Men are more likely than women to regard Sky's news content as

trustworthy ... agreement peaks among 25-54 year olds ... ff ls
concentrated among mid-market and popular tabloid readers".

The most trusted news media brands according to the Mintel survey are reproduced in

Table A2.1.

Table A2.1 i.iews media Srands pereeiveci as triisttvorthv

Brand

BBC TV

bbc.co.uk

Channel 4

Sky News

The Times

BBC Radio 4 20

BBC Radio 1

The Guardian 19

BBC Radio 2 18

Source: Consumer Perceptions of News Media, Mintel, September 2010.

42.8 A recent suruey conducted by Carat asks 11,000 consumers which media brands

(rather than news brands) are the mosi trusted. As displayed in Table A2.2, the BBC

scores the most highly. Specific news brands in the top 10 include the Financial

Times, Times, Telegraph and The Guardian. TV channels ITV and Channel 4 also

featured.

Privileged and confidential: at request of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38

oh

u
ITV

19
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Ta-ble A2.2 Top 10 trustworthY media brands

Propoilon{%}

FlnancialTimes

The Tirnes

Dally Telegraph

Ghannel4

The Guardian 18

, Madeti4g, 4 Octa er 20tA.

Pdvlleg€d and cOdtdenlial: at roqueet of extomal 99!T]
23 November 2010 17:38
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Appendix 3 Data analysis

Introduction
This analpis follows the approach taken by the CC in fupendix I to its report in the

ITV/Sky case. Therefore, we analyse the consumption of news by mediar/platform,

examine the news consumption habits of the proportion of UK adults that rely on Sky

and News Corporation for news and identify any significant ditferences in behaviour

across socio-economic group and nation.

Data

Consisient with the CC, we based our analysis on TGI data. TGI is a quarterly survey

run by Kantar Media with a totalsample size of 28,265 adults (age 1S+).ae The survey

was conducted between April 2009 and March 2010. This survey was not conducted

for the purposes of informing this analysis.

We used the questions asked in the TGI suruey to identify active users of particular

news sources or platforms. The definitions that we have used to define active

consumption are contained in Table A3.1.

The TGI survey used to be run by BMRB, as indicated in Appendix I to the CC's report in the ITV/Sky
case, however, following a restrueturing within the Kantar Group, the TGI survey is now conducted by
Kantar Media. Further, tor the remainder ol this section'population' rEfers to adults in the UK.

Privileged and confidential: at request of external counsel
23 November 2010 17:38
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Table A3.1 Definitions of active use of particular news sources or platforms

Privileged and confidential: at request of extemal counsel
23 November 2010 17:38

Active use of medla Platforms

Television

Radio

Newspapers

Internet

Magazines

'l usually or Eometimes watch news/current affairs on TV'

'l specially choose to listen lo news/current affairs on the
radio'

'l am very or lairly interested in reading newspapers for local
news OR National news OR European news OR other
foreign news OR business/company news'

'l visited a news website in the last month'

'l am very or fairly interested in reading magazines ior local
news OR National news OR European news OR other
foreign news OR business/company news'

Actlve use of specific media outlets

BBC

try

Channel 4

Sky News

Specific newspaper titles

Specific internet news
websites

'l specially choose to watch' BBC Six O'Glock News OR Ten
O'Clock News OR The One O'Clock News OR BBC Eight

O'Clock News summary OR BBC Breakfast'

'l specially choose to watch' ITV Evening News OR lW Late
Evening News'

'l specially choose to watch' Channel 4 News'

'l watched Sky News today/yesterday'

'l read [Newspaper] almost ahrvays/quite often'

I visited lwebsite] today/yesterday'

Source: TGt suruey data, survey conducted betvveen April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

Ag.4 We have been very careful to use definitions of active use that are consisieni with ihe

definitions used by the CC in the lTViSky case as this can have a significant effect on

the results.

A3.5 Further, country data is based on ISBA regions. Therefore, the figures for Scotland

are the addition of "Central Scotland" and "Northeast Scoiland" and the figures for

Wales are equalto'Wales and West'"

A3.6 The relevant sample sizes used in our statistical analysis are set out in Table A3.2

below.
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Table A3.2 Relevant sample sizes

survey sampre srze !gf[ 3"",i'Jil*,r"*

Whole population 2g,265 1,549

ABcl 1g,gg2 846

c2DE 14,4oil zag

England 29,675 1,254

scotfand z,s6z 1go

wales z,oze 11s

Soure: TGI survey data, suruey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2410.

43.7 Finally, we note, as does the GC in their repofi in the ITV/Sky case, that in a survey of

this nature, there is a risk in artificially inflated responses as respondents may

overstate their actual levels of news consrlmption because they feel they shorrld be

consuming more news.

News consumption
A3.8 Figure A3.1 below shows the proportion of adults in the UK who actively use

television, radio, newspapers and the internet to receive news. Further, the figure also

shows the results by socio-economic group. We will discuss significant differences

between socio-economic group and nation further below.

50 
We only use this sample size in Figure A3.11.
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Figure A3.1 Proportion ol lhe population who actively lake news by platform

bY socio'economic grouP

Television Radio Newspapers Internet Magazines

rWholePoPulation TABCI oC2DE

Source: TGI suruey data, suruey conducted between Aprit 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

A3.g As can be seen in Figure A3.1, large proportions of lhe populalion rely on all major

news platforms. Fufiher, Figure A3.1 is very similar to Figure 4 in fupendix I to the

CC's report in the ITV/Sky case. The only significant difference is the increase in the

use of the internet which was approximately 21% and now exceeds 35o/o.s1

A3..lO Figure A3.2 shows the number of different media platforms though which customers

actively take news by socio-economic group.

51 Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent o{ the shares in ITV plc' Competition

Commission, 14 December 2007: Appendix l, Figure 4; TGI survey data, survey conducted between

April 2009 and March 201 0, as accessed 1 2 November 201 0,

90v,
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i 6oY"
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Figure A3.2 Iiumber ol ditferent media plat{orms through which cuslomers
actively take news by socio-economic group

20%

15/"

10%

5%

0%

rWholepopulation rABCI ;'C2DE

Source: TGI survey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

A3.11 Figure A3.2 shows a significant increase in the number of different media platforms

through which customers actively take news when compared to the corresponding

figure in Appendix I to the CC's report in the ITV/Sky case. The proportion of UK

adults who use 3 or more media platforms has increased from approximately 35% to
more than 5}y".s2

43.12 As discussed in Section 5 above, an increase in the number of different media
platforms through which customers aciively take news will, all other things equal,

correspond to an increase in cross-media plurality.

Malor platforms through which news is consumed
A3.13 Television and newspapers are major platforms through which news is consumed and

they directly relate to the parties involved in the Transaction. Therefore, we examine

52 Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent of the shares in ITV pic, Competition
Commission, 14 December 2007: Appendix l, Figure 5; TGI survey data, survey conducted between
April 2009 and March 201 0, as accessed 1 2 November 201 0.
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these platforms more closely in this section. Further, we note that the importance of

newspapers in news consumption is declining.

A3.14 Figure A3.3 below shows the number of different channels on which UK adults

actively watch television news by socio-economic group.

Figure A3,3 Number of different channels on which UK adults aclively watch
television news by socic'economic group
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Source: TGI survey data, suruey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

A3.1S Figure A3.4 below shows the specific channels on which UK adults actively use

television news by socio-economic group.
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Figure A3.4 Active television news sources by socio-economic group

Any BBC Any ITV Channel 4 Sky News

rWholepopulation rABC'l o C2DE

Source: TGI survey data, survey conducted between April 2O09 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2fiA.

A3.16 We note that Figure A3.3 and Figure A3.4 are broadly similar to Figure 6 and Figure 7

in Appendix I to the CC's report in the lTViSky case. Fufiher, the proportion of people

who actively watch any BBC television news may have increased since the ITV/Sky

case was investigated.

43.17 Figure A3.5 and Figure A3.6 show the proportion of the population that actively read

daily newspapers by socio-economic group and nation.
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Figure A3.5 Active readership of daily newspapers (Monday to Friday) by
socio-economic grouP
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Figure 43.6 Active readership of daily newspapers (Monday to Friday) by
nation
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Source: TGI suruey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November20l0.

A3.18 We note that Figure A3.5 and Figure A3.6 are very similar to Figures 8 and 9 in

Appendix I to the CC's report in the ITV/Sky case. The proportion of UK adults who

actively read The Sun and Metro appears to have increased slightly.

A3.19 Figure A3.7 and Figure A3.8 below shows the proportion of the population who

actively read at least one newspaper from each of the main media groups by socio-

economic group and nation.
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Figure A3.7 Proportion of the population who aclively read al least one
newspaper from each of the main media groups by socio-
economic grouP

r Whole population r ABC1 r G2DE

Source: TGI suruey data, suruey coducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as acessed

12 November 2010.
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Figure A3.8 Proportion of the population who actively read al least one
newspaper from each of the main media groups by nation
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rWholepopulation rEngland' Scotland rWales

Source: TGI survey data, suruey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

43.20 By comparing Figure A3.7 to Figure 10 from Appendix lto the CG's report in the

ITV/Sky case one can see that all media groups have seen a decline in the proportion

of UK adults who read at leasi one newspaper from their group.

Significant differences in news consumpticn among socio-
economic group and nation

43.21 The above figures in this appendix bear a striking resemblance to those contained in

Appendix I to the CC's report in the ITV/Sky case and we have tried to comment on

the relatively few differences. That being said, in this section we will discuss some

statistically significants3 differences in news consumption behaviour among socio-

economic groups and naiions.

43.22 Regarding general news consumption, the ABC1 socio-economic group tend to
actively consume more news, u.rhile the C2DE socio-economic group tend to actively

53 Two-sided q = 5%. Therefore, each tail area equals 2.5%.
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consume less news, both by media platform and by number of media platforms used'

See Figure A3'1 and Figure A3'2 for more information'

43.23 Regarding the major platforms through which news is consumed; the ABC'I socio-

economic group tend to actively watch more of the BBC, Channel 4 and Sky News

and less news on ITV whereas the G2DE socio-economic group actively watches

more news on ITV and less news on the BBC, Channel 4 and Sky News. See Figure

A3.4 for more information.

Ag.Z4 Further, the CzDE socio-economic group and Scotland tend to actively read at least

one News lnternational newspaper in a higher proportion ihan UK adulis as a whole.

See Figure A3.7 and Figure A3.8 for reference. This may be due to disproportionately

high number of active readers of The Sun in both groups as can be seen in Figure

A3.5 and Figure 43.6.

A3.25 In the ITV/Sky case, the CC concluded that "whilst viewing shares and readership

vary somewhat by socio-economic group, there are no fundamental ditferences in the

significance oi lTV, Sky and News International to particular sections of the UK

population. Nor did we find any fundamental ditferences in the significance of lTV, Sky

and News lnternational between naiions within the UK'"s

A3.26 We have identified no significant difierences in news consumption among socio-

economic groups or nations since the CC report in the lTVlSky case. Therefore, we

uphold their conclusion. Thai is, we conclude that there are no fundamental

differences in the significance ol Sky and News Corporaiion to particular sections oi

the UK population or nations within the UK.

54 Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group plc of 17.9 per cent oi the shares in ITV plc, Competition

Commission, 14 December 2007: paragraph 5.50
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Size of the population affected by the Transaction
43.27 Using TGI survey data we calculate approximately 4o/o ol UK adults actively watch Sky

News and actively read News International newspapers.ss Further, approximately

O.2Y" of UK adults actively watches Sky News and actively read News International

newspapers and does not take news from any other source.

43.28 We calculate 6% of UK adults actively watch Sky News or actively visit SkyNews.com

and actively read News International newspapers or actively visit News lnternational

websites (the "SkyiNl Overlap Group'). Approximately 96o/o of the Sky/Nl Overlap

Group relies on other news sources in addition to the Sky and News lnternational

news sources. Therefore, O.3o/" of UK adults actively watch Sky News or actively visit

SkyNews.com and actively read News lntemational newspapers oi'actively visit News

International websites and do not take news from any other source.

43.29 These results are similar in magnitude io the findings of the CC in the Sky/lTV case. ln

the Sky/lTV case the CC concluded thal "no more than 'l per cent of the population,

and quite possibly less than this fell into this category [individuals within the UK

population who currently took news from ITV and BSkyB and/or News lnternational

but from no other sourcel."56

A3.30 Figure A3.9 below summarises the proporiion of UK adults who would be affected by

the Transaction.

To confirm our approach we recalculated ihe proportion ol the population who actively watch news on
lrv and either actively read News International newspapers or actively watch sky News. we
calcuf ated that approximalely 1 5% oi UK adults fetl into this group whereas the CC calculat ed 16./".
This small ditterence is consistent with developments since the ITV/Sky case (i.e. an increase in the
number ol news sources/platforms being used). Therefore, we are conlident our approach is consistent
with the CC's approach in the ITV/Sky case.
Acquisition by British Sky Broadcasting Group ptc of 17.9 per cent of the shares in ITV plc, Compeiition
Commission, 14 December 2007: paragraph 5.51 .
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Source: TGI survey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and Mareh 2010, as accessed

12 November20l0.

A3.31 We note that a disproportionately high proportion of adults in Scoiland aciively waich

Sky News and actively read News International newspapers. However, the proportion

of Scottish adults who aciively watch Sky and News and actively read News

International newspapers and rely on no other Source is nof statistically different from

the proportion of UK adults who fall into the same group'

A3.32 Further, we note that the proportion of scottish adults who fall into the sky/Nl overlap

Group and rely on no other news source is statistically significantly lower than the

proportion of UK adults who fall into the same category. Please see Figure A3.10 for

more information.
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Figure 43.10 Proportion of uK adufts and adutts in scoiland affected by the
Transaction
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Source: TGI suruey data, suruey conduded between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

43.33 Therefore, we conclude that no socio-economic group or nation would be significantly

disproportionately atfected by the Transaction.

Figure A3.11 below shows the news consumption behaviour of the Sky/Nl Overlap
Group.
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Figure A3.11
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Source: TGI suruey data, survey conducted between April 2009 and March 2010, as accessed

12 November 2010.

A3,35 Figure A3.11 shows that nearly 7OY" of the Sky/Nl Overlap Group (including online,

i.e. 6% of the population) actively read a non-News lnternational newspaper, nearly

607" actively watch BBC News, approximately 4OT" actively watch ITV News and

nearly 50% actively visit a non-News International website.

Read a non-NewsWatch BBC News Watch ITV News Visit a non-News
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1. Introduction
The Secretary of State for BIS has asked Ofcom to report on the media plurality impact of a

potential acquisition'by News Corp of the ihares of BSkyB it doesn't already own. Against

this background we have been commissioned by Hogan Lovells on behalf of News Corp to

provide a commentary on:

I How the news agenda is in practice set in the UK market
o Trends in UK media plurality, and in particular news plurality, since the

Communications Act of 2003

r How the UK market is likely to develop in the coming years.

Note that an analysis of the current level of plurality of consumption is outside the scope of

this paper, but we understand a parallel report on this topic has been prepared by FTl.

In writing this report we have drawn both on desk research and our extensive experience of

the UK media market. Robin Foster and Tim Suter were formerly Ofcom partners with

responsibility for strategy and content respectively. Robin Fo.ster, Tim Suter and Robert

Kenny have worked on consutting projects for a very wide range of UK media clients,

including Ofcom, the DCMS, the BBC, the BBC Trust, the Newspaper Society and BSkyB'
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Against the three areas of scope for this report, our conclusions are as follows:

The setting of the news agenda

TV news operates under a requirement of impartiality. However, for some commentators
this has left a concern that a broadcaster might seek to influence opinion via careful choice
of stories covered. Thus the ability of a broadcaster to pursue an independent news agenda,
and (potentially) to influence the agenda of other outlets is a key consideration.

We focus on Sky News, since this is the outlet that is subject to speculation that it might see
a change in its output. We find that W news operates under a range of practical constraints
that make it very difficult to alter the news agenda of a given outlet in such a way as to have
material impact on plurality. In particular:

r Audiences have very particular expectations of TV news, which is a powerful force
for similaritv between outlets

. Much ofthe W news agenda is driven by events of the day and access to shared
news gathering resources

. lmpartiality requirements are important constraints, since they influence sto4r
choice as well as how stories are treated

r For areas where plurality is most important (for instance election coverage), it is

inconceivable that a broadcaster would choose not to provide coverage, and once
covering a story, impartiality binds

o TV news rooms have their own particular ethos, and the imposition of a newspaper
approach will be difficult (and past transfers of senior newspaper staff to BSkyB have
generally been u nsuccessful)

Hypothetically, even if Sky News' output was altered, the connbination of BSI$/B and News
Corp would still be most unlikely to materially alter the wider news agenda:

o There are numerous fierce competitors of News and BSkyB. The BBC in particular is a
powerful independent voice; with secure funding, a substantial audience lead in
each of TV, radio and online news; and a very high reputation with consumers. lt is

most unlikely to become a follower of a News Corp/BSkyB news agenda
. Sky News {the entity whose output might theoretically change as a result of the

transaction) only has a 6% share of TV news consumption, suggesting limited ability
to influence third parties

o News Corp/BSkyB outlets do not represent a particularly irnportant source of stories
for other outlets. For example, our research showed Reuters sourced as many
stories from AlJazeera as from Sky News

o Consumers are increasingly consuming news from specialist and international
outlets that are all the less likely to be influenced by a change in news agenda at one
generalist, UK outlet

Therefore there are substantial practical, cultural and regulatory constraints on the ability of
a unified News Corp and BSkyB to materially alter Sky News' output, and even if this were
possible, there are substantial further barriers to this having material impact on the news
agenda of third parties.
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Trends in plurality since the Communications Act of 2003

We find that there has been an increase in both plurality of provision and consumption since

2003. There has been an increase in the range of choice of TV news, and thank to the rise of

digital TV, many more households have access to that wider range. More importantly the

internet has had a transformative effect. Many more people are online, and the news

consumption of those online is up significantly compared to 2003. Moreover, online

consumers are using a range of news sources dramatically greater than that used by a typical

news consumer in 2003.

As of 2009 TV remained the most important source of news for consumers, it is predicted

that internet will shortly overtake newspapers (and indeed may already have done so). This

marks a shift from a media with less plurality of individual consumption to a media with

more (since most consumers only take one newspaper, if any), and shift away from areas

where News Corp and BSkyB are relatively strong to areas where they are relatively weak'

Thus plurality has risen appreciably since 2003, and News Corp and BSkyB's 'share of news

voice, has fallen. This makes it much less likely that the transaction in question would reduce

plurality to the level of the market in 2@3, and it would seem unreasonable to reject a

transaction that left plurality at a level higher than that that existed at the time the

requirement was created.

Future developments in the UK market

While there are a variety of possible scenarios for the development of the UK media market,

there is consensus amongst commentators on a number of points:

. Convergence will continue, with what were once entirely distinct media sectors (W,

radio, newspapers and so on) increasingly being consumed via a single platform, the

internet. As high speed broadband rolls out, the migration of W online will

accelerate. This will bring increased competitive intensity
o We are at the beginning of a surge of consumption via mobile devices, which will

bring the dynamics of plural, on-line consumption to areas (particularly out-of-

home) that were previously the domain of paper based formats

o Consumers will be ever more active both in customising their own personal agenda

(via news search, alerts and so on) and in influencing the wider news agenda (via

Twitter, YouTube, blogs and on the like)

All these trends point to a continuation of the increase in plurality, particularly plurality of

consumption, and also a continuation of the trend of declining 'share of voice' for News

Corp and BSkyB. ln our view this makes it hard to make the case for intervening in the

market now to pre-empt a hypothetical future threat to plurality, given that the wider

context is of generally increasing plurality and a weakening of the influence of News Corp

and BSkyB.

Conclusions

No full assessment of the sufficiency of plurality is complete without an analysis of the size

of the audience that is dependent on both News Corp and BSkyB for all its news. This

analysis is outside the scope of this paper, though we understand the size of this audience to

be very small.

However, we believe for each of the individual issues we have examined, the evidence

suggests that there wilt not be a material impact on plurality, and that in aggregate across

these issues the case is even stronger.
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The case for plurality was well put in the House of Lords Communications Committee first
report (11th June, 2008):

"There has alwoys been o broad political consensus in the tJK thot ownership of the
media should be considered seporately from ownership of other assets. /n 200X., the
Government published o consultation paper on medio ownership in which it was
stated that "A healthy democrocy depends on a culture of dissent and orgument,
which would inevitobly be diminished if there were only a limited number of
providers of news". This was a sentiment shored by the previous Conservotive
administrotion "A free ond diverse media are on indispensable part of the democrotic
process. They provide the multiplicity o! voices and opinions thot informs the public,
influences opinian, and engenders political debate. They promote the culture af
dissent which any healthy democrocy must have. tf one voice becomes too powerful,
this process is placed in jeopardy and democracy is domoged". lt is olso o view of the
competitlon regulator. The Competition Commission stated in written evidence to us
that "Whether or not they roise competition concerns, certoin mergers raise public
interest considerotions. Media mergers in particular may raise plurotity concerns
because they might concentrate newspaper and other medio ownership in too few
hands, to the detriment of the quality of journalism ond broadcosting.,'t

As a policy goal, therefore, plurality is primarily required to ensure that no single voice can
control the news agenda, stifle debate or allow government, or indeed other powerful
players, to escape scrutiny.

The existence of the specific test that Ofcom is now being asked to apply can be traced back
to the debates in the House of Lords during the passage of the Cornmunications Act, where
concern about plurality was expressed in very similar terms to the recent debate earlier this
month2.

The test is expressed in the Communications Act as:

"the need, in relation to every different audience in the united Kingdom or in a
particular area or locality of the United Kingdom, for there to be o sufficient plwrality
of persons with control of the media enterprises serving thot oudience,,

Clearly, the test is designed to capture issues other than those that are covered by
competition inquiries into market concentration. The analysis has to encompass also the
capacity of the newly created entity to unacceptably influence public debate quite
separately from any competition issues.

Equally clearly, the test requires more than a simple headcount of persons with control, not
feast because a reduction may have no impact whatsoever on whether there is sufficient
plurality, if the starting point is ample plurality, However, the pattern of market
consumption also is relevant. consider the following illustrative scenarios:

t htto://\ /wv/. p u blicatio ns. pa rl ia m ent. u k/palld200708lldselect/ld co m u n i/122l 12202. htm : chapter 5. Footnotes
removed
? 

4 November 2010
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Figure 7 tllustrative scenorios of news consumption

A: Six news owners
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ln Scenario A there are six news providers, but Owner 1 clearly dominates, and might well

control the news agenda. In scenario B, there is one fewer news owner, but given that the

remaining owners have equal share, there is far less chance that any one owner can dictate

the news agenda or push his own perspective unimpeded. ln scenario Cthere are even

fewer owners - only four. However, this is the most plural scenario of all. Each individual

consumes news from multiple owners ('plurality of consumption'), and is able to make up

their own mind based on a spectrum of opinion. Thus in this illustration the scenario vrrith

fewest owners is the most plural and vice versa'

This is more than an artificial construct. As we will see, one of the important features of

online consumption is that (in terms of individuals'consumption) it looks much more like

Scenario C than B, and thus even if it didn't increase the number of media owners (in fact it

does) it would nonetheless increase plurality.

This means that the application of the plurality test needs to take into account a wider set of

reflections, relating directly to the capacity of any organisation to influence public debate. ln

practical terms therefore, the assessment needs to assess the different impact of different
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media, and the constraints as wellas the freedoms that they have to create a uniform
approach to news and public discourse.

It must also balance consideration of availability alongside patterns of actual consumption:
the fact that people choose to consume news services which take a similar editorial line is

not in itself evidence of a problem with plurality if services offering alternative viewpoints
are freely available. In this context, and to a degree that is not matched in competition
assessments the role of the publicly funded BBC is critical, since its capacity to deliver high
quality impartial and comprehensive news is crucial to the shape of the wider broadcast
news market.

We must also understand that, in the context of today's developing media, plurality is a fluid
notion. We are no longer assessing broadly comparable media organisations operating in
broadly similar ways with broadly similar types of outlet: we are increasintly dealing with
services that are sharply differentiated in both the type of content they specialise in, the
specific audience they seek to address, and the disproportionateimpact (when their'size and
resource is compared to 'traditional" news media)that they can have on the wider news
agenda.We now turn our attention to how, in practice, the news agenda is set and the
constraints on any one organisation in the wider market and regulatory context.
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Might a single owner have the ability to drive a particular point of view, both by promoting

an editorial stance of their own, and by starving the audience of a wider range of voices and

opinions? Consideration of the question of influence on the news agenda, following the

distinctions that were helpfully drawn by the CC in their consideration of BSkyB's acquisition

of a stake in lTV, needs to be split into two:

o First, the ability of News Corp to drive a single news agenda within all its news

outlets - which is of specific relevance to the very small percentage of viewers who

are reliant solely on News Corp and BSkyB for their news now, and for whom in

theory therefore the transaction could result in a more narrow news agenda

r Second, and notwithstanding the availability (see later sections in this report) of a

wide range of news providers, the ability of the combined "shelf space" of News

Corp and Sky News nevertheless to affect the wider news agenda of other media

organisations such as to have a material effect on a wider range of audiences

As we discuss, there are a range of constraints, internal and external, formal and informal,

that will in practice have the effect of making day-to-day influence more difficult.

General drivers of the news agenda

Over and above the press of both calendar - budgets, summit meetings - and breaking

stories which every news organisation will want to reflect, there are a number of vital

ingredients in the setting of a news agenda:

o The selection of stories and editoriol decisions about the issues to cover.

Conventional media are limited in the space available for stories, and will always

need to choose, not only what stories to cover, but also the degree of prominence

to accord them - their position in the paper or the running order, the lenglh or

duration ofthe coverage, and the amount of resource devoted tothe story

o The baldnce of reporting and comment. Not every story that a news provider

covers in one of their titles is going also to be the subject of editorial comment.

Decisions taken about the subjects to focus on give shape to the editorial stance that

news providers take on particular issues of the day, and are therefore instrumental

in setting the context for their own coverage

o The original source of the story. All news providers value their own original

journalism: breaking a significant story, either through their own investigative

journalism or by being recipients to the revelations of others, gives a news

organisation real edge in driving the news agenda - sometimes only briefly, but

sometimes, as with the recent case of MP's expenses, for a considerable time and to

very widesPread effect
t The degree to which the story is already a mdtter of controversy. Clearly, breaking

news essentially sets its own agenda - the Chilean miners were a story no news

provider could ignore. But even in matters of political controversy, there is a

momentum to events that news providers cannot ignore, and where they will end

up essentially following a news agenda that is imposed upon them.

ln other words, there are a broad range of factors that drive news agendas' As a

consequence, although often the big stories of the day will be covered across all news

outlets, the degree of emphasis they are given and the range of accompanying stories will
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differ. News agendas can vary widely, even within a single organisation, driven (for instance)
by different target audiences of different outlets. A news organisation that produced
identikit product under different badges would be much more likely to cannibalise its own
customers ratherthan winning or retaining share from competitors,

The issue at stake here is not the ability of a news organisation to develop its own news
agenda: it is impossible for any news organisation not to have one, even where it is not
seeking to exploit a particular editorial position through it. Instead, the issue is the capacity
of a cross-media organisation to homogenise its news agenda to the extent that it
unacceptably narrows the range of voices and opinions heard by its audience.

We focus our analysis on the impact on viewers to Sky News, since it is the issue of Sky

News' output becoming opinionated and partial in its presentation that has raised concern.
There could be no material change to the news agenda set for readers of News Corp titles,
which are not changing hands as a result of this transaction.

Cross-media news agenda setting within Neu;s Corp and BSkyB

Albeit small, there is nevertheless a proportion of the audience (A.2% of the population3)
that consumes Sky News and News Corp newspapers and no other TV news or newspapers.
For this group, therefore, it is possible to conceive that a single editorial line extended from
the print titles could represent a significant change to the balance of news and opinion that
they were receiving.

In effect, however, we believe there are five important constraints that make such influence
impractical.

Constraint 1: Audience expectation and experience
UK viewers to television news bring with them specific expectations about what television
trews is and how it will be dellvered.

The "look and feel" of television news

The majority of news viewing is to the main terrestrial channels, who therefore exercise
significant power over the "gramma( of television news: the way stories are constructed,
the balance of studio to film, even the typical running order.

Content analysis shows that there is a surprising lack of diversity in the treatment of stories,
or the construction of bulletins and news schedules. This is not driven by any requirements
about impartiality or constraints on the expression of views: this is simply the effect of
audience expectation about how television news operates and what it looks like.

ofcom's content analysis of PSB news bulletins (for lvew News, Future lVews) found:

"On the whole, key stories ecross the period appear to be treated with similar
prominence by oll chonnels. Some significont internationalstaries - including the
situations in lraq and Afghanistan - were generally towards the top of the news
agendo. And although there were differences between channels about which story
was the 'lead', it was often the case thqt - whatever the precise order - the top three
stories were consistent across the broadcasters'A

" FTI analysis. Some of this group may receive radio news from other sources
o 

Source: Ofcom "New News, Future News" annexes, 3.14
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Audience expectations of balance and imoartialiW

As well as determining the look and feel of television news, the context also shapes the

audiences'expectation aboutthe balance ofviewsthey expectto see represented.

Audiences to television news expect it to deliver impartial news and measure'the

performance of a news channel against an impartiality yard-stick: Ofcom's research for its

review of the future provision of news showed that87% of audiences thought it imponant

to deliver television news impartially, and an even higher percentage (93%) gave the same

importance to the accuracy of television newss. UK TV audiences have shown little interest

in more opinionated news - Fox News achieves average audiences of 74O people for

instance (compared to an average audience of approximately 57,000 for Sky News)6'

But while TV audiences may insist on impartiality, these same people nevertheless widely

expect to consume opinionated news from other providers, such as newspapers - and who

indeed choose their newspaper based on its editorialstance'

Cost of televislon newsgathering
Audiences do not look to television news for comment and oplnion: instead, they look to

television news to deliver authenticity and immediacy. The authority of the major news

bulletin is supplemented by the "liveness" of witnessing real events. This in itself can impose

a "sameness" on both agendas and treatment.

The costs of television news production have fallen over recent years with the introduction

of lighter equipment, multi-skilling of journalists to serve as their own cameraman and the

availability of cheaper satellite communications to file from remote parts of the world.

Nevertheless television news remains a costly enterprise. Significant resource is needed to

cover major incidents or stories: not only willthis therefore tie up" resource available to

cover other stories, and drive decisions about the amount of coverage to give; it also leads

to practical co-operation on the ground between news organisations - pooling production

resource, pictures and satellite up-links. This naturally drives the agendas of television news

closer together - pursuing an individual agenda is a more costly business.

Newspapers clearly value their ability to report on the ground from major stories, and the

individual insight that their own journalist can bring through their reporting. But the added

value of a print medium is rarely in the immediacy of witness, which television viewers

expect, but rather in the summarising of a story, and the comment and context the

newspaper can give it.

t Ofcom, New News, Future News, Figure 5.4, p 55
tsource: 

BARB, Janto Nov 2010
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Television news is prized for its ability to deliver the first: the irnmediacy of the pictures, live
2-way's from the scene etc. it is also true that diflerent bulletins will concentrate on a
different balance of stories, catering to the interests of the different audiences available.

Television news also extends into the second phase, typically in stories or issues with a
longer narrative and which therefore repay investment in either more complicated packages

{commissioning graphics, background interviews with experts) or less audience friendly
formats (talking heads in a studio)

Newspapers derive their added value differently. Like other organlsatlons, tltles may chose
to focus on different kinds of story - either across the paper as a whole or in individual
specialised sections: but much of their added value is also derived from the way they can
extend into the two right hand columns. While there is clearly a role for a newspaper to
deliver a far wider range of stories than a television news bulletin their point of difference
lies in the analysis and comment that they bring to bear

In this context it is worth noting the importance attached by viewers to what they see as Sky

News' particular point of difference: their speed and accuracy with breaking newst. Breaking
news is inherently less open to any form of editorial bias, since it is based not on
(potentially) opinionated talking heads, but rather primarily on the camera pointing at the
developing story and the reporting of unvarnished facts as soon as they are available.

Constraint 2: lmpartiality requirements of broadcast news
It is widely, and rightly, observed that, television news is required to observe "due
impartiality" in its coverage of matters of polhical or industrial controversy, or matters
relating to current public policy. Indeed, the Brcadcasting Code requires impartiality in terms
of news presentation, and breach of this code on a regular basis could result in the loss of
the broadcasting licence8.

Critics assert that this provision has limited bearing on the news provider/s original choice of
stories. The concern, therefore, is that, while the broadcast operations may be impartial in
what they actually broadcast, they will nevertheless pursue an editorial agenda by virtue of
the stories they chose to cover. However, impartiality is not only a test for individual stories

- it does also constrain story choice. A broadcaster who only reported the scandals of party
A and did not mention the scandals of party B would be in breach of the impartiality
requirement. Thus there are in fact regulatory fetters on the news agenda.

' Mintel reporl, Consumer Perceptions of News Medlo, September 2010: p 31
8 We note, for example, that Bloomberg TV was reprimanded for breach of Ofcom rules during the 2OO5 UK

General election after being found to have shown pro-Labour Pafi bias
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Even setting aside the regulatory constraints, the risk that, as a resuh ofthe transaction, the

combined entity would be able to avoid impartiality rules by virtue of its ability to set its own

story agenda is greatly overstated.

As we have already discussed, plurality matters because of the availability it guarantees to

citizens of a range of voices and opinions on matters of democratic and socialimportance.

Concern would be wholly legitimate if the transaction narrowed the range of views in

relation to broad political debate, by promoting a single politicalview, especially in an

election period; or if matters of major political controversy, such as the decisions about the

appropriate relationship between the UK and the European Union, or the coverage of

immigration were subjected to a single interpretation; or if matters bearing directly upon

the security of the state, for instance at time of conflict and war, were not held up to

adequate scrutiny.

However, simply stating the areas where there might be legitimate concern demonstrates

how unlikely it is that a proprietor could influence the agenda by simply forbearing to cover

the topic; but that would be the only option available to them under the current regulatory

regime. From the moment they chose to cover a controversial subject, they are bound by

the impartiality rules to offer a range of viewpoints and to balance views either within

individual programmes or across range of programmes. Crucially, no matter what views they

represented in their programmes they are not permitted to use their broadcast outlet as an

opportunity for airing the views of the owner'

lndeed, in its investigation into BSkyB's purchase of t7.9o/o of lW Plc, the Competition

Commission noted that they:

"... received' no evidence from third parties to suggest thot senior executives at BSkyB

or its porent companies exerted influence on the Sky News agendaB

There is one area where broadcasters are given greater licence to express their own

opinions, and that is in relation to matters that directly bear upon their own provision of
television and radio programmeslo. lmportantly, however, the carve out is very specific: it

does not relate to the provision of news and information by the provider of the news

service, but only to the provision of television and radio programmes. lt would therefore not

be possible to use this provision to comment on any issue of commercial or business

relevance to News Corp except and only to the extent that it related to the provision of their

broadcast programmes.

The effect of the impartiality provisions is therefore not as limited as critics have chosen to
portray them. The issues where the news agenda is most controversial and matters most are

not those which are likely to be influenced by a policy of silence - declining to cover an

election, for instance, is inconceivable. But once a topic is covered, the impartiality rules

bind.

Constraint 3: The wider impact of the Broadcasting Code and other broadcasting

regulation
All television news services are required to abide by the Ofcom Broadcasting Code. This

contains strict requirementforimpartiality, as already discussed:but it also makes other

requirements of the broadcaster:

e Competition Commission report into BSkyB/lTV, ParagraphS'57
10 Communications Act 2003, section 320 (3)
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. News must be presented "with due accuracy'' (Rule 5.L)
o Views and facts must not be misrepresented and must be presented with due

weight over appropriate time-frames (Rule 5.7)
o Personal interests of presenters or reporters which might affect the impartiality of

their presentation must be made clear to the audience (rule 5.8)
o No undue prominence must be given to the views of any particular person or body

on matters of particular public controversy (Rule 5.13)

Taken together, these rules not only significantly restrict the room for a broadcaster to treat
controversial subjects impartially: they also, in practice, have a constrainirt'g effect on the
integration of news operations.

Journalists who file stories from a particular angle for inclusion in a print outlet will find
themselves required to report the story in a different way for their broadcast transrnission:
apart from the practical problems involved in iiling the same siory in two quite different
ways, the individualjournalist or presenter could face the problem of having their public
persona as presented through their print outlet in conflict with their on-screen presentation.

Trevor Kavanagh - the former political editor of The Sun and one of its star commentators -
could be used by Sky News io commeni on siories, provideci his views were balanced by the
inclusion of other views. Howeuer, if he were used to present programmes, he would either
have to present them in such a way that he did not air his own views (thus at odds with his
print role) or, if he used the programmes to air his own views, then these programmes
would themselves need to be balanced by other programmes of equal prominence airing
a lternative viewpoints.

Constraint 4: Pressures to preserve quality in broadcast news
It is important to differentiate between concerns about making the news more partial and
opinioltatecl irr order [o drive a particular point of vlew or polltlcal stance: and concerns
about a narrowing or coarsening of the news agenda such that stories of weight and
substance traditionally covered by broadcast news services - including, for instance, a
greater volume of foreign reporting, or deeper analysis of economic and business news -
may be reduced in favour of stories pursuing a more populist agenda (e.g. entertainment
and celebrity news).

This does not appear to be central to the concerns of those who have expressed
reservations about the current proposed transaction. This may be in part because it is
already recognised that individual news programmes may well pursue an agenda that is to
some degree tailored to the interests of the audience available, or choosing, to view at that
time. Early evening news bulletins already have a different agenda from later evening
bulletins, and different services, with very different demographic profiles, already present
news in very different ways.

Ofcom is also required to ensure that the news oftered by television licensees is of "high
quality". lt is for Ofcom to decide how it best proposes to enforce this: it if it considered that
too high a proportion of time was being devoted to celebrity and "showbiz" news, it would
presumably be because it was in conflict with the quality obligation - and Ofcom would
therefore presumably expect to take corrective action.

Constraint 5 :'lnternal' constraints
The individuals already working in a news room represent a certain cultural approach to
news that is not easy to change, and this represents an internal constraint on radical change.
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For instance, there have been attempts to make more tabloid television news in the past,

but these have not been particularly successful. High profile recruits from the newspaper

industry - Kelvin McKenzie, Nick Ferrari, both highly successful and opinionated journalists

from The Sun - did not have the impact on television broadcast news that many feared they

would have.

Although anecdotal, this nevertheless suggests that, even where one might expect a news

agenda to be driven in a very different direction, there is something inherent in the

difference between television and newspaper news operations in the UK that makes such

integration of styles difficult to achieve.

This may in part be because of where television news operations have tended to recruit

their staff. Television news operations recruit young journalists who have been trained on

local and regional newspapers - although with the decline in the commercialfortunes of the

regional press, it is becoming a less secure source for well-trained journalists. However, the

exchange between nationat newspapers and broadcast news is much more rare. Television

news, with its different technical and logistical sills, tends to recruit from within itself, rather

than looking to Fleet Street. For example, when considering the current Sky News editorial

team, all but one has a broadcast background'

Figure 2 Overview of current Sky News editorial team

Position Previous emploYers Background

Sophie Turner talng
Managing Director,

Entertainment & News
BBC, Flextech, Henson
lnternational Television

Broadcast

John Ryley Head of News BBC,ITN Broadcast

Chrls Birkett Executive Editor
Local newspapers, trade

magazines, BBC

Press &
Broadcast

Adam Boulton TV Editor TV-AM Broadcast

Mark Kleinman W Editor
Sunday TelegraPh, DailY

Telecraoh, The Sunday Times
Press

Tlm Marshall W Editor IRN, BBC Broadcast

Simon Bucks Online Associate Editor
News agency, HW West, lTN,

London News Network
Press &

Broadcast

Thus those who work in TV newsrooms generally:

o Have grown up in W, absorbing a culture of impartiality and independence

o Will likely get their next job in TV, and will not want to be seen to have abandoned

that cirlture
o Will seek professional recognition and awards (such as BAFTAs) from their peers

working in other Parts of TV news

Together these form a powerful social and cultural constraint, making journalists and editors

reluctant to accept a radical shift away from a traditional TV news approach'

lmplication
We started this discussion with an analysis of the major drivers of any news agenda' The first

two - story selection and decisions about treatment - are the two crucial factors in

determining whether this transaction woutd lead to a material change in the ability of News

corp to narrow the news agenda unacceptably for the very small number of viewers who

would remain wholly reliant on News Corp and BSkyB for their news.
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The analysis suggests that such fears are unfounded. The centripetal forces of television
news itself, as demonstrated by the common approach that broadcasters take to look, style
and substance, are rooted in audience expectation. They are also driven by technical and
cost limitations inherent in television news and the internal constraints created by the
existing newsroom culture.

However, even if the combined entity were to choose to drive a single agenda, it wor,rld only
be able to do so by forbearing to cover any controversial issue. lt is at least arguable that the
silence of the broadcast part of the combined entity would do more to undermine the
credibility of the partisan stance of an associated newspaper than to support it. Conversely
impartial presentation of controversial issues in no way undermines strong editorial
positions taken in sister publications.

For these reasons, we believe that News Corp will not be able to materially influence
Skyl{ews' news agenda, and by extension it clearly would not be able to influence the wider
news agenda. Consequently we do not believe that there would be a material impact on
plurality.

Setting the wider news agenda

Even if, hypothetically, News Corp were able to materially influence Sky News' news agenda,
this leaves open the question of whether this would result in any change in the wider news
agenda. In this argument, it is not so much the lack of other providers that matters, as the
ability of a single, cross-media provider to create an agenda that others will be compellecl to
folNow.

Any consideration of this issue must take account of the analysis set out above, which
demonstrates the constraints upon the combined entity to drive a homogenous editorial
agenda across its own services.

There are two further constraints that would limit News Corp's capacity to narrow the terms
of wider debate.

Constraint 1: the source of stories
Any editorial agenda depends on the seedbed of news stories to build and grow. lt is

undoubtedly the case that major newspapers are distinctive in the resources they choose to
invest in original newsgathering, and News Corp's titles are no exception. Nevertheless,
analysis of news sources quoted by news providers demonstrates that newspapers are by no
means the sole source of the stories they report.

For example, a 2009 US study by Pew Research examined all the outlets that produced local
news in Baltimore for one week. Of the new storiesll, although print was the single most
important media, TV, niche content providers, radio and new media all broke new content.
{ln the UK, with a well funded BBC, TV might be expected to be more important).

11 
Pew found that eight out of ten stories studied simply repeated or repackaged previously published

information
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Figure 3 Who reported new informotion, by media

1Ao/o

0%
LocalTV Niche media

Source: Pew Internet,2009, How news happens

Looking specifically at citing of UK sources news outlets, an analysis of sources cited by

Reuters demonstrates the importance of the BBC:

Figure 4: Sources for Reuters orticles, 79th to 31't October 2O70

Times

FT-
DailyTelegraprr-Is

Guardian 13
Associated Press 13
Durrqay f sregrcrprr J.

sr.v -Iz
Independent 

-2Daily Mail ]z
AlJazeera 7z
the Mirror .I1

The Sun O

Mailon Sunday _0
ITV_O

Express _0
Channel 4 0

50o/o

40o/o

30%

20o/o

5o/o

_I_
New media

Source: Perspective analysis of Google News
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The BBC aside, newspapers tend to be much more influentialthan broadcasters, and that
influence is quite widely distributed. Sky News and The Sun are not particularly influential.
Even the combination of Sky News, the Times and the Sun would not be the top ranking UK

source for Reuters.

Where readers or viewers do find an original story, there is evidence that they follow it
through in a variety of different ways: exploring a variety of news web-sites (on average, a

visitor to a news website in the UK ln August 2010 visited 3.8 different news sitesl2) and a

range of different media, thus exposing them to a wide range of reflections even about
stories that have been broken by a particular news provider. Indeed, the majority of
consumers state that they are interested in acquiring news content from 6 or more media.

Figure 5 Proportion of consumers interested in multiple forms of news media

70o/o

60o/o

5Qo/o

40o/o

30o/o

20o/o

10%

0%

1%
l--+

Source: GMI/ Mintel, April 2010

Only 35% of consumers state that they are loyal to a single TV channel for acquiring news
content on a daily basis, with even this modest figure higher than all other media.
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Figure 6: Proportion of respondent who are loyal to a single news provider on o daily basis

Source: FD Media Monitor 22

For stories that are not originated by either News Corp or Sky News, they are by definition
unable to prevent it airing elsewhere. Internet derived stories are openly available, while
news agencies by their very nature provide their material to any news provider who
subscribes to their service. Twitter, for example, has widely been acknowledged at being the
first to break stories such as the G20 violence, MichaelJackson's death and the 2009 New
York plane crash13.

Constraint 2: the delivery and impact of news from other providers
For the combined entity to be able to have a disproportionate effect on the ability of other
providers to set their own agenda, it will need to weaken the capacity of both existing and

emerging news pnoviders to pursue their own news agenda.

To do this successfully, the new entity will have to overcome the reliance that audiences
place in the BBC as not only the provider of the most trusted and accurate news, but also the
source of television news that they are most likely to turn to.

The recent Mintel survey of attitudes to news demonstrates the regard with which the BBC

is held, across all parts of the audiencela, This regard translates itself into actual viewing,
with audiences to BBC news outstripping all other television news providers.

13 
See http://www.techradar.com/news/internet/10-news-stories-that-broke-on-twitter-first-719532

to Mintel report, Consumer Percepiions of News Media, September 20L0: p 30
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Figure 7: Totol 1.5 minute non-consecutive reach of TV news progromming, 201.0
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The BBC certainly sees itself as the most influential in setting the news agenda:

'Today has ... been recognised for setting the news ogenda"
BBC press release, February 20051s

"Newsbeat aims to set the news ogenda for our oudience"
BBC Statements of Programme Policy 2005/0716

"Robert Peston hos made o hobit of setting the day's business news agendo eorly in
the doy (in o businesslike way)an his blog"
BBC The Editors'Blog, 9 November 2OA7t7

The relevance of this is not simply the presence of a strong publicly funded provider: it is the
combination of their market performance with their reputation of independence and
authority that makes the capacity of News Corp and Sky News to exert any greater influence
over the BBC's agenda as a result of this transaction rninimal.

We have noted that audiences have an increasing number of other news providers available
to them. These providers generally serve a niche audience with greater depth and relevance
on a given topic than the larger, more generalist news organisations are able to provide.
Channels such as Al-Jazeera or Bloomberg News have built a reputation and loyalty with
their specific target audience. This, combined with an international orientation makes them
even less likely to be svvayed by a hypothetical unified UK news agenda frorn News Corp &
BSkyB than would be the UK generalist news providers.

15 http://wrrrvv.bbc.co.uk/pressoffice/pressreleases/stories/2006/02_february/23/marsh.shtml
16 http://www.bbc.co. uk/info/statements2006/radio/radiol.shtml
17 http://v'rvvw.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/2007/lftaking_stock.html
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This is all the more true given the relatively small market shares that News Corp and BSkyB

have outside newspapers. Sky News retains a share of just 6.3% of news viewing.

Figure 8: Share of TV news consumption; 2070 yeor to date

58.2% Additional channels (unrated by BARB orwith
smaller share) include BBC Parliament, CNN, Fox

News, Al Jazeera, RT, CNBC, Bloomberg, CCTV,

Star News, France 24, PressTV and NKKH
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Source: BAR9, Perspective Associotes onalysis

Notes: Channels include viewing of their +7 where oppropriote

Volume of Viewing calculated based on DurMin and 00Os

Online, share of consumption is even lower and more fragmented. For example, in October

2010, only t.L% of news page views were on SkyNews.com, and just 4'0% were on News

Corp news sites (compared to !'5To and7,t% a year earlier)'

Figure 9: IJK poge views of news ond information sites (m)
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Source: Comscore

Finally, the growth of digital and interactive media places the opportunity to shape the

agenda in many rnore hands than just the conventional news providers. We have already
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reflected the extent to which the root stories will be provided by a range of sources: but
increasingly, specialist services will differentiate themselves by their ability to focus in depth
in a particular area and become a news-maker in that very narrow field. Political bloggers
such as Paulstaines (who blogs as Guido Fawkesls) or politicalwebsites such as Tim

Montgomerie's Conservotive Home have demonstrably been able to break stories that were
subsequently picked up bytraditional media outlets.

The recent Wiklleak release of papers relating to the Afghan war is strikingly parallel to the
'Pentagon Papers', a history of the Vietnam war that was leaked to the New Yo* Times and

published in 1971. Wikilea|<s of course is not a traditional media outlet, though the story was

picked up by newspapers and TV.

Traditional media outlets acknowledge that their control of the new agenda is declining. The

House of Lords Select Committee on Communications report on ownership of the news
noted:

"All the flJSl networks [interviewed] stoted that the proliferotion olnews sources had

timited their power to control news ogendes."Le

According to Lionel Barber, Editor of the Financial Times:
"rdw journolism is found among the community of bloggers oround the world which

are becoming increosingly inftuentiol in setting the news agenda"zo

Peter Horrocks, then Head of the BBC Newsroom, said in 200821:

'There is no doubt thot the stronger voice of fhe audience is hoving o beneficial
effect on the range of stories and perspectives that iournolists covef'

lmplication
As we have ieen, Sky News does not have a large enough audience to be a majorfactor in

the setting of the UKs news agenda. Moreover it operates in a market where the BBC is an

extremely powerful player, measured by audiences or as a source for stories. This would
further limit News and BSkyB's ability to drive the news agenda.

Finaffy, the hold of all trodUonol media on the news agenda is being appreciably weakened
by new media. Some have argued that while there may be a proliferation of bloggers

delivering stories, there are only a handful of well-enough funded news organisations to
deliver a service across a wide range of different subject areaszz. However, this is rather to
miss the point, which is not that the bloggers can replace traditional "full service" news
media - which it is unlikely that they either can or would even wish to; but rather whether
they will be able, by concentrating on particular subject areas, to drive the news agenda

there, not least ,by taking full advantage of the licence offered them as unregulated bloggers

rather than regulated broadcasters. The evidence would appear to suggest that this is

indeed the case.

tt 
And was number in the "Top 50 newsmakers of 2006" in The tndependent

tt http'//rr**.publications.parliament.uk/pa /ld2Cf,To$lldselect/ldcomuni/L22/L22i.pdf

'o http'//www.pressgazette.co.uVstory.asp?sectioncode=5&storycode=43985

" http://www.bbc.co.uk/blogs/theeditors/2008 lollvalue-of -citizenjournallsm.html2 
See for instance http://www.guardian.co.uk/medial2ltllnwl08/news-corpsky-media-pleurality
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1. 'iher relevant nrarket end hov; it is changing

Any consideration of plurality needs to be based on a realistic assessment of the different

sources of media available to and then accessed by consumers. Since the plurality test was

created in 2003, the UK media landscape (including news) has seen a substantial increase in

plurality, both in the range of outlets available, and in their consumption.

A hypotheticaltransaction that reduced plurality needs to be seen in this context - it would

be strange to block a transaction that, while reducing plurality, left it well above the level at

the time the test was created.

ln this section we consider general media plurality in the UK, and then turn our attention to

news, the heart of the requirement for plurality'

General plurality
plurality of TV consumption has grown substantially since 2003' Frorn Q1 2003 to Q1 2010,

digital TV on the main set grew from 48%to g2o/o23, representing a dramatic increase in

avaifabfe channels tor Mc% of households. On second sets digital penetration has grown

from f ikely near zero in 20O3 to75%,further increasing the availability of wider choice' As of

200g, the UK had one of the highest penetrations of digital TV reception in Europe.

Figure 70: Proportion of househotds with digitolTV on their moin set, 2oo8

90%

SAYo

Source: Ofcom, The lnternationat Communications Market 2009

Note: 2009 figure for UK is 91%

ln addition the number of channels available in the UK has grown -the number has more

than doubled since 2003. This is not simply existing media owners launching rnore channels

(which would not provide an increment in plurality of media ownership). Much of the

channel expansion of the PSBs was largely complete by 2003. For instance, BBC4 launched in

" Ofcom Communications Market Report 2010
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2002 and E4 in 2001. A number of new owners brought channels to UK screens, including Al

Jazeera English, CCTV News and Press W, which contributed particularly to plurality of
international news.
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The UKs level of TV plurality also compares well to other parts of Europe. For instance, the
number of channels available here significantly exceeds any other country.

Figure 72 Number of qvoilable chonnels by country
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Source: European Audiovisual Observatory / MAVISE24

Note: Includes regional variations; not on a consistent basis with Ofcom's figures

2a 
via http ://www.digitaltvnews.net/contenV? p=\24L0
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Radio plurality has not seen quite so sharp a growth as TV over the period. Nonetheless, DAB

penetration is up from 2oAto33% between 2003 and 2OO92s and the number of DAB stations

has risen to 1.92. (The number of analogue stations is unchanged).

Since the Communications Act, the internet has become far more important. Broadband
penetration has risen trom !!Yo (44 2003) toTt% (Qt 20t0126, with broadband households
growing by70% since 2006 alone (to 2Om today).

Figure 1.3 UK internet penetrotion over time (% of households)

Source: Ofcom Communications Market Reoort 2010

The change in mix between dial-up and broadband is important because broadband users

spend far more time online than narrowband users. This is one of the contributory factors in
the rapid growth of total time online. Just between April 2007 and April 20L0, UK online
time grew bV 65%to 884m hours2T (or approximately 43 hours per online household per
month). Given the enormous variety of information online, this increase in consumption
represents a substantial increase in general plurality for consumers since 2003. In addition to
the range of content available, the internet by its nature encourages plurality of
consumption. Content is generally free and links between content encourage surfing across

a variety of sources. To take a practical example, it is a rare individual who takes more than
one print newspaper, but most consumers willsample multiple newspaper sites online.

- Ofcom Communications Market Reports

'u Ofcom Communications Market Reports

2t 
UKOM, UKOM reyeols the changing way in which Britons spend their time online, !9 May 2010

http://M.ukom.uk .retlNawsl4A7947 lukom_rcv.ab_th€-ch. nging-way-ln-whlch-br,tons_! pend-thelrjlme_on llnr. html
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News plurality

While content in its widest sense can impact on public attitudes and understanding of social,
political and cultural issues, the prime focus for this assessment should be on news and
current affairs. As we discuss in section 3, concerns about news plurality were at the heart of
the original rationale for a plurality test. The societal value of plurality primarily derives from
diverse sources of news, ensuring that audiences have access to diverse opinion and
coverage, thereby underpinning democratic discourse. News is allthe more relevant in this
case, where it is the prime content overlap between the parties (though both also provide
sports coverage).

Reported consumption of news is up across virtually all age groups.

Figure 1.4 Minutes of consumption of news content per doy, UK consumers 2006 & 2009

Minutes per day of
news consumption

r 2006

r 2009

18-24 25-34 354 45-#.

Source: 2005 and 2009 McKinsey media and entertainment news surveys

We believe this consumption is both pluralwithin media (for example, most consumers will
access more than one source of TV news), but also plural across media - most consumers
use multiple media to get news in a typical day (890,6 of UK consumers say they regularly
access news content from four or more media, for instance2s).

TV news

There has been a significant increase in availability of TV news options to audiences since
2003, firstly because many more households now have digital TV. Take-up has risen from
43%in 2003 to 9t%in2ffigze. Thus a far larger portion of the audience has access to
alternatives to the news bulletins of the PSB main channels, such as BBC News, BBC

Parliament, BBC3, CNN and Sky News. Secondly, several news channels have been launched
in the UK since 2003, including Russia Today (2005 - now RT), Al-Jazeera English (2006),
France 24 English (2006) and Press TV (2007). All of these were new media owners to the

tt GMt/ Mintel, April 2010

" Ofcom Communications Market Reports
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UK. Thirdly existing channels have also expanded their footprint - CNN joined Freeview in

2009, for instance. Thus the range of TV news (measured either by owners or channels)

available to the average consumer has increased appreciably'

Figure 15 UK TV news providers, November 241'0

Speciolist news ch a nnels

sKYEEilEt {a
GNE}C

BloornberE @nness

ffi:}
ffilfir

w
ffi

GNNf ftfi '-'iFFr *ffi
Note: Excludes foreign language services

Radio news
The BBC is still the leading broadcaster of radio news, with commercial radio relatively

fragmented. While not relevant to an assessment of plurality, we note that commercial radio

news has continued to be contracted out to a single underlying provider (formerly lTN, now

BSkyB). Editorial responsibility of course remains with the broadcaster'

lnternet news
ln its review into the BSkyB investment in lTV, the competition commission took the view

that:

"for the time being ond for the foreseeoble future, online sources of news ore more

likety to complement thon to replace television qnd other traditionol news platforms"

However the situation has been developing rapidly. As noted, broadband penetration has

increased substantially. Time spent online per internet user has grown by 65% over the

same period3o. Visits to news sites online grew 92%between January 2005 and May 201031'

and total time spent on news sites per month increased by a phenom enal2L4% since 2007

(growth second only to social networks and blogs)'

to uKoM
,t 

Comscore, quoted in Mintel, Consumer Perceptions of News Medio, September 2010
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Figure L6: Chonge in consumption of online content, April 2007 to April 20L0
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The period since 2003 has also seen a significant increase in available news sources online.
The Mail Online, now the number one newspaper site in the UK32 land after only the BBC for
news) was not even launched until 2004.

Figure 17 Monthly unique UK audience for news sites, @OOs)

:-l ,l.lJ*r-r*r*r-

Source: ComScore top news sites, UK, July 20L0

t'comscore, 
July 2010
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While the traditional news outlets (particularly the BBC) remain important online, they have

been joined by a substantial 'long tail' of news providers, both overseas and non-traditional,

that either did not exist in 2003 or would have had essentially nil physical distribution in the

UK. While individually small, the players in this long tail in aggregate contribute meaningfully

to consumption. Sites with 25m pages views or less (the size of MSNCB) contribute t4o/o of

online news consumption (a share double that of Sky News' TV news share)'

Figure L8 Distribution of news page views by UK oudiences, by site (with sample titles)
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Source: Comscore, JulY 2009

The increasing plurality of online news is evident in the number of news and information

sites tracked by comscore with measurable uK audience. This figure increased33 by t4o/oiusl

between August 2009 and August 20L0, to 705.

Additionally, the growing trend of news agencies disintermediating traditional news

providers, and publishing content through aggregators or directly to consumers, is likely to

continue. As the world Association of Newspapers has observed:

', the advent of internet and mobile news has only exacerbated the prominence of

news agencies and has possibty caused more problems for newspopers. lnsteod of

having to distribute their content through newspapers or television stations, news

agencies con directly contoct the consumer through new media.'3o

Thus while traditional news providers remain important online, their control of the news

agenda is much less. The typical mode of consumption is nof that the consurner visits

timesonline.co.uk once a day. Rather, the consumer visits news aggregation sites, or

searches for a particular topic of interest (or simply searches for 'news', the sixth most

popular Google search term in the UK3s). As a result, on average less than 3A% of newspaper

traffic comes direct to the website, with the balance coming from third party websites'

Google itself accounts for just under haif of all traffic to UK newspaper websites:

" Comscore, based on total number of News/lnformation sites with unique UK audience ot7,O0O+

" World Association of Newspapers, 2006

tt UKoM/Nielsen,home and work panel, May 2010., quoted in Ofcom Communications Market Report 2010
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Figure L9 Proportion of traffic to newspaper websites by source, UK
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Thus while the traditional sources may provide the underlying stories, their control of the
news agenda is far less online than it is in the offline world. Audiences are in no way
dependent on the particular selection of items an outlet chooses to present on its home
page, and willfrequently arrive direct at the coverage of a particular'below the fold'story.
In this mode consumers are directly controlling their own personal news agenda,
independent of any decision by an editor to prioritise certain stories. In a similar vein, in the
US28% of internet users have customised their home page tc receive news of specific
interest to them36.

Given that diffuse control of the news agenda is one of the important benefits of plurality, if
the internet is acting to reduce traditional media outlets' control, then this goes directly to
'sufficient' plurality, even if the underlying news providers are the same (and, as we have

seen, the internet has in fact brought important new providers to audiences).

Google News, which was first launched in 2O02, is a key news aggregator. By 2005 it already
had a UK audience of 5m37 and has continued to enjoy rapid growth. In the year to August
2010, UK visits were up3O%o38.lt is important to plurality, because it presents a vast range of
sources to its audience, including many they would otherwise likely never come across. ln
the year to October 2010, 1,,738 different sources" have appeared on the Google News

homepage (and additional sources have appeared on individual story pages).

Looking at the prominence of different news sources cited, as we note below, News Corp

outlets are not particularly prominent, with only three titles (WallStreet Journal, FOX News

36 
Pew Research, l.lnderstonding the Porticipotory News Consumer,2OLO

37 http://business.timesonline.co.uk/tol/business/industry-sectors/media/article53L735.ece

" Nielsen Online/TRP
39 

Newsknife (subscription fequired) http://m.newrknife.com/membersffonr-retevant-newso1.html
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and Times Online) in the top 30. The next ranked UK News Corp title is Sky News, at L42.

Amongst UK outlets, the BBC, the Guardian and the Telegraph all outrank the Times. Thus it

is clear that users of Google News are going to be exposed to a highly diverse range of

perspectives on stories, and that the perspectives of News Corp titles will not be particularly

prominent.

Figure 2o Top ronking sources for Google News, January to october 207o

Top 3O sources

1 Associated Press

2 Al-Jazeera, Qatar

3 New YorkTimes

4 Wall StreetJoumal
5 Reuters

5 Los Angeles Times

7 Washington Post

11 CNN

12 Christian Sci Monitor

t3 Voice of America

14 BusinessWeek

21 CBS News

22

trimffiffi zsMrv

8 USA

16 AFP

17 FOX Neun
18 Bloomberg
19 MSNBC

20 Xinhua, China

25 CNN lnternational
27 New York DailY News

28 ESPN

29 PCWorld

30 ABC Online, Australia
9,

10 ABC News

Selected other UK sources

N
81

130

t42
277

5@

23 MiamiHer

Source: Newsknife
Notel Newsknife rankings based on a combination of frequency and prominence

Furthermore, Google News continues to draw on an ever increasing number of news sites.

At November 2010, 5,597 individual news sites had been used by Google News during the

year, a 50% increase on the comparable figure for 2OO7 '

Google News has brought international news outlets to the attention of UK audiences. The

top 25 sites by reach for news in the UK include the New YorkTimes, CBS News and the

Huffington post. By reach, the New York Times is the third most important news site for the

UK, and receives 8.3m unique visitors per month from this countryao. This compares to the

New York Times' gtobolaudience of Lt.Zm in 200341'

This online consumption of overseas outlets is in addition to consumption of outlets such as

MSNBC and CNN (also in the top 25), which do have a niche TV presence in the UK but who

are reaching additional audiences online.

On a topic basis, sites that may not be large in aggregate may be highly important for

plurality. For instance, for audiences interested in (say) Poland, they are now able to access

the entire range of polish media. The Polish title Gazeta had 110,000 unique visitors from

the UK in September ZOLQa?. Specialist titles, previously only available to those in a given

{ 
ComScore, July 2010

a1 Comscore, quoted in http://www.imediaconnection.com/content/1535.imc
a2 Doubleclick Ad Planner
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industry, are now available to all. A general reader interested in an air disaster, for example,
can now read coverage from Flight lnternationol, as well as receiving coverage from
newspapers and broadcasters.

An associated point is that while some aspects of online consumption are'push' based (such

as the headlines on the bbc.co.uk or Google News), consumers are also able to consume on
a 'pull' basis. That is, they can (for example) search on Google News for a range of coverage
on a specific topic that is of interest to them, quite possibly one that did not appear on the
Google News home page.

Blogs, too, are an increasingly important, and plural, source of news. Since 2005 the number
of blogs has trebled. The Associated Press has recognised that blogs do legitirnately break
news storiesa3.

Figure 27 Growth in the number of blogs
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Source: Technorati, BlogPulse

The emergence of blogs as conduits for more informal news content and cornmentary has

also helped to increase plurality within titles. News providers, no longer constrained to a

thirty minute broadcast or a 30 page publication, can provide broader coverage and allow
greater editorial autonomy. Blogs on Guardian.co.uk, leveraging traffic from the main site,
are contributing to increasingly plural news reporting.

Thus both the increasing adoption of the internet since the Communications Act, and the
increasing use of diverse news sources amongst those online mean that audiences now draw
on a substantially wider array of news sources than in 2003, representing a material increase
in aggregate plurality.

'Blended' news plurality
Looking across media, in line with shifts of consumption (for instance, the decline in
newspaper readership), what consumers report as their main source of news has been
changing. Newspapers and radio have seen significant drops, and TV and internet have both

a3 http://www .ap.orgl pages/about/pressreleases/pr-090110a.htm1
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seen significant growth. In ofcom's 2009 Media Tracker, the internet appeared to be about

to overtake newspapers as a prime source of news, and more recent research by McKinsey

suggests this has indeed happened.

Figure 22 Consumers' Moin Source of National News

Change since '04 PluralitY of
{%aeeooints) consumotion

TV + 4Yo Moderate

Newspapers -7% Low

-.idrl. -::c !..jJc:d-s

internet +4lo H'gh

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

sourie, otcom wledia rraclei

Frequency of usage tells the same story. As of April IOLA 46% of individuals now 'regularly'

use the internet for news, exactly the same number as use newspapers (the figure for TV is

78o/o)4.

These trends since the comrnunications Act are important for two reasons. Firstly they mark

a shift of usage from media with less plurality of individual consumption to media with

more:

Figure 23 Pluratity of consumption by medio type

Average number of news

sources used of a given

media, for individuats
consuming any news

sources of that media (eg,

theaverage national
newspaper reader reads

1.26 national titles)

NewsPaPer TV Online

Sorr.", rlnS,-gARB, Comscore, perrp"aiu.nnalysis 
- '

As discussed above, most people take only one newspaper (Sundays aside), but likely

consume rnultiple online sources - 3.46 on average. Thus even if there has been no change in

plurality within a given medium, if a consumer switches from getting their news from

* Mintel, Consumer perceptions of News Media, September 2010. Internet figure rebased to allow for survey
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newspapers to online, his plurality of consumption has increased. Put another way, as

consumption shifts (particularly from newspapers to online), the 'weight average' plurality
of consumption rises.

Secondly, this shift is important because it is a shift in consumption from media where News
Corp is strong (newspapers) to media where it is relatively weak (online and TV). News
Corp's share of daily newspaper circulation is 35%as. By contrast, its share of online news
consumption is 5.1%tr (including Sky News' site), and its share of W news is 5.3%a7. Thus on
a blended basis, as newspapers have become a less lmportant source of news for
consumers, the cross-media 'share of voice' for News Corp (including BSkyB) has been
falling. Moreover, in recent months the Times Online moved behind a paywall, resulting in a
drop of traffic and further reducing News Corp's share of voice.

Conclusion

Since the Communications Act of 2003 (and indeed since the previous pluralily decision In
2007) there has been a substantial growth in plurality, both of available sources and of
consumed sources. The internet in particular has led to far more diverse consumption.

It is sometimes argued that the internet is not relevant to plurality, since it is just the same
media owners distributing through a new medium. This argument is flawed for three
reasons:

o Online consumers do get news from news sources unavailable to them offline,
including existing ov€rseas and specialist titles, in addition to new, online-only
sources

o Online users consume from a wider range of sources {either existing or new},
exposing them to a far wider range of views

r The active mode of consumption online (for instance, searching for coverage of a
particular topic) makes users far less subject to the agenda choices of one or more
traditional news outlets

Indeed, given that the internet is now a more important source of news for consumers than
newspapers, the argument could be turned on its head: "newspapers are not relevant to
plurality, since it is just some of the same media owners available online distributing through
an old medium". We do not of course actually dismiss newspapers - they undoubtedly do
contribute to plurality - but so (substantially) does the internet.

Finally, the shift of consumption from newspapers to the internet has resulted in a smaller
'share of voice' for News Corp plus BSkyB. The current proposal should be assessed against
this background.

as 
ABC, September 2010

a6 
ComScore, October 201O measured by page views

a7 
BARB, Year to date 2010
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The previous section considered changes in the market since the 2003 Act and the 2007

BSkyB/lW decision. In this section we examine possible future trends, refer to a number of

plausible future media market scenarios, and assess their likely impact on the plurality of

news in the years ahead. ln our view, there will be a further step change in the openness and

diversity of the news market'

The key developments (some of which are continuations of existing trends) will include:

o Emergence of many new online sources of news, analysis, comment and debate,

alongside traditional print ancl broadcast news. These services will co-exist with and

in some cases supplant existing print and broadcast news media.

o Enhanced quality of news services, with advanced broadband technologies making

possible a richer combination of continually updated text, graphics, and audiovisual

material, coupled with in-depth and inter-active access to data and archived

information.
o New approaches to packaging and selecting news stories, with content aggregators

and search engines increasingly used by consumers to find the news they want,

rather than traditional media gateways.

o MOre "a6tive" and "prOmiSCUOUS" COnSUmptiOn Of newS, With USerS SeleCting the

stories they are interested in from multiple sources, and participating themselves in

the debate about the news.

News consumers will have a high degree of choice between different news sources and will

take their stories from across the different media - TV, radio, newspapers and online - and

news providers will face tough competition for attention and revenues. There are of course

uncertainties about the pace and extent of the changes outlined: in particular, existing news

suppliers are still experimenting with different business models for the online world, while

new entrants to the news market - such as Google - are taking share from conventional

providers, but so far investing little in original content'

But the direction of change is clear. The scope for any single individual news organisation to

determine the overall news agenda will in future be further limited. News will be reported

from a much wider range of sources than has been possible in the past, and consumers will

be able to access news directly, rather than via traditional intermediaries. lndeed, plurality

of news provision should be a much less significant policy concern. Any decision now about

the possible impact on plurality of the proposed News Corp/BSkyB transaction should factor

in these changes, and should not anticipate problems which are increasingly unlikely to

arise.

Future media scenarios

Developments in the supply and consumption of news are part of a wider set of trends in

the media market as a whole. one helpful way of thinking about what thls future world will

bring is to examine a range of plausible scenarios which describe alternative outcomes and

use them to identify important poliry concerns which might need to be addressed - and

equally importantly, identify those areas in which regulation could be inappropriate and

counter-productive'
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An extensive existing body of literature seeks to explore what the UK broadcasting
landscape may look like in I -L0 years' tirne. In a 2008 report for the Social Market
Foundation ("Public Service Broadcasting in the UK") its authors Robin Foster and Kip Meek
pulled together the findings of three previous scenario analyses to explore their implications
for the media future. The three analyses were:

o Future of Broadcasting Regulation, Robin Foster, for DCMS, 2007
o Economic Modelling of Future Scenarios for Public Service Contenf , Oliver &

Ohlbaum, for Ofcom, 2008

o Summary of Market Modellingas for BBC's Response to Ofcom pSB Review,

Capgemini, for BBC, 2008.

As Foster and Meek explained, although the resuhs of each of these scenario studies differ
in detail, they are similar in their overall construction and hypotheses. The authors were
therefore able to cluster the scenarios into groups that reflect four contrasting views of the
future with a view to providing a framework for assessing policy decisions. They for.rnd that
the two most important drivers of the scenarios were the speed of technology adoption and
the degree to which consumption fragments between the providers of audiovisual content.
Figure 24, taken from the SMF report, provldes a stylised overview of the four futures
against these drivers of change.

Figure 24 lllustrqtion of how UK broadcasting may develop, by speed of technology adoption
and level of market fragmentation

ivlarker fragmenration

l.!urrent p,i5itionl 5peal of techn,rlogl;
adoptirn

lslarkei,:.rnsolidaticn

Source: Public Service Broadcasting in the UK: A Longer Term View, SMF

Summary of the scenarios
These scenarios are interesting for what they can tell us about the sort of media world we
might experience in severalyears time, and whether plurality of news provision might be an
issue in any of those possible outcomes.

lnthe "Radicaltansformation" scenario, there is a very fast pace of change with high non-
linear penetration across all demographic consumer groups and a dramatic decline in the

a8 http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/consultations /psb2_l/annexes/annexT,pdf
oe 

http ://www. bbc.co.uk/aboutthebbc/future/pdflma rket_modelling. pdf
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consumption of linear W. The non-linear (online) market supports a wide range of new

business models and consumer empowerment means that consumers support a vast range

of content suppliers - often new entrants rather than traditional media players. In this

scenario, news plurality is no longer a concern at all'

lnthe,,Fragmentationo scenario, the studies similarly suggest a world in which technology is

highly developed and in which for many the internet becomes the most important platform

for the distribution and online consumption of all types of audiovisual content, including

news. There are many new providers of content, but fragmentation of revenues means that

not all of this content is well funded. A residual group of consumers - those who lack the

skills and confidence to find and use new media content, or who cannot afford to connect to

the new networks or pay for the new services - face more limited choice' But overallthere is

a multiplicity of news sources and much active news consumption.

f n the third scenario, "Consolidoted transformation", lhere is high and widespread adoption

of new technology, and non-linear services broadly replace traditional linear consumption'

Crucially, though, many consumers look to trusted content and news providers to help them

navigate the new marketplace, and incumbent media companies are well placed to become

the online trusted brands of the future. But there is vigorous competition between this

smaller number of large players, operating increasingly across old and new media, ensuring

consumers still have a significant degree of choice'

Finaffy, inlhe "Grodualevolution'scenario, the world look much more like the recent past.

Even so, the trends described in the earlier section underline how different this world is

from that which prevailed only five yearc ago.

A more recent scenario analysis carried out for Ofcom by Plum Consulting, "Entertainment in

the UK, in 2o2g,, ,which was carried out in 2009, also constructed some future scenarios.

These were:

. ,,Broadcast plus": very similar to the "gradual evolution" scenario described above

o .,lnfinite Choice": similar to the "consolidated transformation" scenario described

above, but with an emphasis on the role of global media companies

o ,,Anywhere nora/': similar to the radical transformation scenario, but with more of an

emphasis on mobile services'

In many ways, the difference between the various scenarios is one of timing and degree,

rather than overall direction of travel. Their key finding is that media markets on the whole

are likely to become more open, more diverse, and more competitive, with much greater

fragmentation of consumption. Consumers will be able to access many more sources of

content, including news, even if they do not always choose to take advantage of the choices

available to them. tf anything, market trends since these scenario analyses were first

published suggest a faster move towards the more radical of the scenarios than was perhaps

envisaged at the time.

In more detail, some clear underlying patterns and trends can be identified, which will have

a significant impact on the future supply and consumption of news.

Technology change

The next ten years are likely to see further acceleration in technology change which will

affect how content, including news, is distributed, where it is consumed, and what form it

takes. In its 200g report for ofcom (cited above) Plum consulting highlighted further

significant increases in storage and processing power, upgraded capacity of fixed and
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wireless networks, and the intelligence of consumer devices as key influences on the future
media market.

For example, BT is now rolling out its 'lnfinity' service that will provide up to 40 Mbps for 2/3
of UK households by 2015. This will enable the majority of these households to stream TV
(and HDTV), substantially reducing the barriers to entry for Pay W, which otherwise
depended on a purpose-built infrastructure (such as BSkyB's satellite distribution orVirgin
Media's cable network).

Coupled with more sophisticated navigation and search tools, these developments will
continue to transform the consumer experience across all types of media content, In
practice, this is likely to mean high quality mixed media content being increasingly
consumed online. Cisco estimate that the surn of allforms of video (W, video on demand,
Internet, and P2P) will exceed 91 percent of global consumer traffic by 201450. Internet video
alone will account for 57 percent of all consumer Internet traffic in 201451.

Figure 25 Forecost globol internet troffic by type of use (PB per month)
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More and more content will be consumed on the move, across a range of highly portable
and increasingly converged devices such as netbooks, tablets and smartphones. In 2CI10 Q2
there were already around 13m smartphone users in the UK - a year on year increase of over
8Qo/o.

to 
Source, Cisco VNI Forecast 2010

tt 
Source, Cisco VNI Forecast 2010
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Figure 26 Smartphone takeup over time
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According to Ciscosz, global mobile data traffic will double every year through 2014,

increasing 39 times between 2009 and 2014. ln the context of plurality, the rise of smart

phones and tablets is important because it brings the inherent plurality of online

consumption out of the home, and to places that u ntil recently were the domain of less

plural media consumption. For instance, the news consumer commuting by train previously

depended on reading a single newspaper - now they can (and do) read multiple sources on

their iPhone.

For all content, and especially for news, the impact on more traditional formats will be

immense. lnstead of simple internet pages which display conventional stories, the online

news service of the future will be interactive, allow search and interrogation of archives and

databases, and combine high quality video and graphics in imaginative new ways.

Consumer behaviour
ln parallel, consumers will demand more active control over the content they consume, and

there is likely to be further fragmentation of media tastes and preferences. Social

networking will assume greater importance still, as the "cohort" effect ensures that today's

younger internet-focused generation become mainstream consumers. Media analyst Mark

Oliver, in his 2009 study for the Policy Exchange "Changing the Channel", described how we

will see further significant changes in consumers' relationships with media:

o From a largely passive to a much more active relationship

o An increasingly active role in search and selection of content

r A more participative relationship with service providers

o Supporting many niche as well as mainstream content suppliers (the "long tail").

t'Cisco 
Visual Networking lndex Forecast (2010)

- 
Number of smartphone users (m)

- 
psnsllstion of smartphones (%)
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ln a recent OECD report'The future of news and the internef (2010), the authors describe
what they callthe "social phenomenon of the internet". News users of the future will have a

constant desire for updates "on the go", will want personalised information, and will expect
to access multiple sources on the same topic and from different geographies. Ahhough some
internet news sites will retain a degree of user loyalty, overall retention of users by a single
news service is likely to be low compared with traditional newspapers.

Similar trends are reported in the US. Research carried out for the US based Pew Research
Centre's Project for Excellence in Journalism (2010) suggests that news in the US is
increasingly a shared social experience. According to Pew, half of Americans say that they
rely on people around them to find out at least some of the news they need to know. Some
44% of online news users get news at least a few times a week through email alerts,
automatic updates, or posts from social networking sites. "While most original reporting still
comes from traditionaljournalists, technology makes it increasingly possible for the actions
of citizens to influence a stor/s total impacf'. Today's US trends are often good pointers to
what will happen in the UK in the near future.

While the decline of mainstream media such as broadcast W and newspapers should not be
exaggerated - many consumers still like the shared experiences offered by popular
television and the convenience of conventional print - the growth of "new" media will be an
increasingly important component of media consumption. For some genres like news, which
benefit most from the added capabilities of online provision, change is likely to be faster
than average.

Market dynamics
A combination of the above trends means that the structure and intensity of competition in
the UK media .market is set to change again, with an important impact on news.

Greater competition is likely between UK digital distribution platforms, making it difficult for
any one platform owner to dictate terms of entry into the market or to influence consumer
access to a wide range of voices:

o YouView, backed by a seven-strong consortium of broadcasters and lSPs including
the BBC, should be launched in mid to late 2011

r Alongside YouView, BT continues to offer its own lP based TV service, BT Vision
o Virgin Media plans to launch its own next-generation on-demand service, powered

by TiVo's set-top boxes

r Apple's second-generation IPTV boxes have nbw been launched in the UK

i Google W is likely to be launched in the UK next year

o Sony has developed an integrated IPTV system which streams more than 50 live
broadcast television channels from Freeview and satellite, plus show reels of its own

music videos
o Samsung has launched its own App store and, with Yahoo!, is offering the Yahoo!

Connected TV service to 135 countries around the world
o Over-the-top services53 will be increasingly viable as broadband speeds increase
o New entrant Boxee has already launched its web TV hardware in the UK

o Mobile network operator Vodafone is launching an IPW service in Spain and
Germany

tt 
Those providlng TV over a standard broadband connection from a third-pafi supplier
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Competitive intensity in the provision of and packaging of content willcontinue to rise:

o Existing media providers are entering adjacent media markets (newspapers and

television for example) increasing competition in each of the former single medium

markets. The Accenture Global Content Study found that 50% of senior content

executives thought that cross-sector competition was the greatest threat to their

business, and a greater challenge than both declining demand and industry

changess
o New entrants are accessing consumers directly - for example, on-demand content

provided online direct to consumers rather than via intermediaries. In November

2010, there were around 1,500 news apps on Apple's app store, 180 featured news

and weather apps on Android Market and 200+ news apps on Blackberr/s App

World.
o Search and aggregation are playing an increasing role in leading consumers to the

news they are interested. ln the UK 45% of traffic to news websites comes from one

singte prominent search engine aloness.

o Across national borders, new international players are moving into markets which

were formerly beyond their reach. See for instance the New York Times' position as

the news site with the third highest reach in the UK'

o Falling production costs mean that bloggers can reach many thousands of readers at

very little cost, and community news sites are burgeoning. The number of blogs has

increased three-fold between July 20O6 and November 201056'

o Conventional news "packagers" are being by-passed. The OECD report (cited above)

suggests that news wires, freelance journalists, photographers or camera teams

which previously as suppliers fed linearly and directly into newspapers, might opt to
.,cut out the middleman" and start supplying source content directly to internet

users. Already today audiences can access agencies' news feeds directlysT, previously

the strict preserve of traditional media organisations'

As plum consultants noted for Ofcom, "internet-based entertainment will lead to disruptive

new value chains" and "we will see a growing diversity of business models for entertainment

services in the UK". The OECD envisioned a far more complex and interactive value chain:

* 
Hitwise

ss The Evolution of News and the Internet, OECD

s5 Technorati, BlogPulse
tt 

Uk.reuters.com for example
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Figure 27 The inueasingly complexvalue chain
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Developing strategies
ln response many media organisations are developing their own cross-media strategies,
similar to those being pursued by News Corporation. Indeed, Accenture's interview of 102
senior content executives found that 65% believed that using new platforms or ways of
delivery was the most important source of revenue growth for their industryss.

One consequence of this is that there will be a range of evolving approaches to news
capture and production. lf newspapers move into television, the very different editorial and
technical demands of broadcast news, coupled with highly specific regulatory requirements,
are likely to mean that TV and print newsrooms remain separate for the foreseeable future.
Where broadcasters move into new media, they willtend to place a central focus on high
quality audio and video news, with text and graphics in a support role. For these ventures,
the culture of the W newsroom is likely to remain central, with audiovisual content tailored
to meet the high technical and editorial specifications demanded by broadcasting use.
Newspaper-led initiatives in new media may take a different approach, with print journalists
increasingly expected to file online as well as for their newspaper, and many expected also
to file stories to camera for audiovisual inserts. Even here, however, demand from
consumers over time for better quality audiovisual material is likely to lead to the import of
highly skilled broadcasting expertise to work in parallel with the existing news teams.
Ultimately, a wide range of approaches will evolve; those which consumers like best will be
most successful.

t'Sorr.e, 
"This Time, lt's Personal: The Accenture Global Content Study 2009", Accenture, ZO09
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Alongside these new developments, the BBC remains a strong player in the supply of news'

The BBC has recently agreed a guaranteed licence fee for the next six years which will give it

a significant degree of funding certainty in what is elsewhere a highly uncertain

environment. While its overallfunding has been reduced, news is fundamentalto its PSB

role, and is unlikely to have its budget significantly cut. The BBCs most recent strategy

statement (the BBC Strategy review, March 2010) underlines the BBC's intention to play a

continuing prominent role in news provision across broadcast and online media. This role, as

mentioned above, enables the BBC to have an important influence on consurner

expectations of news media in the UK, and will continue to affect the way in which stories

are selected and reported across many other news outlets.

The BBC's news priorities will include:

o Strengthened specialist analysis, in particular in science, the environment and sociol

affoirs

o lncreosed business coveroge ot a global ond local level

o Strengthened commitment to internotional newsgathering and reportage in parts of

the world with growing geo-politicol importance such as China ond Brazil

o Enhsnced commitment to scrutinising the locol democratic process, including through

mutti-platform coverage of local government and politics through Democracy Live

o Enhonced coverage of IJK arts and culture.

o A/ews Ontine will remain o highly accurate, impartiol and trustworthy source of news,

onalysis background information and debote about stories of significance and

seriousness. tt will olways be free at the point of use'

Source: BBC Strategy Review, March 2010

lmplications

News plurality
Taken together, the trends and developments we have outlined point to a clear conclusion.

The increase in sources of news which has already begun will gather pace in the coming

years. ln parallel, more consumers will take advantage of the opportunities provided by

more choice to select the range of news suppliers and stories that most interest them.

A picture emerges of a world in the not too distant future where the supply and

consumption of news is very different from that of the 2003 Communications Act. This

transformation will be associated with widespread use of online and mobile sources of
news, alongside more conventional provision. There will be an increasingly unified cross-

media market for news, not one constrained by each individual medium. For some

demographic groups, online will be the only source of their news. Already studies show that

the internet is the main source of news f or t5-24 year olds (OECD) and a recent paper for

the Reuters Institute for the Study of Journalism (UK Election 2010, Nic Newman, 2010i

reported that online news sites were the most important source of election news for 18-24

year olds in the UK, ahead of TV and printed newspapers.
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McKinsey's 2006 and 2009 studies into levels of interest in different news media found that
websites were now rank above daily newspapers for all groups bar the over 55s.

Figure 28 Respondents interested in different media for news consumption, 2009
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Source: 2009 McKinsey media and entertainment news survey

lf online were simply repeating what is available offline, in newspapers and broadcast
television, it could be argued that the internet were merely a new platform for old news
providers. This, howcver, is not the case. As we have noted, consumption of online news
content is highly fragmented, with only one provider with significant share, the licence-
funded BBC. Further, there are no regulatory rules requiring impartiality of online news.

While BBC Trust has put in place editorial guidelines stressing the need for impartiality in
online news, this is self-imposed as opposed to a regulatory requirement that covers other
creators of news.

Drawing on the research already referred to in this paper, the characteristics of this new
world can be summarised as follows:

Supply:
o More news sources available at community, local, national and international levels:

either commercially funded, not for profit, or funded by philanthropic support.
r A blurring of the distinction between different media - key news brands will stretch

across platforms, and increasingly focus on what we now think of as "online" as the
core of their proposition.

o Different ways of packaging and accessing news - while there will still be a role for
trusted brands in the supply of news, content aggregation, search, and

recommendations from social networking sites will play an important role in helping
people find news and make choices about which news sources to use.

Demand:
o Consumers will access multiple sources of news, using different platforms.
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o online/mobile will be the most important source of news for younger users, and will

be used alongside more conventional sources by most regular news consumers'

o online news consumers will mix different sources of news, compile their own

personalised information, and move frequently between different news sources'

o News consumers will be more likely to participate in its provision - for example in

discussiongroups,bysharingstories,orbypostingtheirownviewsandnews.
o Television and print news will remain in demand, each having characteristics valued

by some - but they will be used as part of a wider portfolio of news sources' and not

as a single voice.

In his Policy Exchange paper, Mark oliver describes this outcome as a "utopian world" in

which the internet is the uhimate egalitarian force, designed to reduce the power of big

business and hand power back to the consumer and citizen. Plurality would no longer be an

issue. The OECD suggests that in this world, "public opinion will be shaped by many different

voices with different emphasis and points of view, not by a smallelite group of journalists"'

Barriers to entry to publishing have been lowered and users carry out their own selection

and filtering of editorial content'

As noted above, though, risks remain. Pessimists fear not that there will be a lack of diversity

of news; rather that fragmentation will reduce overall quality, as investment in

newsgathering suffers and rigorous fact checking and editorial oversight disappears'

Proposed News Corp/BSkyB transaction

ln conclusion, news is more exposed to the radical trends outlined above than almost any

other genre:

o Competition from new online provision

oChangesinthewayitisconsumedandinconsumerexpectations
o Competition across media and from outside the UK

o Uncertainties about viable business models

Even if the type of world outlined earlier is enthusiastically taken up by only part of the UK

population, the important point is that the choices will be there if wanted' lf consumers

disiike the approach taken by any one supplier, they will be able to switch to another'

Indeed, many will already be using multiple sources. In this environment, there will be little

scope for any one news provider - no matter how successful - to set the editorial agenda for

the news market as a whole. lndeed, a more pressing concern may well be the inadequacy

of funding to support high quality newsgathering infrastructure' lf that is the case' then the

emergence of a reasonatle number of well-funded news providers, able to build innovative

and high quality multimedia news propositions should be seen as providing significant

consumer benefit, rather than as a threat to plurality'

Thus any speculative concern about hypotheticalfuture consequences for plurality needs to

be seen against a market that is widely expected to have rapidly rising general plurality (in

much the same way that any current loss of plurality needs to be seen against the

background of increases in plurality since 2003), In this respect, it should be noted that

upcoming generations will likely be even less dependent on newspapers (News

corporation's traditional media position) and on television, and increasingly influenced by

the internet, the medium in which News corp is relatively weaker'
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